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Abstract
The Hispanic population is the fastest growing minority in the United States and
is also a minority in the cystic fibrosis (CF) community. Therefore, an increase in CF in
the U.S. might be anticipated. This study explored stories of Hispanic mothers'
perspectives of parenting their child with CF, health beliefs, and health care experiences.
The study interviewed 10 mothers of which half were English speaking. Narrative
structural and thematic analyses were applied through a critical feminist lens. The major
themes that emerged were mothering, growing and growth, mother talk, and connected;
all informed by Ruddick's (1995) framework on maternal thinking. Additional major
themes were life disrupted and being here. Findings were consistent with existing
literature of the dominant Euro-American culture of being a mother of a child with CF.
Health beliefs specific to CF care were aligned with prescribed medical treatments.
Language emerged as a primary barrier for Spanish-speaking mothers. Mothers
acknowledged an existing lack of awareness of CF in the Hispanic community and as
underrepresented within the larger CF community. They expressed a desire to see a shift
of stereotyped Caucasian images of CF to represent Hispanic people to promote greater
awareness in the Hispanic communities and with health care providers.
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Chapter 1: Cystic Fibrosis Among Hispanics
Introduction
The Hispanic population is rapidly increasing as the largest minority group in the
United States (Ennis, Rios-Vargas & Albert, 2011 ). Genetically transmitted health
conditions such as cystic fibrosis (CF) will also increase in numbers as this U.S.
population increases. Although CF is less prevalent in the Hispanic population than in the
dominant U.S. Caucasian population, it is a serious health condition commanding costly
medical resources. In the U.S., CF occurs in about 1 in 4,000-10,000 Hispanic
individuals compared to 1 in 2,500-3,000 Caucasian individuals (Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation [CFF], 2012). The Cystic Fibrosis Patient Registry (CFF, 2013) reported that
7. 7% of people in the U.S. with CF are of Hispanic origin, in contrast to Hispanics
constituting 17% of the U.S. total population (Taylor & Cohn, 2012).
CF is a genetically transmitted chronic health condition and originates from a
dysfunction of a cellular protein. Individuals with CF have a variable quality of life and
prognosis, largely determined by pulmonary function (Davis, 2006; Wolfenden &
Schechter, 2009). Its insidious progression eventually results in respiratory failure and
death. Although primarily present in the Caucasian population, the number of Hispanic
individuals with CF can be predicted to increase given the Hispanic population's
projected rapid growth rate. In the U.S., the Hispanic population has been described as
vulnerable and subject to health disparities (Berry, Bloom, Foley, & Palfrey, 2010;
Hummer & Hamilton, 201 O; Schechter, 2011 ). Evidence suggests that Hispanic
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individuals with CF suffer worse health outcomes and quality of life than their Caucasian
counterparts, a disparity independent of genetic variation (Quittner et al., 201 O; Watts,
Seshadri, Sullivan, & McColley, 2009). While ample current literature exists on CF's
multiple complex aspects, research addressing Hispanic ethnicity patients with CF is
limited. A recent literature search revealed no studies relative to parenting a child with
CF through the lens of Hispanic mothers. This study explores the experiences and
perceptions of Hispanic mothers parenting a child with CF. It also explores maternal
perspectives of health beliefs and health-care experiences related to their child's care with
CF. This information is critical to culturally congruent intervention's future development,
targeted health promotion, and for patient-centered management provisions of Hispanic
individuals with CF and their families.
Statement of the Problem

As the Hispanic population increases, it follows that Hispanic-origin individuals
diagnosed with CF will also increase commensurate with their population growth.
Epidemiologic data report that Hispanic individuals with CF experience a significantly
greater decline in their pulmonary function than their Caucasian counterparts (Schechter,
2011; Watts et al. 2009); this finding has not been fully explained. Many studies describe
parent experiences ofliving with a child with CF (Carpenter & Narsavage, 2004;
Gjengedal, Rustoen, Wahl, & Hanestad, 2003; Glasscoe & Smith, 2011; Jessup &
Parkinson, 2010; Moola, 2012; Szyndler, Towns, van Asperen, & McKay, 2005;
Williams, Corlett, Dowell, Coyle, & Mukhopadhyay, 2009). Studies have also explored
mothers' specific concerns as caregivers of their child with CF (Gayer & Ganong, 2006;
Hodgkinson & Lester, 2002; Yilmaz et al., 2008). However, review of the literature on
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Hispanic mothers' experiences parenting a child with CF revealed an unexplored area.
This population has been underrepresented in studies related to the CF experience.
Therefore, this qualitative research study explores maternal perspectives and experiences
of parenting a child with CF through the lens of Hispanic mothers. The study also
explores maternal perspectives of health beliefs and health-care experiences related to
their child with CF. Qualitative research findings inform nursing practice on the
subtleties and complexities of the human response to health and illness, essential to the
development of effective and culturally congruent interventions (Sandelowski & Barroso,
2003). Qualitative research illuminates intricacies of human behaviors that might not be
fully uncovered through reductionist approaches of quantitative research.
Background and Significance
Cystic fibrosis and Hispanic ethnicity. The estimated prevalence of CF in the
Hispanic population ranges from 1in9,200 to 1in13,500 (Rohlfs et al., 2011). U.S.
Hispanic individuals' with CF demographic trend has continued to increase from 4.1 % in
1992, to 5.7% in 2002, and most recently to 7.7% in 2012 (CFF, 2013). It is anticipated
that Hispanic individuals with CF will continue to increase, not only proportionate with
the increasing Hispanic population, as the fastest growing minority in the U.S., but also
through increased identification from mandated statewide newborn screening. More
specifically, the overall Hispanic population growth reported in the 2010 U.S. Census (as
cited in Ennis et al., 2011) was 43%, four times that of the growth in the general
population. Based on this data, one may surmise the Hispanic group, considered a
minority group in the U.S., is also a minority among the CF community.
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Cystic Fibrosis Overview
An estimated 10 million CF genetic carriers reside in the U.S. (CFF, 2012);

approximately 1 in 29 people are carriers in Caucasians and 1 in 46 people are carriers in
the Hispanic population, representing the two highest carrier frequencies. Genetic
research has exponentially expanded the understanding of CF and continues to contribute
data on mutations that affect aspects of CF and its care. A variety of disciplines have
contributed to these scientific advances directed toward increased survival rates. While
hope and optimism surround increased survival, psycho-social difficulties compound the
physiological complications as individuals grow older with CF.
CF is classified as one of the most common life-shortening genetically transmitted
conditions of children. Approximately 30,000 individuals are in the U.S.; those older than
18 years are approaching 50% (CFF, 2014). The median survival age is reported to be in
the early fourth decade for an infant born today. Although this population is relatively
small, its health care reflects costly resource utilization. Commercially insured patients
with CF averaged annual medical costs 15 times higher than the average commercially
insured member: $64,000 compared to $4,300 (J. Ranville, personal communication,
September 20, 2013). O'Sullivan, Sullivan, Higuchi, and Montgomery (2011) examined
Medicaid and commercial enrollee's health care claims for both children and adults with
CF for both medical and pharmacy utilization. Findings indicated the mean annual cost
combined for medical care and pharmaceutical agents approached $50,000, excluding
out-of-pocket expenses.
CF is a chronic, complex, multisystem condition with variable severity
characterized by a slow decline in lung function, resulting in eventual respiratory failure.
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Individuals live between episodes of relative wellness and exacerbations most commonly
caused by acute pulmonary infections. Because of demanding care requirements, it has
been described as an intrusion into day-to-day life (Bluebond-Langner, 1996). Its chronic,
progressive nature and multisystem involvement positions it as a prototype for chronic
conditions in children (Admi, 1996). Despite scientific advances, there is no cure for this,
which progresses to either lung transplant as a life-extending option, or eventual death.
The explosion of genetic information that advanced the understanding of CF had
its inception in 1989, when the CF chromosome was identified (Rommens et al. 1989).
Prior to this landmark discovery, CF was infrequently considered in ethnic or racial
groups other than Caucasians, except in accredited CFF centers. Accreditation through
the CFF certifies CF centers provide a standard of care by highly specialized
professionals. Thus, the complexity of CF mutations has expanded its footprint to both
African Americans and Asians as well as Hispanic ethnicities, extended through the
science of genetics.
It is incumbent upon the health care community to understand better the
experiences of Hispanic mothers' who are parenting a child with CF, and to increase
understanding of their health care perspectives. Overall, California is the most populated
state in the U.S. in which people reside with CF (CFF, 2013), and it has the highest
concentration of people of Hispanic heritage (Ennis et al. 2011 ). Thus, the increasing
numbers of individuals with CF surviving into adult years, coupled with the increasing
overall rise of the Hispanic population, and the noteworthy poor prognosis, lend
significant relevance to understanding maternal perceptions and experiences of parenting
a child living with CF.
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Parenting a Child with CF
One function of family nursing is to understand the family and family members'
experiences and responses to health and illness. While CF has been extensively studied,
there is a dearth of information about Hispanic families and family members with CF.
Specifically, experiences, health beliefs, and health practices of Hispanic families living
with a child with CF have not been described. While valuable contributions from genetics
and epidemiology have advanced science, more information is needed to appreciate the
strengths and challenges influencing Hispanics. While nursing practice has embraced
culturally sensitive and patient- and family-centered care, integration of these concepts
might be less evident to meet the pressing health care needs of the nondominant Hispanic
group with CF. Socioeconomic and cultural contexts shape the family's lives, parenting,
and health care practices. It is timely for nurses and health care providers to attend to
demographic, ethnic, and cultural vulnerabilities of families and extend their reflection to
relationships of health care organizations, families, and their own professional practice.

Ethnic and Health Care Disparities
Disparities in health's social determinants are a national health agenda for
Healthy People 2020 objective (2010 Health disparities are defined as differences in the
quality of care received by minority and nonminority groups that have equal care access
(Smedley, Stith, Nelson, & Committee on Understanding and Eliminating Racial and
Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, 2012a) and have been extensively documented
(Brookins, 1993; Flaskerud et al., 2002; Flores and The Committee on Pediatric
Research, 2010; Friedman, Bowden, & Jones, 2003; Newacheck, Stoddard, & McManus,
1993; Zambrana & Dorrington, 1998). The Institute of Medicine's landmark report,
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Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparity in Health Care (as cited in
Smedley et al. 2002a) concluded that health disparities exist in minority patients and
described the complexities that have resulted in discordant health care experiences of
vulnerable groups. The report identified three primary contributors to health care
disparities: (a) "organization and operations of health care systems," (b) "patients'
attitudes and behaviors," and (c) "biases, prejudices, and uncertainties from health care
providers during clinical encounters" (p. 2). While the report acknowledged that
stereotyping has been shown through social psychology research to be an almost
universal cognitive human application that provides a means to organize or describe
information about people and groups, it also acknowledged the downside of stereotyping:
that is by its very nature, stereotyping leads to unfairness and bias. According to the
report, health care providers were influenced by a client's race or ethnicity and associated
stereotypes. An increased awareness of health disparities, education, and cultural
competencies resulted. However, a more recent report documented health care practices
continue to undermine individuals and contribute to pervasive marginalization of people
from different ethnicities and minorities (Flores and The Committee on Pediatric
Research, 2010). These people are too frequently associated with less socioeconomic,
education, and resource capital. According to Freire (1993), who espoused social change
for the oppressed, asserted that people who are "welfare recipients" (p. 74) are treated as
those who deviate from the good, organized, and just society and "regarded as pathology
of the healthy society" (p.74). In order to provide equitable quality care and reduce
disparities, continued research is needed to understand the concerns, experiences, and
needs ofunderserved and marginalized cultural and ethnic groups.
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Methodology
A qualitative methodology informed this study and explored the experiences of
Hispanic mothers who parent a child with CF. Specifically, narrative research, as a
method, begins with experiences as represented in the storied lives of individuals and
groups (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2012). It provided an in-depth exploration of Hispanic
maternal perspectives of parenting a child with CF, their health beliefs, and experiences
related to CF care that have been overlooked and taken for granted. This method of
inquiry is oriented from a naturalistic stance that directs studies in the most natural state,
yielding rich descriptions of the experiences told directly by mothers. Personal narratives,
stories told by mothers on their everyday life experiences or that reflect a significant life
event (Langellier, 1989) help to understand how people make meaning out of events in
their lives (Chase, 2005, p. 660). Chase offered insight into the relationship of the
researcher with the interviewee; the researcher makes a "conceptual shift toward the idea
that an interviewee has stories to tell and a voice of their own" (p. 660), narrating their
own story, in contrast to the interviewee having answers to the research questions of
interest. Narrative research is most often referred to as narrative inquiry; thus, will be the
term used in this study. It was appropriate for this study, as a preliminary step, to describe
experiences not yet documented. This approach also allows for accumulated details from
personal stories that are then able to be assembled in a "fuller picture of the individual or
group" (Riessman, 2008, p. l l ).
This study was sensitized by critical social theory and feminist theory. Critical
social theory has its roots in the social sciences and pertains to social processes,
relationships, structures, and philosophy. It is relevant to health care, as it relates to
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empowering patients and families to participate freely in their own care and decisions and
to make changes by taking control of their lives (Allen, 1987; Holloway & Wheeler,
2010). From a critical theoretical standpoint, health care institutions and health care
providers might unwittingly communicate a culture of imposed constraints, biases, and
directives to their patients and families, thus, restricting space for perceived partnered or
participatory relationships. The critical and feminist paradigms are particularly
appropriate as philosophical underpinnings for this study, as voices from underserved
groups have been underrepresented and marginalized in research. Narrative methodology,
critical social theory and feminist theory are discussed further in Chapter 3.
Family and providers of health care research was described as an emerging area
of interest for theory, research, and clinical interventions as recently as the 1980's
(Doherty & McCubbin, 1985). Family studies related to health care and chronic
conditions have flourished and continue to inform approaches for best care derived from
its dynamic nature and influenced by behavioral, biomedical, and economic forces. In
addition, with the evolving changes among families and chronic health conditions, the
intersections of many disciplines have cross-pollinated family studies. Thus, reviewed
studies for this project originated from not only nursing, but also from medicine,
psychology, and sociology. These disciplines reflect the interrelatedness of the complex
nature of chronic health conditions, such as CF, and the professionals that form specialty
teams to manage these conditions.
This study was an initial step in filling an existing gap in the description of
mothers' experiences parenting their child with CF from a Hispanic perspective. It adds
to the advancement of nursing science by contributing to a greater understanding of
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maternal perspectives of parenting a child with CF through a lens culturally different
from the dominant Euro-American representation largely found in the literature. It
augments the understanding of maternal health care beliefs, practices, and experiences
within their social and cultural relationships to the health care system and providers.
Uncovering this population's unique needs for future interventions to improve patient
outcomes and reduce health care discordance is timely and past due.
Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to explore Hispanic mothers' perceptions parenting
a child with CF and maternal perspectives of their health beliefs and health care
experiences related to CF. The goal of the study was to describe Hispanic mothers'
parenting experiences who have a child with CF to further the understanding and
eventual development of culturally sensitive and culturally congruent interventions to
improve patient care and outcomes. This study's specific research question asks what it is
like for mothers parenting a child with CF from a Hispanic lens within their sociocultural
context. In addition, this study addresses the following question: What are the maternal
health beliefs and health care experiences for their child with CF from an ethnic Hispanic
perspective?
Specific Aims of the Study

The specific aims of the study were to:
•

Aim 1: Explore and describe Hispanic maternal perspectives and experiences
of parenting a child with CF.

•

Aim 2: Explore and describe the health beliefs from Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to health care of their child with CF.
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•

Aim 3: Explore and describe health care experiences from Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to care of their child with CF.

For the purpose of this study, the term Hispanic was used to represent both Hispanic and
Latino ethnicity. When descriptor terms other than Hispanic are used, it reflects the
specific group referenced in the cited study.
Assumptions

1. Personal stories reflect the daily life of the story tellers in their (re )constructed
reality.
2. CF as a complex, life-shortening condition has universal meaning and is also
based on its ascribed meaning by the family and mother.
3. Health care beliefs and practices might influence home care treatments of
children with CF in the Hispanic cultural context.
4. Power relations, rooted from dominant Euro-American paternalism, continue
to exist in families, the health care environment, and society.
5. Stereotypical and traditional gender roles are reinforced when mothers of
chronically ill children, such as with CF, are primary caregivers.
Summary

CF is a rare yet complex, costly, condition that is "aging out" or making the
transition to adult care from pediatric care because of improved prognoses. Scientific
advances have further established its panethnic influence. Hispanic heritage individuals
are increasing in the U.S. population and are also increasing in the CF population,
creating a double jeopardy: first from an ethnic vulnerability and second, from a CF
diagnosis, found primarily in the dominant Euro-American heritage. It is incumbent upon
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the health care and the CF communities to learn and understand the perspectives of
Hispanic heritage mothers to gain culturally sensitive views toward improving patient
outcomes through partnerships with this fastest growing minority population. They have
not been heard; it is time.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

Chapter 1 presented the study's background and significance related to exploring
Hispanic mothers' perceptions of having a child with CF. Literature and the state of
science as they relate to phenomena central to the study aims are reviewed in this chapter.
The review ofliterature is focused on the following areas: (a) an overview of CF and
management, (b) parenting a child with CF, (c) the Hispanic landscape, (d) Hispanic
family, ( e) ethnic and health disparities, (f) health care experiences, (g) Hispanic health
beliefs, (h) acculturation, and (i) the investigator's reflexive view. This study's
fundamental aim explores and describes Hispanic maternal perspectives and experiences
of parenting a child with CF and explored Hispanic mothers' perceptions of health beliefs
and health care experiences related to CF.
Cystic Fibrosis: The Story
Historical timeline. In order to understand CF's current state of science, a review

of its historical context is presented. CF has an intriguing beginning traced back to the
16th century. Folklore of the era indicated that parents were cautioned to beware of early
infant death when their lips tasted salty after a kiss to their infant's brow (Quinton, 1999).
This observation is acknowledged as a hallmark of CF because of the concentrated
sodium and chloride found in sweat. CF, as a disease, was first identified in 1938 by Dr.
Dorothy Andersen from a series of postmortem infant examinations. A pattern of
malnutrition and obstructive mucus collections noted in multiple mucus secreting glands
was described (Davis, 2006). Pathology of the pancreas with growth failure and
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malabsorption of fats and proteins was thought to cause weakening of the respiratory
system, leading to infection and eventual death. The characteristic description of
tenacious thick mucus in the exocrine glands distinguished CF from other conditions that
shared symptomatology. In 1948, Dr. Paul di Sant' Agnese made a landmark discovery
following a massive heat wave in New York and across the country (Davis, 2006;
Quinton, 1999). Numerous infants presented at the children's hospital with heat
prostration. di Sant' Agnese hypothesized that these infants had abnormal sweat. This
work demonstrated a five-fold elevation of sodium and chloride in the infants whose
electrolytes remained elevated after the heat wave. This work paved the way for the
development of the sweat test that continues to be the diagnostic gold standard (Farrell et
al. 2008). Credibility was gained from the early observations of the 16th century.
Throughout the decades, much of the research has been devoted to understand the
origin of CF. Quinton, a researcher, who has CF, built upon the existing research that
identified CF's basic electrolyte defect. He extended the research by identifying that the
basic defect in the CF duct was related to anion impermeability with sodium and chloride
versus a defect of anion exchange (Davis, 2006). Greater understanding of these
mechanisms along with simultaneous research explored and propelled better treatments.
International and national foundations were established in the 1950s and 1960s to share
findings and advance CF's science and treatment of. In 1989, chromosome 7 was
identified as the genetic basis for CF (Corbyn, 2012; Rommens et al. 1989; Thursfield &
Davies, 2012). This landmark discovery offered great hope and optimism that a cure
would be forthcoming; however, the reality was quite different. There are more than
1,800 genetic mutations (CFF, 2013) associated with CF, contributing to the complexity
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for discovering the cure. DNA mutation testing supplements the sweat test for
identification of specific CF mutations. DeltaF508 is the most common mutation
accounting for 90% of the CF population worldwide carrying at least one copy (Corbyn,
2012; Rommens et al., 1989; Thursfield & Davies, 2012).
Additional critical dates in CF history are the first heart-double lung transplant in
1984, followed with double lung transplant in 1988 (Kotloff & Zuckerman, 1996).
Subsequent success of a double lung with domino heart transplant was celebrated
followed by living related-donor double lung transplant (Littlewood, 2011). With
advances in treatments and pharmacologic agents, more effective and efficient treatment
regimens have improved the prognosis.
As noted in Chapter 1, CF is an autosomal recessive condition occurring with
greatest prevalence in Caucasians. An extensive history that Littlewood (2011) detailed
identified four novel minority CF cases with: (a) an African American in 1962, (b) two
American Indians in 1968, and (c) a 1968 report of a child in India, where CF was
thought to be nonexistent. The historical timeline also described CF occurring in
Japanese and Chinese ethnicities about the same time. Interestingly, while both race and
ethnicity were described outside of Caucasians in the historical time line, there is a
notable absence of reference to Hispanic ethnicity. While the human genome project has
advanced the understanding of CF exponentially, less attention has been directed toward
understanding experiences of minority groups living with CF in the U.S.
Current issues, pathophysiology, and treatments. More recently, the basic

defect in the CF gene has been further defined as an altered function of the CF
transmembrane regulator (CFTR) protein. The CFTR protein controls sodium, chloride,
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and water's movement across the cell membrane; CFTR dysfunction causes reduced
movement of these elements across the cell membrane resulting in the classic thick
mucus associated with CF (Derichs, 2013). CF is divided into six different CFTR
dysfunction classes (Derichs, 2013; Wolfenden & Schechter, 2009). Class-specific
therapy is underway toward reaching the cure. The most exciting current scientific
breakthrough is the development and Federal Drug Administration approval of a class
specific drug, Ivacaftor, in April 2012 (Corbyn, 2012; Derichs, 2013). Normalization of
sodium and chloride movement at the cell wall surface with Ivacaftor was reported.
Because of its less frequent genotype, about 4% of people with CF will benefit from this
treatment, estimated to cost upward of $294,000 per person annually (Corbyn, 2012).
Significant patient outcomes from the double-blind study demonstrated weight gain and
normalization of sweat chloride. This marks the first therapy designed to treat the cause
of CF ratherthan to mitigate symptoms. Application of this drug combined with existing
drugs to attack the different classes of CFTR dysfunction are currently in the pipeline.
These new drugs have catalyzed renewed hope and optimism in the CF community and
health care providers. Increased understanding of CF has progressed a long way from the
tales of folklore, and the expected median predicted age of survival for an infant is
reported to be in the early 40s with 49% older than 18 years of age (CFF, 2014).
CF is classified as a life-shortening condition, despite its recommended day-to
day care. It is characterized by declining pulmonary function, pancreatic insufficiency,
malabsorption, poor linear growth, and delayed onset of puberty. In addition, many
individuals with CF suffer from pan-sinusitis, recurrent pulmonary infections, and a
persistent cough. While the cough mobilizes thick secretions, it is a hallmark of CF and
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might also contribute to social stigma. As a result of living longer, various complications
could be encountered, challenging daily care. Complications, such as CF-related diabetes,
with an onset as early as adolescence, hemoptysis, and chronic headaches are examples
of burdensome complications. Missed school days become a concern as a result of a
pattern of exacerbations and, so called remissions, commonly associated with the cycles
of chronic illness. There is still no cure for CF. Lung transplant is the only option to
extend life. It remains a deadly disease, despite great strides in scientific progress and
life- extending options. Individuals living with CF wake each day to all-consuming
treatment regimens with hope and optimism that a cure will be announced soon (Jain &
Goss, 2014; Jamieson et al., 2014)
Nonetheless, the daily management and care is intrusive and burdensome. The
home-care regimen is time intensive and intensifies with pulmonary exacerbations
accompanied with a hyper-metabolic state and fatigue. Typical daily care usually
includes two to four separately administered nebulized medications with a minimum of
two airway clearance techniques demanding about 45 minutes in the morning and at
bedtime for basic health maintenance. In addition, multiple nutritional supplements, oral
vitamins, and replacement pancreatic enzymes taken with every meal and snacks are
prescribed to replace what the body does not produce. Attention to a caloric dense, high
protein, high-fat nutrition plan is recommended, not only for optimum growth and
development, but also to optimize lung health. A positive correlation between nutrition
and lung health has been reported (Milla, 2007).
The intrusion of daily care is a challenge for most individuals with CF. The
strengths and vulnerabilities of individuals living with CF, including their families'
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experiences, are illuminated through their personal stories described in numerous studies
(Bluebond-Langer, 1996; Carpenter & Narsavage, 2004; Christian & D' Auria, 1997;
George et al., 201 O; Gjengedal et al., 2003; Jessup & Parkinson, 201 O; M. McCubbin,
Bowers, & Holaday, 1984; Moola, 2012; Szyndler et al., 2005; Tracy, 1997; Williams et
al., 2009). However, these studies make no reference to the participants' ethnicity;
therefore, the assumption that Caucasians are the sole study participants is presumed
because of their dominant prevalence and absent participant ethnic demographics. While
these studies provided an emic view of living with CF, they also underscored the gap that
exists about what is known, or not known, about Hispanic individuals' experiences with
CF and their families.
Parenting a Child with CF
Parents as caregivers for children with chronic health conditions. Admi's

(1996) narrative of an ordinary lifestyle suggested that outsiders might view the centrality
of a chronic condition with more gravity than those actually living with the chronic health
condition. While this is an authentic finding from narratives of young mothers of the
study, it might not resonate with parents whose children have chronic conditions. A
parent's role in contemporary society is challenged by the shear nature of stimuli,
demands, and juggling daily schedules. When the parent role is superimposed over the
caregiver of a child with a chronic health condition role, the responsibilities expand
exponentially. The parent role does not come with a job description. Sullivan-Bolyai,
Sadler, Knafl, and Gilliss (2003) described direct and indirect care giving tasks deemed as
overarching categories of responsibility when parenting a child with a chronic health
condition. Four categories of parent's major responsibility were: (a) "managing the health
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condition, (b) caring for self," (p. 6) (c) "functioning as the child's case manager, and (d)
maintaining the family unit" (p. 7). Subsequently a position description, although not
exhaustive, was developed (Sullivan-Bolyai, Knafl, Sadler, & Gilliss, 2004) to illuminate
health care providers on the complexities required of day to day management of caring
for a child's chronic health condition. Critical parenting attributes were further described
from a concept analysis as nurturance, responsibility, and guidance (Virasiri, Yunibhand,
& Chai yaw at, 2011 ). While caring for a child with a chronic health condition demands

much attention and time of the parenting role, it was also found be a most overwhelming
task, resulting in fatigue, role strain, and depression. Characteristics such as grief, fear,
vigilance, isolation, confusion, a fragile sense of control, advocacy, and uncertainty were
described in two metasyntheses of parenting a child across a spectrum of chronic health
conditions (J. S. Coffey, 2006; Kepreotes, Keatinge, & Stone, 2010). In addition, these
studies reported more covert findings that many families eventually defined as a new
normal. Families tried to make meaning of their lives, find elements of strength, and
construct positive associations such as strengthening their marriage or families,
redefining their role of mothering, and having hope.
CF has been described as a prototype of chronic illnesses owing to its
multisystem, complex care and management. It has been studied from multiple
perspectives in an attempt to augment a better understanding and to support the needs of
the family, caregivers, and the affected child. The literature reflects mixed findings when
describing parents' and mothers' experiences as caregivers of their chronically ill child.
In part, findings reflect inconsistent definitions of terminology, roles, functions, and
contexts (Gage, Everett, & Bullock, 2006; Nicholl & Begley, 2012). Studies have
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explored parenting a child with a chronic health condition through a general perspective
on chronic illness (J. S. Coffey, 2006; Kepreotes et al., 2010; Ray, 2002), disease-specific
perspectives (Carpenter & Narsavage, 2004; Cronin, 2004; Moola, 2012), and other
factors such as coping and adjustment (Rehm, 2000), family function (Knafl & Deatrick,
1986; McClellan & Cohen, 2007); sleep (Meltzer & Mindell, 2006; Yilmaz et al., 2008),
and depression (Besier et al., 2011; Smith, Modi, Quittner, & Wood, 2010). Parenting a
child with a chronic health condition has also provoked parenting studies, particularly the
traditional maternal role as primary caregivers. A review of literature related to parents
and mothers of children with chronic health conditions follows.
Two meta-syntheses captured salient pervasive findings from the literature (J. S.
Coffey, 2006; Kepreotes et al., 2010). J. S. Coffey (2006) reported findings from 11
studies on parenting a child with a chronic illness. Seven themes emerged. Overall, the
mothers reported carrying the burden of care for their child. The most relevant findings
described themes that reinforced the primary maternal role as a constant experience for
the child and a heightened worry above typical parental worry. For example, worry was
described spanning from the time surrounding the diagnosis to future oriented, such as
worrying about who will care for their child as the parent ages. Depression and
exhaustion also surfaced consistent with findings from reviewed studies. Similarly,
Kepreotes et al. (2010) analyzed 10 studies to determine whether experiences of
parenting a child with a chronic condition had changed within a more contemporary time
frame from 2000-2009. Findings reflected some overlapping of themes with J. S.
Coffey's, but also some differences. Kepreotes et al. discussed immediate grief after the
diagnosis and ongoing grief as a major theme, as well as deficits of information, and
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inadequacy of some relationships from health care providers. For example, as their
child's primary caregivers, the parents, as the child's advocate, expected their voices
would be respected by their child's health care providers. When the parents' experiences
were less than their expectations, they felt restricted to assert their advocacy role for fear
their child's care might be put at risk. Ray (2002) studied 30 mothers and 13 fathers to
make the invisible work of parenting their child with a chronic health condition tangible.
In addition to similar themes in the aforementioned studies, topics such as exhaustion,
feeling overwhelmed, isolation, and vigilance were also described embedded in the
invisible work of parents. These findings are consistent with J. S. Coffey and Kepreotes
et al. Invisible work was deconstructed as "monitoring physiologic functions, anticipating
the need for adaptive strategies, facilitating and monitoring the child's success in social
situations, and working with health, education, and social sectors" (Ray, 2002, p. 435)
The invisible political and advocacy work added to their care giving roles yet put them at
risk for greater demands, leading to exhaustion and role overload (Ray, 2002). Lindstrom,
Aman, and Norberg (2010) found increased prevalence of burnout symptoms in parents
of children with diabetes and inflammatory bowel disease when compared to healthy
controls; the highest reports were from mothers of children with diabetes. Mothers, as
caregivers, included other roles such as decision makers, educators, and counselors.
These roles have consistently been attributed to the primary caregiver role (Friedman et
al., 2003; Gage et al., 2006; Gibson, 1999). Mothers as caregivers are discussed next.
Mothers as caregivers of children with CF. Approaches to understanding the

care required of chronic health conditions from studies of both generic and disease
specific, such as CF, further support the maternal role as primary caregivers. Hodgkinson
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and Lester (2002) explored stresses, coping strategies, and nurse support strategies for
mothers with a child with CF. Responses from 17 mothers reported their highest stressors
as: feeling in the middle with health care decision making, particularly related to genetic
testing; feeling burdened with the responsibility of daily care; isolation; and losing one's
sense of identity because of care giving demands. Coping strategies underscored support,
particularly with their nurse relationships. These findings are consistent with other studies
depicting caregivers' reports of CF (Gayer & Ganong, 2006; Gibson, 1988; Glasscoe &
Smith, 2011; Giitz & Giitz, 2000; Hunter, 2003; M. McCubbin et al., 1984), intertwined
with additional themes such as living with uncertainty (Glasscoe & Smith, 2011; Hunter,
2003), normalization (Cronin, 2004; Glasscoe & Smith, 2011; Knafl & Deatrick, 1986;
Knafl, Deatrick, & Havill, 2012; Moo la, 2012), and living day to day (Glasscoe & Smith,
2011; Moola, 2012). Some study findings differed relative to comparison groups'
backdrops. Cronin compared mothering children who had hidden impairments, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and CF, while Moola contrasted parenting
children with CF to those with congenital heart disease. Cronin's findings revealed
distinct differences in mothering between ADHD and CF. Specifically, support and
exhaustion were dominant with ADHD, contrasted with normalization as dominant with
CF. Even though fatigue among caregivers of CF has been reported (Ray, 2002),
fatigue's nature of might be contextually different. Moola's (2012) study described
similarities between narratives of congenital heart disease and CF caregivers. Both
groups described stress; however, stress reported by parents' of children with congenital
heart disease was time limited in contrast to CF, where unresolved and ongoing stress
was reported. Both groups conveyed a similar coping strategy through gaining insight
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that aided their illness perspectives, such as comparing their child's condition with others
who were perceived as more severe). Finally, the CF group differed in what was termed
"stolen time" (p. 218), as narratives described time dominated by daily treatments.
Wong and Heriot (2007) studied parent coping strategies in relation to child and
parent adjustment with vicarious hope in attempts to understand better parent and child
adjustment variances with CF. Vicarious hope, described as "parental expectations that
desirable things will happen in their child's future" (p. 344), was contrasted with
vicarious despair, described as "parental expectations that undesirable things will occur in
their child's future" (p. 344). Findings indicated that both constructs are distinctly
different from coping. Findings further indicated that the mental health of children with
CF can be strengthened by enhancing parental vicarious hope and reducing self-blame.
Parents who experienced greater vicarious despair, blamed themselves for their child's
CF, disengaged from pursuing goals for their child, and consequently were more at risk
for anxiety, depression, and emotional distress.
Growing evidence of depression among adolescents, young adults, and caregivers
has emerged (Besier et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2010) as advancements in CF and
prescribed intensification of daily treatments become part of daily care. Routine
screening is currently done in some centers for adolescents and young adults with
consideration to assessing the caregiver component.
While many studies depict a broad spectrum of experiences living with CF for
both parents and specifically mothers, a conspicuous absence of studies that address
experiences from a cultural or ethnic lens was evident. It was assumed the reviewed
studies reflected the dominant Euro-American group and thus, underscored a gap toward
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illuminating cultural-ethnic views from mothers' stories of parenting a child with CF. In
order to understand better the context of parenting and mothering a child with chronic
illness from a Hispanic perspective, an overview of the Hispanic culture and family are
discussed.
The Hispanic Landscape

A brief review of the changing diverse ethnic landscape is first offered to gain
perspective about the significance of the panethnic context currently experienced in the
U.S. The 2010 U.S. census (as cited in Ennis et al., 2011) reported the Hispanic
population grew by 43%, since 2000, contributing to 4 times the total population growth
of 10%. Those of Mexican descent accounted for approximately three quarters of the
increase. More than half the Hispanic population in the U.S. resides in three states;
California accounted for 28%. Individuals of Hispanic descent were found to have a
median age of 27 years and are, therefore, younger than the major ethnic and racial
groups (Pew Hispanic Center, 2013).
The Pew Hispanic Center (2013) is a nonpartisan research center that seeks to
provide a greater understanding of the growing Hispanic population as it expands and
affects the U.S. It is an offshoot of the Pew Research Center reporting trends, attitudes,
and issues influencing the U.S. The report, Between Two Worlds: How Young Latinos

Come ofAge in America, presented findings from a nationally conducted survey, in both
English and Spanish, from August through September 2009. The random sample was
selected with an overrepresentation of 1,240 youths 16 years to 25 years of age. The Pew
Hispanic Center detailed the magnitude of the most recent population growth and Latin
American dominated immigration wave: 40 million immigrants entered the U.S. since
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1965, of which about half were from Latin America. This number contrasts with the 14
million who landed in the U.S. during the European immigration wave of the 19th
century. Additional analysis from this report speculated the hardships and difficulty to
progress were greater for the Hispanic group in contemporary society when contrasted
with the upward mobility of the European immigration wave relative to four primary
factors: (a) less need and use of skilled laborers with contemporary economic mobility,
(b) illegal immigration status while trying to create a better life in the U.S., (c) fatalism as
a worldview of the Hispanic culture is not consistent with values dominated by U.S.
Anglo-Saxons, and (d) skin color as an additional barrier to assimilation where White
Caucasians dominate. Placing the Hispanic group in a socioeconomic context enhances
understanding of history and disparity.
The Hispanic Family
The family in the context of the Hispanic culture. Globally, family is cited as

the dominant factor contributing to the well-being and welfare of children (H. I.
McCubbin, Thompson, Thompson, McCubbin, & Kaston, 1993; J. M. Patterson,
McCubbin, & Warrick, 1990; Viner et al., 2012). The family is the main institution that
preserves and transmits culture and values, playing a key role in relationships and
psychosocial development (Friedman, 1990; Lorenzo-Blanco, Unger, Baezconde
Garbanati, Ritt-Olson, & Soto, 2012). These factors serve as a common thread that unite
the fabric of both American and Hispanic families.

Familism, collectivism, and biculturalism. The emphasis on family,familism,
among Hispanic people is a defining part of their ethnic identity, a distinction from the
dominant Euro-American culture (Friedman, 1990; Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2012;
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Quinones-Mayo & Dempsey, 2005). Familism is defined as a strong identity and
attachment among family members with their nuclear and extended family (Smith
Morris, Morales-Campos, Castaneda Alvarez, & Turner, 2013). Indeed, the strong ethnic
values offamilism might place additional tensions within the family as a result of the
collectivism ideology versus the individualistic ideology of the Euro-American culture.
Collectivism orients family members to place goals and interests of the group over those
of the individual member (Fuligni, Tseng, & Lam, 1999), whereas, the Euro-American
orientation of individualism promotes the goals of each member toward independence
and autonomy (Arnett, 2003). Collectivism represents aspects of family obligations that
are a part of the Hispanic-Latino cultural values (Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2012) and
promotes family closeness and interdependence (respeto), trust among family members,
and loyalty ifamilimiso).
Some studies (Arnett, 2003; Fuligni et al., 1999) lend support to a dynamic
perception that cultural identity might vary by generations and by years following
immigration within minority families that reside in the U.S. The notion that the first
immigrated or the immigration-generation Mexican Americans might have a stronger
orientation of collectivism than subsequent generations leads to an assumption of a
bicultural posture and this stance might also incite tensions within the family (Koss
Chioino & Vargas, 1999). Although the Hispanic population is a heterogeneous group,
the majority of individuals in the U.S. are from Mexico, Cuba, and Puerto Rico; the
majority of Mexican American or those of Mexican descent reside in the Southwest, and
thus are the dominant minority subcultural group (Ennis et al., 2011; Spector, 2004).
While cultural and ethnic identities have commonalities, they are diverse among their
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distinct groups. This discussion is in no way intended to homogenize the uniqueness of
Hispanics; however, for the purpose of this discussion, most information relates to the
Mexican American cultural group, unless specified.
Generational issues, acculturation, and assimilation are important factors that
influence family function and children's function within the family. Acculturation is the
gradual acquisition of the dominant cultural elements for survival; it may be contrasted
with assimilation where the process oflearningthe host culture's new values and
behaviors is at the cost of losing their native culture (Friedman, 1990; Spector, 2004). It
is helpful to distinguish these terms from ethnicity, which is often used synonymously
with culture. Ethnicity gives a broader social distinction by including members of human
groups from a common origin that might be differentiated by some elements but share
behavior standards, cultural content, political, and economic considerations within a
larger social system (Friedman, 1990; Koss-Chioino & Vargas, 1999); Lorenzo-Blanco et
al., 2012).
These social factors (acculturation, generations, and assimilation) intersect in a
complex web with families, generations, gender, and ages and stages of development
within a sociopolitical environment to construct individual meaning within their
respective worlds. They lend understanding of demands upon already strained social
situations. For example, there are concerns by some investigators that acculturation might
contribute to the loss of the familism value (Elder, Broyles, Brennan, Zuniga de Nuncio,
& Nadar, 2005; Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2012). There is also strong evidence that

acculturation might impact the sociocultural adjustment of adolescents as a result of what
has been called the widening "acculturation gap" (Juang & Umana-Taylor, 2012, p. 4).
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This gap relates to situations in which adolescents and children gain values and behaviors
of the host culture quicker than their parents, resulting in parental conflict. Socialization
of Hispanic male and female roles has also been described as gender specific
(Charmaraman & Grossman, 2010; Domenech Rodriguez, Donovick, & Crowley, 2009;
Koss-Chioino & Vargas, 1999; Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2012) where females are more
protected and interdependent in contrast to males who are granted freedoms and
independence. Thus, the ability of Hispanic families to adjust to raising a child as
newcomers in the U.S. thrusts the child, the parents, and thus the family, into a bicultural
environment. Biculturalism describes individuals functioning between two cultures to fit
the demands or circumstances of the moment. Biculturalism is defined as concurrently
incorporating one's primary culture with the second or dominant culture (Friedman,
1990). Social changes reflecting bicultural identity and characteristics inherent in
adolescence might add to parent and family tension and conflicts. For the adolescent who
struggles with the additional issues of chronic illness, the burden of competing with
family loyalty (familismo) might add dissonance to an already confounded situation in
which the child or adolescent is compelled to conform as their normative focus shifts
away from parents to peers, thus, creating a potential for familial tension.
Hispanic parents. Friedman et al. (2003) described Hispanic parent roles within

traditional family stereotypes, noting they embodied an expected norm. For example, the
masculine role was described as machismo featuring aggressiveness, superiority,
insensitiveness, and invulnerability (Friedman et al., 2003; Lam, McHale, & Updegraff,
2012; Varela et al., 2004). The father was described as subsuming an authoritarian role,
demanding obedience and respect from the children, yet with little involvement in child
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care. The maternal role has typically been described as nurturing and self-sacrificing,
defined by marriage and children (Friedman et al., 2003; Lam et al., 2012; Niska, 2001;
Owen, Gonzalez, & Esperat, 2013). While role stereotypes continue to perpetuate a
monolithic view, recognition of more egalitarian relationships have become increasingly
acknowledged (Friedman et al., 2003; Lam et al., 2012; Parra-Cordona, Cordova,
Holtrop, Villarruel, & Wieling, 2008; Niska, 2001; Vega, 1990).
Traditional maternal roles are also perpetuated throughout the literature
(Friedman, et al., 2003; Gallagher, Gill, & Reifsnider, 2008; Lam et al., 2012). One
function of the maternal role was defined as a health promoter and protector for school
aged child. Gallagher et al. (2008) unexpectedly found a fusion between health
promotion and health-protector practices seeded in cultural themes of taking care and
being mindful of their child's body, mind, and soul. Although the mothers were from
lower socioeconomic levels, they adopted a holistic view, consistent with views of
mothers from more educated and acculturated backgrounds. These findings underscore
the definitive maternal role emphasized through parenting children in Hispanic families.
Hispanic mothers as caregivers. The topic of parenting from ethnic perspectives

has gained greater interest recently. However, there are limited studies on parenting
within the Hispanic sociocultural context in the U.S. (Grau, Azmitia, & Quattlebaum,
2009; Hinojosa et al. 2012; Quintana & Scull, 2009; Rehm, 2003). Cultural beliefs and
values shape parenting approaches and are relevant, as they might color differences in
how prescribed health treatments are carried out. Because of the paucity of studies
specific of Hispanic mothers parenting a child with CF, a review of studies reporting
Hispanic mother's perspectives related to general parenting experiences and a review of
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limited studies focused on Hispanic mothers' experiences with chronic and special health
care needs are discussed. The studies are primarily qualitative, limiting generalizability,
and yet illuminate authentic narratives that represent voices of Hispanic mothers as
caregivers.
Parenting studies were reviewed for both healthy children and for those with
special health needs. The concept and practice of protective parenting was a recurrent
theme within various contexts (Domenech Rodriguez et al., 2009; Gallagher et al. 2008;
Koss-Chioino & Vargas, 1999; Quinones-Mayo & Dempsey, 2005; Rehm, 2000).
Protective maternal parenting that was practiced with healthy preschool children focused
on the holistic child through maternal observations, mindfulness, and vigilance
(Gallagher et al., 2008). Rehm (2000) identified "keeping my child close to me" (p. 92)
as a major dimension reported by Hispanic mothers' of children with a chronic health
conditions. Quinones-Mayo & Dempsey (2005) also described protectiveness as a
hallmark of parenting their healthy adolescent females as they approached coming to age
during their vulnerable adolescent years. Protectiveness as a parenting characteristic
might be fundamental to the maternal role, particularly when a perceived threat is
evident. Greater emphasis might be placed by Hispanic mothers relative to environments
that are also foreign and outside their familiar Hispanic community.
Strom, Strom, and Beckert (2008) compared 739 maternal parents of 806 healthy
adolescents, 10 to 14 years of age, from Hispanic, White, and Black groups with a
previously established national standard to guide child rearing. The Parent Success
Indicator was used to assess maternal behaviors related to the domains of
Communication, Use of Time, Teaching, Frustration, Satisfaction, and Information
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Needs. Although findings suggested that across both generations, mothers' performance
behaviors were rated favorably, Hispanic mothers rated themselves higher than mothers
overall in Communication (e.g., good at listening, honesty, learning from friends,
disciplining, discussing friends, accepting criticism), Teaching (e.g., teaching health,
teaching care for others, teaching treating both genders as equals, teaching effort is key to
success), Frustration (frustrated by following rules, peer influence, chores, manners,
clothes, movies, music, phone use, study habits), and Satisfaction (e.g., likes child with
family and friends, likes being with child, likes child's decisions, likes child's sense of
responsibility, likes treatment from child, likes way with criticism). In contrast, Hispanic
adolescents reported significantly lower scores for their mothers than was reported by
adolescents overall. Both generations reported concerns about Use of Time while all
mothers reported the need to learn more about what to expect of their child during
teenage years. All three adolescent groups rated their mothers unfavorably in teaching
them how to cope with stress.
Parra-Cordona et al. (2008) studied life experiences that most influenced the
parenting of foreign- versus U.S.-born Latino parents. Commitment to parenting, their
sense of responsibility, and satisfaction associated with their parent role were reported as
similar. In addition, parents from both groups expressed contextual stressors that
negatively influenced their parenting role, such as long work hours that diminished time
from their children and fear of discrimination. Foreign-born Latinos reported more
intense experiences of these contextual stressors. Language as a barrier was the major
reported group difference.
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Hispanic mothers as caregivers of children with health conditions. Less is
known about caring for a child with life-threatening illnesses within various cultural
contexts. Hinojosa et al. (2012) examined White, African American, and Latino
influences on the family resulting from serious chronic conditions. The highest
percentage of married, two-parent households were from the Latino group. Other
significant findings reported were: inability to travel, uncertainty iftheir child should be
treated as special, living life day-to-day, and that no one understood the burden of their
child's illness. No differences were found among the Latino groups (i.e., Mexican
American, Puerto Rican, Cuban Americans, Central, and South Americans) after analysis
by ethnic stratification controlled for sociocultural backgrounds and beliefs.
Hispanic mothers' experiences with parenting a child with respiratory problems
were reviewed (Berg, Anderson, Tichacek, Tomizh, & Rachelefsky, 2007; Robledo,
Wilson, & Gray, 1999). Two studies demonstrated consistent themes of fears and
deficient or limited maternal knowledge (Berg et al., 2007; Robledo et al., 1999). These
studies are also consistent with mother's health practices of febrile children where unsafe
fever management was found because of a lack of mother's knowledge (Foronda &
Waite, 2008).
Rehm (1999) investigated the meaning of religious faith with Mexican American
parents, primarily mothers, with a child with chronic health conditions. This study
clarified that families used both religious faith and direction from the health care teams as
support for health care decisions. It highlighted the manner in which Mexican American
parents thread strong religious beliefs into the tapestry of their daily lives. This finding is
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in contrast to fatalism, as a passive process that attributes life's experiences in the hands
of God, upheld by the dominant Euro-American culture as a common Hispanic belief.
Maternal experiences with children with developmental delays (Reuda, Monzo,
Shapiro, Gomez, & Blacher, 2005) and raising a child with special needs (Hughes, Valle
Riestra, & Arguelles, 2008) were reviewed. Findings indicated that Latina mothers
desired much the same for their children as most mothers, learning basic life and social
adaptive skills, and communication with providers. Hughes's et al. findings represented
voices from parents of children with special needs, most with cognitive delays, such as
autism or learning disabilities. While the parents were aware their children required more
time for care, they also desired for their child to be treated as normal, not disabled.
Parents' goals were fortheir child to reach a level of independence. Normalization has
been described as a common positive family adaptation in response to having a child with
a chronic condition (Knafl & Deatrick, 1986).
Three Brazilian publications underscored a somewhat different emotional tone
than the U.S. literature. Tavares, Carvalho, & Pelloso (2010) reported results of
experiences of 16 mothers with children with CF. Sorrow, doubt, suffering, and fear were
themes reported in the abstract. The mothers noted that they had to reorganize their entire
world and family. Pizzignacco, Mello, and Lima (2010, 2011) described CF's stigma and
three family's experiences of CF. Descriptions reported from Tavares et al. and
Pizzignacco et al. might demonstrate their connection to the strong cultural practice of
familism, close familial relationships, and respective sociocultural norms. The language
of Hispanic groups might emphasize emotion when translated to English. Language has
been one of the strong factors singled out that perpetuates and preserves the cultural
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values of immigrated Hispanic groups (Friedman et al., 2003; Y. Padilla & Villalobos,
2006). Language is also identified as a barrier with the Hispanic group related to health
disparities. Health disparities as a social concern are reviewed next.

Health Disparities
While the Institute of Medicine's landmark report (Smedley et al., 2002a, b)
increased consciousness about the nation's health disparities, it focused primarily on
adults. More recent studies have outlined health disparities among children (Elster,
Jarosik, VanGeest, & Fleming, 2003; Flores & The Committee on Pediatric Research,
2010). Flores and The Committee on Pediatric Research (2010) conducted an extensive
literature review from 1950 through 2007. Findings for four major minority groups across
health and health care spectrums highlighted persistent and pervasive health disparities
when compared with White children. Although multiple methodological limitations were
identified across several decades, these studies underscored health concerns for primary
care, such as nutrition, activity, and general health behaviors, providing a snapshot of
important and relevant factors. In addition, the report found that Latinos had a fair to poor
overall health rating compared to Whites, including a higher incidence of tuberculosis
and asthma. Multiple disparities for children with special health care needs, including
higher rates of uninsured, no source of usual care, parent dissatisfaction with care, lack of
subspecialist referrals, and unmet medical needs were described. These findings are
consistent with the Institute of Medicine's report (Smedley et al., 2002b). Elster et al.
(2003) reported similar results from a systematic review of racial and ethnic disparities
for adolescents; these factors remain strong predictors of adolescent health care. Factors
beyond immediate health issues included environment, neighborhoods, and support
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systems as well as health care system factors, such as access, utilization, and insurance.
These various factors intersect to influence health care disparities that marginalize
minority groups and remain an evolving area to increase understanding.
Speculation in understanding health care disparities range from multiple
influencing dynamics that consider internal and external experiences of the health care
system and those of patients and providers. Trust and confidentiality, fragmented
systems, deficiencies of linguistics, materials, and a culturally diverse workforce
represented some influences identified from health care systems. Contributing patient
factors included health literacy that translated into misunderstood prescribed therapies
and patient health and cultural beliefs that resulted in ineffective outcomes. Last,
stereotypic beliefs from providers that might bias care approaches were thought to be
additional contributors (Smedley et al., 2002a). When quality of care was used as a
framework for health disparities, disparity findings remained consistent across both
primary health care and chronic health conditions (Flores & The Committee on Pediatric
Research, 2010).
It is critical to understand experiences of parenting a child with CF, within the

sociocultural context, because of its marginalized position. It is also essential to discover
meaningful information about Hispanic maternal perspectives on their health care
experiences in order to deepen understanding that might lead to interventions to narrow
disparities. Me leis and Im (1999) proposed that in order for nurses to advance knowledge
of marginalized groups, awareness of history and the context of their marginalization
must be understood. The study provided a space representative of Hispanic mothers'
unheard perspectives, extended beyond structures and processes of health care systems
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and provider bias, and helped to uncover meaningful information toward more equitable
care.
Health care experiences. Multiple barriers to a more equitable health care system

exist. One approach to narrow the gap for marginalized groups is to increase appreciation
of perspectives and experiences of their health care encounters. When families experience
perceived equitable health care, satisfaction might be enhanced and thus, a narrowing of
the health care gap might be realized. Communication has been linked as a quality
indicator of health care encounters (Studer, Robinson, & Cook, 2010). Communication
can bridge relationship building that might facilitate meeting the needs of marginalized
groups that report feeling misunderstood and dissatisfied with health care encounters.
Although existing health disparities have been established, less is known about
experiences of families with children who have special health care needs or of Mexican
American and Hispanic minority families. Dissatisfaction with health care services, the
cumbersome navigations of health care services, linguistics used during interviews (Ngui
& Flores, 2006; Perry & Ireys, 2001), and less satisfaction with the primary care

providers versus the specialty care providers for children with special health care needs
were found as contributing factors (Perry & Ireys, 2001 ). Likewise, Hispanic families
experienced less overall participatory decision making compared to non-Hispanic parents
(Xu, Borders, & Arif, 2004). Negative attitudes toward health care services, low levels of
satisfaction with care, low confidence in care providers, as well as feelings of being
misunderstood were also reported from Hispanic mothers' health care experiences (Clark
& Redman, 2007.
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In Hispanic families, women's roles have largely been assigned as taking care of
children, the child's health, and making health care decisions (Clark & Redman, 2007;
Sanchez-Birkhead, Kennedy, Callister, & Miyamoto, 2011). Social support is integral to
the Hispanic culture and related to significant health outcomes (Y. Padilla & Villalobos,
2006). Immigrant Hispanic women's process of health care decision making is
predominately through a social network and advice from family members and friends
(Sanchez-Birkhead et al., 2011). These researchers described immigrant women's health
care practices and behaviors as negatively affected by isolation and lack of social support
as a result of immigration. These findings have relevance for Hispanic families with a
child with CF in relation to infection control practices where avoidance of others with CF
is recommended to protect from potential transmissible pathogens. Infection control
practices might magnify added feelings of isolation within the Hispanic community and
merit further investigation. In addition, feelings of isolation might stem from having a
child with a condition dominant in the Euro-American population and thus, in the CF
community.
Hispanic Mothers' Health Beliefs
It is well documented that Hispanic, specifically Mexican Americans, ascribe to

health beliefs originating from the ancient Hippocrates theory of four body humors
(Friedman et al., 2003; Owen et al., 2013; Spector, 2004). Body humors comprised
elements of hot or cold and wet or dry as the basis of many health beliefs. A holistic view
oflife is embraced in which health is viewed as a balance between the elements and the
natural and supernatural world (Friedman et al., 2003). Preventive beliefs and rituals are
executed to maintain this balance through prayers, faith, herbs, and folk rituals. Illness is
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viewed as an imbalance of the elements. It might also be viewed from folklore stance, for
example, the evil eye (mal de ojo) viewed as illness caused by envy or the view that
illness was caused from fright or emotional trauma (mal de susto). In addition, studies
have also underscored that the cultural folk practices and health beliefs are not mutually
exclusive and do coexist, blending both Western practice with cultural beliefs (Owen et
al., 2013; Y. Padilla & Villalobos, 2007). While health beliefs rooted in cultural heritage
are commonly recognized, less is known about their role in Hispanic families of children
with CF.
Cultural health beliefs and attitudes shape circumstances' meaning for which a
family seeks medical attention. It is prudent for health care providers to be sensitive to
cultural differences, stereotypes, and origins of cultural beliefs and practices. Exploring
the meaning parents ascribe or the views they have regarding their child with a chronic
condition, from within their family and broader sociocultural context, lends important
information to tailor treatments. Questions specifically as to what the family believes
caused the condition, the expected prognosis, and the child's anticipated social role also
give insight into cultural beliefs and practices that might diverge from the dominant
Euro-American views (Groce & Zola, 1993). As noted earlier, mothers' roles in rearing
and caring for the health of their children are expected. Therefore, also understanding
women's health beliefs and practices might shed insight into influences exerted on their
children.
Sanchez-Birkhead et al. (2011) described the social network Hispanic women rely
upon for their health decisions. Other areas highlighted outlined the combined traditional
use of home or alternative therapies with Western therapies, consistent with other studies
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(Y. Padilla & Villalobos, 2007). An unexpected finding reported perceptions of
discrimination where the individuals felt marginalized because oflanguage and physical
appearance (ethnicity), and thus, impeded the ability to establish trust with the provider
as a result of limited time as well as these aforementioned factors. Hispanic women's
health care experiences can influence expectations and experiences of parenting their
child with a chronic condition. Y. Padilla and Villalobos described the collectivism view
and its relationship with farnilism that connect interdependently to take care of the elderly
within the Hispanic family, regardless of the perceived burden. It then follows that
parents would take care of their chronically ill child regardless of the perceived burden.
The significance of the limited studies highlights the potentially often covert
practices of home or folk remedies that might not be shared with the health care providers
(Bearison, Minian, & Granowetter, 2002; Foronda & Waite, 2008). Gaining an
understanding of cultural health beliefs and practices might provide insight into the
family's approach to care for their child with CF and carrying out prescribed therapies.

Acculturation. Several studies reviewed in the discussion considered factors of
acculturation. Acculturation, as noted, is the adoption of customs, beliefs, and values of
the dominant society (Friedman, 1990; Koss-Chioino & Vargas, 1999). Acculturation is a
complex concept that has included models and theories extended throughout the past
century to encompass more than contact between a new and host group. More recent
models of acculturation have considered an individual's choice to acculturate versus the
group. Of the reviewed studies, a notable finding for less acculturated parents included
higher reports of involvement with physicians in participatory decision making (Xu et al.,
2004). Explanations offered related to lower expectations for the physician visit, or
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expectations that were met, or the physician made a greater effort because of the
language or social disparity. In addition, less acculturated mothers reported less
satisfaction with the lack of perceived personal attention from the health care providers'
to the mothers when seeking care for their child; wanting to feel a stronger connection
with their health care provider, perhaps trust was an implied concern (Bearison et al.,
2002). Two studies highlighted similarities between less acculturated and more
acculturated mothers in regard to maternal roles. Gallagher et al. (2008) found less
acculturated mothers shared parallel holistic views of their child and health promotion
with those of more acculturated mothers. Findings from Clark and Redman (2007)
suggested that the expectations ofless acculturated mothers for fast access to health care
and to find a diagnosis and treatment for their ill child were similar to expectations of
more acculturated mothers. Sanchez-Birkhead et al. (2011) reported that less acculturated
women felt discrimination, were affected by the loss of their familiar strong women-to
women support, and felt isolated because of their change in residence and living
arrangements, thus, affecting seeking medical assistance.
In their review of their prior work, A. M. Padilla and Perez (2003) discussed a
decline of cultural awareness from first to fourth generation of Mexican origin
respondents, with the steepest decline between first and second generations. However, the
finding of ethnic loyalty up to the fourth generation remained consistently high. These
findings indicated that while Mexican individuals possessed little information of their
cultural heritage, they continued to identify with their ethnic roots, particularly related to
social factors, such as selection of friends. Furthermore, these authors discussed
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discrimination as a strong factor in etlmic identity. Indirect exposure or beliefs of
discrimination were sufficient to fuel stronger ethnic identity.
Numerous measures were used to address acculturation among the reviewed
studies. An accurate measure of acculturation has been difficult because of its
complexity. Studies have used various definitions of acculturation as well as
measurement tools, leading to inconsistent findings as a result of its multidimensional
nature (Thomson & Hoffman-Goetz, 2009; Wallace, Pomery, Latimer, Martinez, &
Salovey, 2010). While acculturation is an important dimension to evaluate, its
measurement presents ongoing challenges.
Summary of Gaps in the Literature

CF is a rare, complex, high-burden, high-cost chronic condition occurring most
frequently in the non-Hispanic Caucasian population. With the Hispanic population on
the increase in the U.S., the incidence of CF in this group most likely will increase. There
is mounting evidence that Hispanic individuals with CF have a worse life course
trajectory. Scant literature specific to CF and the Hispanic population residing in the U.S.
addresses their unique needs, reinforcing them as a marginalized group within the greater
CF community. The Hispanic people bring a rich heritage that contributes to the diverse
landscape in the U.S. Their voices have not been heard amidst those of the dominant
Euro-American group in the CF community. Through peeling back cultural layers, a
space is opened for stories to be told and to gain perspective of their sociocultural
realities with CF. CF specific to the Hispanic-Latino cultural group was reported in three
Brazilian publications (Pizzignacco et al., 2010, 2011); Tavares et al., 2010) providing a
different lens for experiencing the world of CF, inclusive of some similarities and
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differences. A plethora of CF studies exist that have illuminated living with CF and
advanced scientific discoveries; however, studies in the U.S. specific to Hispanic
individuals mask any unique findings as a result of underrepresentation. The existing gap
in the literature underscores the importance of addressing this pressing issue to gain
perspective from personal stories of mothers raising a child with CF. Descriptions of
maternal experiences, as well as perspectives of health beliefs, and perceptions of health
care experiences related to CF have paved the groundwork for development of future
culturally sensitive intervention studies. It is past time to improve the understanding of
their strengths, concerns, and vulnerabilities.
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Chapter 3: Method
Statement of Purpose
This chapter discusses the qualitative methods applied to the study. The sample,
data collection, and analysis of data methods are presented. The study's protection of
human subjects and trustworthiness are discussed.
This study's purpose was to explore and describe experiences of mothers
parenting a child with CF from a Hispanic perspective in order to increase understanding
from their sociocultural lens. In addition, this study proposed to gain insight as a first step
to develop ultimately more culturally congruent interventions to improve patient
outcomes. The study sought to uncover and describe health beliefs and health care
experiences of Hispanic mothers relative to the care of their child with CF. The study's
specific research question asked: What is it like for you as a Hispanic mother to parent
your child with CF? A second research question aimed to gain an understanding of
maternal health beliefs and health care experiences related to their child's CF.

Specific Aims of the Study
The specific aims of the study were to:
•

Aim I: Explore and describe Hispanic maternal perspectives and experiences
of parenting a child with CF.

•

Aim 2: Explore and describe the health beliefs from Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to health care of their child with CF.
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•

Aim 3: Explore and describe health care experiences from Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to care of their child with CF.

Qnalitative Research

Qualitative tradition is appropriate to study phenomena not yet fully described or
understood. A goal of qualitative research is to gain a holistic view of the context under
study (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Polit & Beck, 2012). A main task is to elucidate the
ways people come to understand, describe, and take action to manage their daily
situations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). According to these scholars, qualitative research
generates strength from occurring in the natural setting arising from ordinary events
reflective of real life events. In addition, it is particularly well suited for exploring
narratives not yet told. Flexibility is a hallmark of qualitative designs where the
researcher becomes the research instrument and procedures evolve to capitalize on
findings that emerge during the time of the study (Polit & Beck, 2012). A qualitative
design was a good fit for this study because the phenomena of interest required a defined
foundation to integrate understanding through exploration and descriptions of Hispanic
mothers' perspectives and experiences. It brought forth the real-life situation of their
present experience as mothers. This approach lent itself to family studies in which the
quest was to understand the holistic perspective of the maternal experiences within their
CF world.
Qualitative research methods encompass many designs rooted from multiple
traditions and disciplines. Narrative inquiry is one such approach that has gained renewed
interest across multiple disciplines in recent years because of its pure nature of
storytelling, as stories are lived and told (Riessman, 2008; Sandelowski, 1991). Personal
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narratives are the stories told about personal experiences; they are part of the study of
everyday life and everyday life performance (Langellier, 1989). Clandinin and Connelly
(2000) provided major contributions to narrative research or inquiry, from a scholarly,
narrative, academic lens. The authors stated, "Context makes all the difference" (p. 26).
The discussion that follows clarifies the use of terms between story and narrative, in the
context of narrative inquiry and the current study.
Narrative. Narrative has a historical trail of debate across disciplines and time.
For example, debate exists related to definitions, historical origin, and its growth as a
medium used in social science and human research. The term narrative historically has
been associated with literary works, but more recently has been applied to social and
human sciences (Riessman, 1993). The "narrative turn" (Wells, 2011, p. 9) in the latter
part of the 20th century (also a source of debate), meaning the point in time where
narrative gained greater attention and application in research, has been embraced across
diverse disciplines such as anthropology, psychology, sociology, education, nursing, and
medicine (Chase, 2005; Riessman, 1993). Narrative, simply put, means "a story that is
told or written" (Merriam-Webster, n.d. Multiple scholars have described narrative with a
caveat for its numerous associated meanings and uses crossing boundaries of various
disciplines (Chase, 2005; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Langellier, 1989; Riessman,
1993, 2008). Two noteworthy definitions of narrative Riessman (2008) cited are: first, as
oral storytelling, events are told connecting sequences that are subject to later action and
that focus on the meanings the teller wants the listeners to take away; second, events
perceived as important by the speaker are selected, organized, connected, and evaluated
as having meaning for a select audience. Polkinghorne (1988), from the lens of narrative
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in psychology, referred to narrative as making of the story, the cognitive structure of a
story, or the result of the process, such as stories or tales.
Narrative and story frequently are used synonymously, lacking a uniform
definition, although distinctions have been described (Paley & Eva, 2005; Riessman,
2008). One distinction of narrative is that it lends order and meaning to events that might
be told in an otherwise random and disconnected sequence (Riessman, 2008). The
personal narrative is the Labovian model characterized by six structural elements. This
model referenced degrees of narrative completeness (Langellier, 1989). Riessman
addressed narrative on a continuum: one end having an extended discourse of discrete
units in response to a single question from an interviewer, rooted from a social linguist
lens. Anchored on the opposite end, narrative is life story (i.e., biography), based from
anthropology and social history. Situated in the middle of the continuum is the personal
narrative influenced from psychology and sociology. Riessman's perspective parallels
Paley and Eva (2005) where these authors distinguished narrative from story as a
hierarchy. They described narrative to contain texts as having a high or low degree of
"narrativity" or "something that text has degrees of, borrowed from a literary concept" (p.
85). Applying the concept of narrativity, story was ranked with a high degree,
characterized with an interweaving plot and character, constructed to provoke an
emotional response by how it is organized. Narrative had a low degree ranking of
narrativity, portrayed as sequenced events and causal connections linked between them.
A staircase illustrates this concept metaphorically with narrative located at the lowest step
and story at the highest step (Figure 1). Thus, this metaphor depicts the point that all
stories are narratives, but not all narratives are stories (p. 85). Their final analysis
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recommended researchers to maintain a distinction between these terms. Thus, the
following Paley and Eva's definitions are adopted for the purpose of this study: narrative
is the ordering at least of one or more events causally connected; story refers to the
threads ofplot and character woven together the structure of which is designed to
provoke an emotional response from the audience or reader. Narrative, stories, and
personal stories are all used in narrative inquiry, discussed next.

...provokes an emotional
... e:iq>lanalion related to the action/issue

...actors who encounter an action/issue

... ~ 1 actors central to the events described

.. .linked in a way the event is

... ~ 2 events, some causally linked

recoWlling at least 2 events

recoWlling ~ 1 event

/
Figure 1. Adapted from "Narrative Vigilance: The Analysis of Stories in Health Care by
J. Palely and G. Eva, 2005, Nursing Philosophy. 6, p. 87, ©Black-well Publishing. John

Wiley© 2005.
Narrative inquiry. Narrative inquiry, defined by Schwandt (2007), is
"encompassing the interdisciplinary study of activities involved in generating and
analyzing stories oflife experiences ... and reporting that kind ofresearch" (p. 203).
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Examples include life histories, narrative interview, personal stories, journals, or diaries.
Although storytelling has existed for a long time, narrative inquiry, as in qualitative
research, is both a method and a process. Dating back to the early 1960s, social scientist
Labov recognized that events from the past that are retold represent significant aspects of
individuals' social realities (as cited in Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). This approach
provides a reflective space for mothers to make meaning of their experiences. Although
there have been concerns about a story's accuracy or possible alteration as a result of the
teller's selective memory around its reconstruction, enriched meaning is found in the
retelling of events that become molded into significance. Holloway and Wheeler
described narrative inquiry as a way to disclose intentions and motives of human beings
to the researcher.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) suggested narrative inquiry begins with life
experiences retold in stories, where "living, telling, retelling, and reliving etch the
qualities of a life" (p. 187) These scholars further described narrative inquiry as the study
of experience, where experience primarily relates to people situated temporally within
their contextual world. Its purpose is to provide opportunities to tell and retell, thereby
reconstructing the storied experience into new possibilities, new directions, and new
ways of doing from the reconstructed and relived insights. Thus, it is reflective of
knowing that it is a never-ending story as it is retold in time and unfolds growth with
time. Riessman (2008) highlighted this concept, where the investigator coconstructs the
narrative with the mother, clarifying discourse for accurate representation. The
relationship in the coconstruction of narrative is key to the narrative inquirers' role.
Natural inquiry principles guide narrative inquiry to describe and understand the
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phenomena of interest not yet uncovered from ordinary everyday experiences (Marshall
& Rossman, 2011 ). Storytelling opens a space to allow the emergence of rich description

oriented in its natural setting, not manipulated or reduced to statistical generalizations.
Inquiry through stories from Hispanic mothers who have a child with CF, offered
an understanding of their day-to-day experiences and perspectives. It captured a deeper
knowing about parenting a child with CF from the nondominant lens within the CF
community. Storytelling was explicitly selected to create a space for Hispanic mothers to
share personal stories of their perceptions and experiences of parenting their child with
CF, as actors in their own world, described in their own words. Thus, mothers' views
provided clarification that add to family studies and situate families that have a child with
CF in their unique world, as it exists. Overcash (2004) described narrative inquiry as a
research method that links well with understanding the effects a disease and/or illness
might have on patients or their significant others or both. In addition, personal stories
represent experiences, both ordinary and significant events, in one's life (Chase, 2005).
One might suggest that parenting a child with a genetically transmitted, life-shortening,
chronic condition is a highly significant life event. Thus, the aims of this study are
consistent with narrative inquiry within the qualitative tradition. This study's findings
have added to knowledge of this underrepresented ethnic group and will inform
ultimately a larger multicenter study of U.S. Hispanic families with CF. It extended
understanding factors beyond genetics related to this group, elucidated their health beliefs
and experiences, and enlarged and deepened the understanding of relationships within
their sociocultural constructed realities.

Sensitized frameworks. Critical theory and feminist theory constituted the
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study's philosophical underpinnings. Although each paradigm belongs to a larger family
of philosophical approaches and strategies, they share significant elements (Campbell &
Bunting, 1991 ). Specifically, they both share a focus on the centrality of power relations
in social processes, including individual's experiences within the health care system.
Rooted in these philosophical underpinnings, the expectation that the researcher is devoid
of preconceived thoughts, experiences, or observations was questioned. Qualitative
researchers within the critical-feminist paradigm assert that all research has shades of
political elements derived from multicultural, gendered, interpretative arrangements, thus
challenging the traditional assumption of neutrality (Marshall & Rossman, 2011 ).
Narrative analysis as a critical genre departs from the qualitative tradition in that it seeks
to describe the meaning of experiences of those who are frequently marginalized or
oppressed. Personal narratives are foundational to understanding underrepresented, and
often, muted lives. It assumes that all people build narratives as a process of construction,
deconstruction, and (re )construction of their life tales, which is a central belief to this
approach (Marshall & Rossman, 2011 ).
Critical theory originated in the 1950s in the Frankfurt School, associated with the
Institute for Social Research at the University of Frankfurt am Main. It emerged about the
same time as the second feminist wave in the U.S. (Campbell & Bunting, 1991;
Mohammed, 2006). Critical theory does not have a unified definition but attends to
power relations and underlying societal forces that result in inequalities. Both the critical
and the feminist paradigms share the following: (a) knowledge is socially constructed and
does not exist outside the context from where it was constructed; (b) understanding
patterns of human behavior involves understanding both personal meanings of social
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structures and the meanings of those structures from the greater community; and (c)
structures might have resulted in class oppression, with feminism more focused on the
fundamentals of gender oppression (Campbell & Bunting, 1991 ).
In this study, stories told by Hispanic mothers interacting with the health care
system revealed untold, yet important, perspectives to heighten awareness and develop
empowerment strategies to reduce disparity concerning power relations in routine health
care encounters. Lanser (1986) described the difference between private and public
narrative levels relevant to women's text, which was related more toward literary writers.
However, she pointed out that women writers traditionally wrote for private audiences
rather than the public patriarchal audiences. The dichotomy of private and public with
female and male is a complex intersection that might have ethnic influence undertones of
traditional gender roles within a changing cultural context. Likewise, both paradigms
embrace historical and contextual influences as important information elements from
subjective perceptions and experiences as knowledge. Feminism, in contrast to critical
theory, envisions feelings that are respected, valued, and viewed as having equality and
emancipatory potential (Campbell & Bunting, 1991). Thus, the mission for both critical
theory and feminist theory is creating and using knowledge for emancipation.
Study Setting

The study sample was accessed through an accredited CFF center, where children
with CF receive specialty health care services. The CF center was located in a large
metropolitan children's hospital in the Southwest U.S. This study site was selected
because it is an established CF care center in an ethnically diverse urban area. The
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interview location was determined individually with each mother and was scheduled
based on her preference.
Identification and Selection of the Study's Participants

Purposive convenience sampling was used to yield the richest responses. After an
Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed waiver (Appendix A) for use and disclosure
of protected health information, access to the CFF Patient Registry database was
obtained. The database was searched for eligible Hispanic families. Demographics in the
database include self-assigned ethnicity, identified by parents, and entered by trained
hospital staff through a secure database. Inclusion criteria included biologic mothers who
self-identified as Hispanic ethnicity and who had a child between the ages of 1 to 21
years diagnosed with CF for at least 1 year, The child with CF might have known CF
associated complications, such as CF-related diabetes or chronic sinusitis; but excluded
for coexisting diagnoses, such as autism, ADHD, or developmental delays. Mothers were
English or Spanish speaking. A Spanish interpreter was offered and provided when
mothers indicated a preference.
Of 140 registry CF patients, a list was created of 43 eligible Hispanic patients
who receive health care from the study site. The list was reviewed with the CF social
worker to identify known Spanish-speaking mothers. The CF clinic list was reviewed
weekly to identify any scheduled potential families in order to introduce myself and the
study information to interested candidates. In addition, once language preference was
clarified, an interpreter used a script (Appendix B) when contacting potential candidates
by phone and for follow-up contact to schedule the interviews. I realized the list of 43
eligible patients did not equal 43 eligible mothers because some families had more than
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one child with CF. Four eligible mothers had a combined total of thirteen children listed
-34 eligible mothers remained. Eligible candidates were further reduced by exclusion
criteria. Two patients identified as Hispanic ethnicity did not have Hispanic mothers; two
patients had nonbiologic maternal caregivers; two children were less than 1 year after
diagnosis; one child had medical complications beyond CF; and one father was the
primary caregiver. Twenty six mothers remained as eligible candidates; two mothers
declined to participate: one because of inconvenient timing; one stated she felt she would
not contribute anything because her family was too Westernized. Twenty four eligible
mothers remained. One interview was excluded when the mother stated during the
interview she was unsure ifher daughter's CF diagnosis was being reclassified. A CF
physician confirmed the diagnosis was reclassified to CF-related metabolic syndrome,
thus, she was excluded. The sample size was reached when no new data significant to the
study were forthcoming (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010)-otherwise described as reaching
data saturation. The final number of maternal interviews was 10.
Recruitment was initiated following review from the IRB. Eligible candidates
were entered on a list (Appendix C) created from the CFF Patient Registry, subsequent to
an !RB-reviewed waiver, and were contacted, provided information about the study, and
invited to participate. An !RB-reviewed announcement in English and Spanish was
posted in the quarterly CF newsletter (Appendix D), distributed by both traditional mail
and e-mail, inviting Hispanic mothers to contact the investigator for further information
to participate in the study. Eligible mothers were approached at a routine outpatient visit
by myself or contacted by phone. An !RB-reviewed information sheet in English and
Spanish describing the study and participation expectations were offered to eligible
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mothers by me or through the interpreter as indicated (Appendix E). The study was
explained; candidate agreement or declination was confirmed. Volunteered mothers were
enrolled and additional information was entered on the log. An interview date or
agreement to call at a later time to schedule the interview was verified. Mothers were
contacted by phone the day prior to the interview to confirm date, time, address, and
available parking. A reimbursement check for $20.00 was sent toward transportation
expenses after final member checking was completed. The majority of mothers were
recruited by personal contact and explanation of the study during their routine CF clinic.
One mother responded from the CF newsletter announcement.
Human Subject and Ethics Considerations

The IRB reviewed the study and protocol at the participating hospital study site
and the University of San Diego, Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science reviewed
them prior to mothers' enrollment. Explanation of the study and purpose were provided.
In addition, risks and benefits were reviewed, as well as the voluntary nature of
participation and study confidentiality. After clarifying questions, all participants signed
informed consents in a face-to face encounter in either English or Spanish prior to the
interview (Appendix F, G) with other IRB forms completed (Appendix H, I). A copy was
offered to the mothers and mailed to them at their request. All participants' data were
coded and stored in a password protected computer. Informed consents, completed
interviews, field notes, and digital audio tapes were stored in a locked file drawer or
password protected computer in my office. All data, except for the signed consents, were
coded with a unique identification number and assigned a pseudo-name to protect
confidentiality. The mothers were reassured of voluntary participation and that they could
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stop the interview or withdraw from the study at any time. This information was again
emphasized with member checking and subsequent contact to clarify interview
information. Confidentiality, anonymity, and reassurance that the medical care,
management, or treatment of their child would not be affected by declining or
participating in the study were emphasized.
Study risks were explained, which included potential emotional stress when
discussing their child's CF in the context of its life-shortening nature. It was also
considered that mothers might find discussion of the study topic helpful, particularly if
such opportunities had not been addressed in the past. The therapeutic benefit of personal
narratives and those related to health and illness has been documented (Frank, 1997;
Hunt, 2000). Cystic fibrosis team physicians are on call 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and were able to assess emotional concerns had this occurred. In addition,
information provided in the informed consent, connecting mothers to resources for
support, if indicated, through community mental health services was reviewed.
Data Collection Procedures

Interviews were conducted over a 5-month period. Seven interviews were
conducted in mothers' homes, according to their preference. Three mothers requested to
meet at the hospital, where a private office was secured to provide confidentiality. The
initial interview averaged about 1 to 1Yz hours. A second phone interview was conducted
with two participants to clarify information, which averaged about 15 minutes. One
unsuccessful attempt was made to clarify additional information. Voluntary participation,
confidentially, and audio recording were emphasized.
Demographic information was collected prior to the interviews (Appendix J). This
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information was digitally audio recorded following the second interview to capture
salient details. I realized important information emerged when talking about
demographics that would have been lost using paper and pencil format alone. All
interviews were digitally audio recorded in a face-to-face interview consisting of
semistructured open-ended questions. The interview began with introductions and stated
the study's area of interest, followed with an open-ended request addressing Aim 1: Tell
me your story, as a Hispanic mother, of your experience of what it is like to take care of
your child with CF. Although flexibility in the interview followed the mother's
conversation path, semistructured questions were used to gain meaningful information
that addressed the study aims (see Table 1).
Table 1

Semistructured Interview Questions
Study Aims

Questions

Aim 1: Explore and

1. Tell me your story of what your life is like being a parent

describe Hispanic

to your child with CF; (a) What makes it easier?; (b) What

maternal perspectives

makes it harder?; (c) What part of being a parent to your

and experiences of

child with CF is different or the same as being a parent to

parenting a child with

your other children (or extended relatives, for an only

CF.

child?); (d) Tell me what does your child having CF mean to
you?; (e) What is it like to think about (child's name) future?
2. Tell me about the issues or concerns that you, as a
Hispanic mother, experience as having influence on
parenting your child with CF.
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3. Tell me what gets you through each day.

(Table continues)
Study Aims

Questions

Aim 2: Explore and

1. What do you understand to be the cause of [child's name]

describe the health

CF?

beliefs from Hispanic

2. What do you understand how to treat it or what cures it?

maternal perspectives

3. Some parents have told us they have tried remedies from

related to health care of

their "home country"; What have you tried (Carteret, 2011 )?

their child with CF.
Aim 3: Explore and

1. What has your experience been with the health care for

describe health care

CF that [child's name] receives?

experiences from

2.Can you describe a situation where you felt support

Hispanic maternal

related to the health care of your child?

perspectives related to

3. Regarding your child's health care, some Hispanic

the care of their child

parents tell us they have felt disrespected or experienced

with CF.

discrimination, I am wondering what your experience has
been with your (child's name) CF health care (Sanchez
Birkhead et al., 2011 ).

Additional questions related to Aim 1 from the interview schedule included: (a)
What makes it easier?; (b) What makes it harder?; (c) what part of being a parent to your
child with CF is different or the same as being a parent to your other children (or your
extended relatives for an only child)?; (d) Tell me what does your child having CF mean
to you (Zoucha, 1998)?; (e) What is it like to think about (child's name) future with
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having CF? Tell me about the issues or concerns you, as a Hispanic mother, experience
as having an influence on parenting your child with CF. Tell me what gets you through
each day.
Aim 2: Explore and describe the health beliefs from your Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to health care of your child with CF.
A semistructured approach was considered to be most useful to represent the
voices of Hispanic mothers with CF about their health beliefs. Semistructured questions
included the following:
I. What do you understand to be the cause of[child's name] CF?;

2. What do you understand how to treat it or what cures it?; and
3. Some parents tell us they have tried remedies from their "home country";
what have you tried (Carteret, 2011)?
Probes were posed based on mothers' responses.
Aim 3: Explore and describe health care experiences from your Hispanic maternal
perspectives related to the care of your child with CF.
Aim three included the following:
I. What has your experience been with the health care for CF that [child's name]

receives?
2. Can you describe a situation where you felt support related to the health care
of your child (Xu et al., 2004)?regarding [child's name] CF and his or her
health care?; and
3. Some Hispanic parents tell us they have felt disrespected or experienced
discrimination, I am wondering what your experience has been with your
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child's CF care (Sanchez-Birkhead et al., 2011).
Probes, such as: Can you tell me more about that?, recalling a prior statement or a request
to talk further about a statement were introduced based on the maternal responses.
Wrap-up questions were introduced to facilitate closure of the interview, such as:
You have provided much important information, is there anything else you want to tell
me about what it is like being a parent and taking care of[child's name] with CF, and/or
what would you like me to remember and write about most from our talk today?
Field notes were recorded during and after the interviews. Notations on
environment surroundings, maternal affect, comfort level of interview process, and
nonverbal gestures or comments that stood out were made. After the interviews, I
reflected on responses that stood out and noted associations or questions that called my
attention, recorded as memos in field notes. In addition to taping the demographic
questions, modifications to probes were added. For example, the word disrespect was
added by asking ifthe mother had experienced any disrespect or discrimination with her
child's health care to augment the range of potential experiences and cultural sensitivity
(respeto). All interviews were digitally audio taped and transcribed verbatim using
Dragon Naturally Speaking, version 12 by myself. A bilingual Spanish-speaking
interpreter was present at interviews when mothers indicated a preference. In these
interviews, translation was simultaneous, which facilitated transcription. An iterative
process informed ongoing data collection refinement.
Demographic data included primary caregiver of the child with CF, maternal and
paternal ages, mother's highest completed education level and whether mother worked
outside the home, primary language spoken in the home, self-identified ethnicity and
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country of origin, and insurance type as a proxy for socioeconomic status. Additional
information collected was number of household members and their familial relationship;
number, ages, and gender of children in the household, identifying those with CF; recall
of participation in genetic counseling; and household members who smoke tobacco.
Participation in genetic counseling is a standard practice after a confirmed CF diagnosis.
Participation in genetic counseling, or a lack of, might suggest an unexplored dimension
of health disparities. Language spoken in the home has been described as a predictor of
ethnic identity and acculturation (Friedman, 1990). Air pollutants, including passive
exposure to tobacco, have been shown to have deleterious effects in individuals with CF
and might play a role in health disparities (Wolfenden & Schechter, 2009). Data from the
electronic medical record included the most recent results of forced expiratory volume
percent predicted in 1 second (FEV 1). The child's age, age at diagnosis, documentation of
CF by sweat test, or/and CF DNA analysis were verified from the CFF Patient Registry.
The severity of lung disease inherent in CF might influence the experience of parenting.
Therefore, FEV 1 percent predicted, a common measure oflung function, was obtained to
describe the child's pulmonary severity (Fie!, FitzSimmons, & Schidlow, 1994). Data
were extracted from the CF outpatient electronic medical record within 1 week following
data collection. Demographic information helps to locate mothers' stories within their
social cultural landscape.
Five mothers requested a Spanish interpreter. All of the five expressed they
understood some English, but Spanish was their primary language. Because the study
focused on every day stories and events by mothers, a bilingual Spanish interpreter was
agreed to be adequate for the study. All of the interviews took place in the morning when
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most of the children were at school. Minimal disruptions occurred during the interviews;
for example, a toddler was physically present for short time during one interview. This
child added some normal baby commentary to the discussion until his mother could
separate again from his reach. The home interviews, overall, went smoothly without
interruptions; an occasional doorbell, phone, or a few distracting background sounds
were encountered. For example, one home had a noisy washing machine running and
another had a loud chirp periodically discharged, thought to be an expired battery from a
smoke detector. Mothers' responses varied; therefore, the length of the interview ranged
from slightly less than 1 hour to less than 3 hours. The average interview was 1Yz hours.
As the analysis progressed, a deeper understanding emerged from the maternal responses
that initially did not call out to my attention.
Data Analysis
"Narrative analysis is the systematic study of narrative data" (Riessman, 2008, p.
7) where the story is the data. Riessman described various analyses methods. Thematic
and structural are two such methods and both were employed in this study.
Riessman (2008) clarified that all narrative analysis is concerned with content, of
the "what" (p. 53) of the narrative, regardless of whether it is written or visually
presented. Content is the focus of thematic analysis. According to Riessman, thematic
analysis is the most common data analysis method because of its straightforwardness and
application across many settings. Keeping the story intact is a key difference with
narrative analysis along with theorizing across stories rather than from within
components of each story. The analyses process focuses on the "what is said" (p. 53), less
on the how or the telling, in contrast to the "to whom" (p. 54) or "for what purpose" (p.
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54) typically detailed in structural or sociolinguistic methods. Thematic analysis entails
the researcher work with one interview at a time, "isolating and ordering relevant
episodes into a chronological biographical account" (p. 57); striving to preserve
sequences and rich detail contained in long stretches.
In general, Riessman's (2008) process applied to all interviews in this study;
analysis proceeded to identify underlying study aims in each story and naming (coding)
them. According to Riessman, the researcher seeks to chart the landscape of the
interpretative process that unfolds from personal stories and focuses on the telos, or an
explanation of an occurrence related to "its purpose as part of its essence or nature"
(Schwandt, 2007, p. 287). Thematic analysis assumed a case-centered approach, a
fundamental difference in the analyses process. Particular stories (cases) were parsed to
feature different patterns, ranges, and variation of the underlying themes and were then
compared.
I transcribed the interview digital recordings as soon as possible to remain close
to the data. The transcriptions were placed in a word document with three columns: two
narrow columns on each side of one center column containing text form the interviews.
Details and comments were entered in the side columns, such as background sounds that
helped to (re )locate me in the same space while I read and reread the transcripts. Time
points in the recording were noted for easier retrieval. Transcribed interviews were
checked against the digital recordings by reading the interviews while carefully listening
to the recordings. Corrected transcribed errors, nuances of language, pauses, words of
emphasis and emotions were noted. For example, several mothers cried or were tearful as
they retold specific emotion-laden events. Transcriptions were sorted in several cycles
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and reread many times. Three levels of coding were applied in the analysis process.
Thematic analysis. More specifically, thematic analysis was employed as the

principle strategy. As A. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) suggested, the first coding level
used the study's interview questions as a guide to organize the data. Initially segmenting
data in this way allowed for identification of general and broad thematic content within
the research question. Using this approach, it might seem as if the data related to one
topic would be located similarly across narratives in response to a question. However,
this was not the case; similar topics were not necessarily found bundled or located in the
same spot of different interviews. The ability to locate data narrative segments around
similar topics required multiple selective reviews. For example, different mothers
provided varied depth and details in response to the study's initial open-ended request:
Tell me your story of what it is like for you, as a Hispanic mother, to parent your child or
take care of your child with CF. Several stories encompassed areas of interest the probes
targeted.
To accomplish level-one coding, the responses were carefully read with attention
to recurring language such as descriptive words, clauses, or statements that indicated
common general characteristics (A. Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). The second level of
coding took on a more scrutinizing lens, became more complex, looking for details,
coded as subcategories or subthemes. The data were reviewed for more detailed patterns,
similarities, distinctions, and metaphors. This level of review looked for themes that
represented the mothers' voice more closely. Therefore, direct words from the mothers
were used when they stood out. Other subcategories were derived by my summary of
what mothers stated. For example, the word hard was stated many times within and
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across stories; it was undeniably a subtheme. In this process, codes generated can
overlap, intersect, or can be densely located in language or "nested" (p. 36). The same
segment may be coded with more than one description or code. The final level used direct
quotes to represent the themes and subthemes and to enter the final analysis. While
coding is a successive process of drilling for representation of the mothers' data, there is
not a common universe for it. A. Coffey and Atkinson contend that important data can be
lost with coding. Therefore, the final step before analysis is to return to the "whole" (p.
46) narrative of what it is or might be.
In order to accomplish the interpretive process, the data must be organized to
prepare it to be accessible for reading and exploring (A. Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). I
used matrices to organize the data in a Word document. This allowed me to explore the
data by toggling back and forth, cutting and pasting quotes according to the linkages and
relationships located. I reviewed the matrices as a whole with their similar themes and
subthemes and also reviewed them in clusters. Clusters were separated by those
originally in English and those in Spanish, and whose stories were told through an
interpreter, to explore differences or similarities in patterns or themes.
While thematic analysis was applied to the majority of the storied segments,
structural narrative analysis was applied to maternal responses, when mothers told their
story around the time of diagnosis. The narratives were chosen because they explicitly
represented stories' characteristics with a beginning, middle, and end, reflecting their
personal experiences. An additional narrative also was analyzed with structural analysis.
Structural analysis. The selected storied segments were analyzed using Labov's

(1997) model of structural elements to advance a deeper understanding of the narratives.
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Labov's approach identified six types of narrative clauses: a plot summary or what is this
about? (abstract [A]); place, time, characters, and situation (orientation [OJ); sequence of
events (complicating action [CA]); the attitude of the narrator toward the complicating
action (evaluation [E]); resolution or result (R); and coda (CO), which brings the listener
back to the present (Labov, 2002; Langellier, 1989; Riessman, 1989, 2008). Both the
abstract and coda are optional in this model. In addition, Riessman (2008) asserts that
while thematic analysis is often used for narratives, structural analysis might illuminate
meanings or understanding not evident from thematic analysis.
In summary, analysis included both thematic and structural strategies. An iterative
process beginning with the first interview and continuing after each session was
employed. Within each interview, narrative stretches were sectioned off, as all content
was not narrative. This yielded rich information for interpretation, a key element of this
method. In addition, the narratives were interpreted, represented by direct quotes from
mothers, to embody them as their own actors, presenting their voices directly. The final
step involved member checking where two mothers confirmed the transcripts of their
story accurately represented their voice (Creswell, 2012).

Reflexivity: Investigators View
According to qualitative tradition, assumptions and theories are applied in data
analysis where the investigator ideally enters the study space with neutrality. However, it
is more widely recognized that all investigators come to the inquiry space with
subjectivity and interpretation without neutrality but also with their own personal life
story (Marshall & Rossman, 2011 ). Being mindful of these qualities and factors was an
important awareness and stance as I entered the mothers' space and forged forward with
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this study. I am a white middle class American and align myself with a strong ethnic
heritage, because of its presence in my everyday world as a second generation Italian. I
am also a mother, reminded that Hispanic mothers might or might not align themselves
with their particular heritage, gender, or different social class. The commonality of
gender and motherhood might ground a relationship in the interview. When working and
interviewing mothers from a different culture, sensitivity to unique culturally oriented
expressions and descriptions must be acknowledged. In addition, experiences with the
power relations of women navigating the mother role from a cultural perspective other
than my familiar context and background could have created tension for missed
significance from the mothers' stories. Riessman (1987) highlighted these issues and
described experiences in which women interviewing women might not be enough.
However, the experiences might hold less tension when a shared world view, such
collectivism, is a more familiar contextual background. The presence of an interpreter for
Spanish speaking only mothers was not only helpful for interpretation but also for the
trust factor, also representing the Hispanic/Latina group
My interest in this study was stimulated from multifaceted influences and a
lifelong career working with individuals who have CF and their families. Some of these
dynamics included observed changes, and the sometimes growing tension with health
care providers' approaches in the delivery of care to individuals with CF and their
families, such as the dominant medical model and power relations; observations
following relocation to a more culturally diverse geographic area; and the discovery of
significantly poorer health outcomes reported for Hispanic groups as I continued to gain
knowledge on the ever-changing aspects of CF. In addition, curiosity was motivated by a
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desire to investigate whether individual stories from mothers with children with CF
differed from experiences reported from their dominant Euro-American counterparts.
While the care and management of CF is influenced by current scientific progress, health
care providers continue to grapple with issues, such as adherence and variances in health
outcomes, independent of genetic mutations. Understandably, studies in the U.S.
reflected a gap in representing individuals with CF of Hispanic origin as an exclusive and
distinct group to study except when described in demographics as small subgroups within
larger studies. This gap, in part, might be a result of the smaller number of individuals
with CF represented in the Hispanic U.S. population when contrasted to more common
chronic health conditions, such as asthma (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, n.
d.) or diabetes (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014).
Accordingly, interests for this study emerged from my practice setting and from
personal and professional reflection about the health care teams' interactions with the
culturally diverse populations. Some examples are curiosity about what is known of
culturally driven health practices; acknowledgment of the family's central role in the
Hispanic culture, as discussed in the literature review as highly significant (Cortez, 2008;
Gill-Hopple & Brage-Hudson, 2012); and not the equivalent to patient family-centered
care promoted in the current health care. The differences in world views of collectivism
and individualism might be far less tangible covered beneath cultural layers, yet might
have profound implications for individuals within the context of chronic illness. While
current patient- and family-centered approaches to health care send a positive note for
lack of bias, the patient and family experience of care delivery might be strengthened
with increased culturally congruent care.
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Although this study recruited the sample from my practice setting, my role is
primarily based in the acute care setting. I had no prior recent relationships with the
majority of the study mothers. For example, mothers (M4 and M6) have a four year old
daughter and a 17 year old daughter, respectively. I attended to them at the time of their
diagnosis. Both have had few hospitalizations since diagnosis. Likewise, mothers (M8,
and M9) have had medical follow up with their children in the outpatient setting. Last,
mothers (Ml, M3, M2, MS, M7, and MlO) encountered hospital admissions with their
children over the years, some more frequently and some more recently than others, but
most children with CF have not been admitted within the past year except for two
mothers (M7 and MlO); one with her 9 year old son and one with her 8 year old daughter.
In addition, overall mothers' responses were genuine and open. I believe the
mothers expressed openness about the health care team and system because of their
relationships and trust developed with the CF team over time. Enduring relationships
with the CF team might provide a foundation to approach and work with mothers and
children in ways that might not yield meaningful discussions or similar outcomes with
short term or intermittent medical encounters.
Finally, from the my own ethnic heritage, hearing stories about my grandparents'
immigration, coupled with the parallel of family stories from the 19th century European
immigration wave, sparked a curiosity to question what Hispanic families that live in the
U.S. perceive if they have a child with CF and what do they experience and feel? Do
Hispanic mothers who have a child with CF perceive themselves as a minority in the CF
community, and what does that mean for the delivery of care? A growing sensitivity to
the health disparities with underserved populations and a heightened awareness that
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Hispanic people are a minority in the CF community as well as nationally, stimulated
concern. Last, my interest was inspired from stories of challenges, gifts, and sorrows
endured by families, parents, young adults, and children who live with CF.
Trustworthiness

Member checking is one approach to address the study's trustworthiness, akin to
validity in the quantitative genre. It allows for transparency and feedback from the on the
interpretation of data (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2012). Member checking was done with two
mothers: one with an interpreter and one was English speaking. Confidentiality and the
voluntary nature of this interaction were emphasized. The purpose of the activity was
explained along with an opportunity to clarify or change data to represent most accurately
their voice (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). The English-speaking mother clarified a few
minor points without changes to the overall story. The Spanish-speaking mother
confirmed accuracy was represented. The interpreter also reviewed several interviews
and confirmed accurate representation. An audit trial was kept to document and to
support trustworthiness. Audit trails are an additional way to document and carefully
detail data collection and decisions in the interpretative process. The advantage of
thematic analysis from the narrated text is the ability to gain direct information from the
mothers' unique perspectives, grounded in data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Finally, peer
debriefing with the dissertation committee facilitated credibility and trustworthiness by
ensuring the analyses was grounded in the data (Marshall & Rossman, 2011 ).
Conclusion

The study of mothers is integral to the study of children with chronic health
conditions. Furthering the understanding of Hispanic mothers' experiences of parenting
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their child with CF and uncovering their (un)expressed needs within a sociocultural life
space, assists to support better health care delivery and manage care more effectively and
sensitively. Studying this ethnic group represents voices of Hispanic mothers' untold
experiences, and gives back the respeto embedded in their cultural values. Understanding
health experiences of a minority group situated within the dominant CF population also
calls attention to potential entanglements that might have gone unnoticed and taken for
granted and, therefore, needed interrogation. Through narrative analysis, a beginning
space has been opened to inform nurses and other health care providers for future studies.
Clarifying beliefs and experiences of mothers in their parenting role illuminates and
directs development of nursing interventions and approaches toward more holistic,
systematic life span planning.
In summary, this study explored and described perspectives of Hispanic mothers
parenting children with CF, their day-to-day living with CF management, their health
beliefs, and health care experiences related to CF care through narrative stories. Research
findings about CF flourish across many disciplines. However, this study concentrated
solely on Hispanic mothers' perspectives within a subset of the CF community as a
starting point to fill an existing gap not yet explored. The study represents maternal
voices, muted from their sociocultural contexts. It adds perspective to their health care
experiences and extends information for future health care planning consideration. This
area of study merits further exploration.
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Interpretation

The analysis and interpretation strived to capture rich descriptions from Hispanic
mothers' stories. First the study's sample characteristics are presented for both the
mothers and their children with CF. The presentation of the study analyses first describes
the narratives' contexts followed by exemplars of intact narrative units. Thematic
analysis was the strategy for the majority of the narratives. The A. Coffey and Atkinson's
(1996) and Riessman's (1990, 2008) work both guided the analysis process.
Thematic analysis, according to A. Coffey and Atkinson (1996), suggests a
multiprong approach. Multiple successive readings were required to complete the
process, which led to the creation of themes and subthemes. To accomplish the first level,
readings explored general categories for coding. Attention was directed to phrases,
clauses, and statements. I used the research questions to initiate this analysis, as these
authors suggested. For example, the study question for aim 1 was used as a guide and
directed codes related to role characteristics associated with maternal parenting. The
second level required greater reading scrutiny. Careful examination was required to
discover and uncover complexities, locating more details, which led to coding subthemes
development. In this level, reading attended to selecting codes that most closely represent
the mothers' perspectives. The final analysis prepared the data for interpretation by
selective story segments parsed into quotes representing mothers' voices.
Select storied segments were further analyzed using Labov's (1997) structural
elements model to advance the narratives' deeper understanding. Labov's approach
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identified six narrative clause types: a plot summary or what is this about? (abstract [A]);
place, time, characters, and situation (orientation [OJ); sequence of events (complicating
action [CA]); the attitude of the narrator toward the complicating action (evaluation [E]);
resolution or result (R); and coda (CO), which returns the listener to the present (Labov,
2002; Langellier, 1989; Riessman, 1989, 2008). The abstract and coda are optional in the
model. The abbreviations are labels in the following narrative segments' presentation.
Three main narratives were parsed into bounded segments around the diagnosis stories.
Analysis was applied using strategies described by Riessman (2008, 1990).
The following study questions guided the analysis:
•

What is the perspective of Hispanic mothers of parenting their child with CF?

•

What are the health beliefs of Hispanic mothers related to the care of their
child with cystic fibrosis?

•

What are Hispanic mothers' perspectives of their health care experiences
related to their child's CF?

Narrative, defined for this study, is the ordering of at least one or more events
causally connected; story refers to the threads of plot and character woven together, the
structure of which is designed to provoke an emotional response from the audience or
reader (Paley & Eva, 2005). These authors aptly summarized, "All stories count as
narratives, not all narratives count as stories" (p. 85). Therefore, analyses were applied to
select interview stretches that met the story criteria with a beginning, middle, and an end.

Description of the Sample
Characteristics of the mothers. The sample consisted of 10 mothers (see Table
2) with a median age of 32 years, ranging from 24 to 48 years. Nine mothers were
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married, one was single, never married. Two mothers worked outside the home, one
worked part time. Maternal education levels ranged as follows: one completed eighth
grade, one completed ninth grade, five completed high school, two completed community
college, and one had 5 years of college in Central America. Four mothers did not recall
having genetic counseling. Six mothers identified their country of origin as Mexico, two
as El Salvador, one as Spain and one as Nicaragua. Six households spoke primarily
Spanish in their homes; one mother reported both English and Spanish were used about
equally. Three mothers brought their infants on the journey across the U.S. border to seek
a medical diagnosis, treatment, or both.
Table 2

Sample Demographics: Mothers Characteristic
Age/years

Mothers

(o/o)N~

20-29

2 (20%)

30-39

5 (50%)

40-49

3 (30%)

10

Self-Identity as Hispanic*
Country of Origin
Mexico

6 (60%)

Spain

1 (10%)

El Salvador

2 (20%)

Nicaragua

1 (10%)

(Table continues)
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Age/years

Mothers

(o/o)N~

10

Language spoken at home
Spanish

6 (60%)

English

4 (10%)

Both

1 (10%)

Requested interpreter

5 (50%)

Education level completed
8th grade

1 (10%)

9th grade

1 (10%)

12'h grade

5 (50%)

Community college

2 (20%)

College

1 (10%)

Married with both parents in household

9 (90%)

Single never married

1 (10%)

Employment status
Does not work outside the home
Employed
Recall of genetic counseling
Insurance: government funded

8 (80%)
2 (20%) 1 part time
4 (40%) No
100%

*initially identified from CFF Patient Registry, confirmed with participants

Characteristics of the children with CF. Characteristics of the children with CF
were more diverse (see Table 3). Out of 10 mothers interviewed, six had daughters with
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CF, age ranged from 4 years to 17 years; and there were 12 sons, ages ranged from 5 to
17 years. Six children were first born.
Table 3

Sample Demographics: Children Characteristic
Age-years

Child with CF

0-5

3 (17%)

6-10

8 (44%)

11-15

5 (28%)

16-20

2 (11 %)

Total number of children of mothers
Males
Females
Total

18
12 (67%)
6 (33%)
18

CF diagnosed:
First born

6 (33%)

Meconium ileus

2 (11 %)

New-born screening*

2 (11 %)

Prenatal diagnosis**

1 (5%)

Sweat test

18 (100%)

DNA analysis

18 (100%)

(Table continues)
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Age-years

Child with CF

Siblings
Child with CF with siblings with CF

11 (61%)

Siblings without CF

13 (72%)

Solo child with CF

1 (5%)

FEV 1 % predicted

2: 100% normal
100%--80% mild
79%--50% moderate
49%--30% severe

13 (72%)
1 (5%)

2 (11 %)
0

2 not documented
*two children had newborn screening with subsequent 7 siblings diagnosed; **one child
had prenatal diagnosis with a subsequent sibling diagnosed with CF
In families that had multiple children with CF, the youngest child was initially
diagnosed followed with testing of the older siblings, resulting in CF diagnoses of
multiple children in two families. One mother learned of her son's CF through prenatal
testing, followed with subsequent testing of her older son and a later diagnosis of CF.
Thirteen children had normal recorded lung function documented by forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1) of percent predicted; one was recorded in the mild range; two
had lung function in moderate range; and another two had no recordings for two children
because of their age. All of the mothers reported no smoking by any household member.

Narratives and Analysis
Six themes emerged from the interviews: (a) mothering, (b) growing and growth,
(c) mother-talk, and (d) connected, (e) life disrupted, and (f) being here. Subthemes to life
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disrupted were (a) guarded optimism and (b) it's just hard; subthemes to being here were
(a) parental gendered differences, (b) more mother talk, (c) education, and ( d)
communication won't happen without interpreters.
Interviews with three mothers were conducted at the hospital, at their request,
where a private office was arranged. The remaining seven interviews were conducted in
the mothers' respective homes. A private time without other family members present was
arranged by each mother. During one interview, a toddler was with his mother for short
time as the interview was winding down. When the interpreter was present, the three of
us sat usually in close proximity. Water was offered and tissues were available if needed.
The interviews were started in the same manner, first explaining the process, obtaining
informed consent, followed with recording demographic information, and then
proceeding with the interview by restating the first open-ended question. Taking a break
during the interview was acknowledged. At the introduction, I attempted to put the
mothers at ease by telling them that there were no right or wrong answers to the interview
questions or suggesting to relax and just talk about their story. To protect confidentiality,
all names have been changed and given a pseudonym; likewise hospital names or other
locales have been given fictitious or generic names.
Maternal Perspectives

Not discovered until after the second interview, the seminal work of Sara Ruddick
(1995), Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics ofPeace, partially informed the analysis.
This work was introduced as groundbreaking when initially published in 1989, it is aptly
described on the book's cover note as "the first attempt to describe from a philosophical
perspective, the thinking that grows out of the work mothers do". Ruddick's work
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evolved the scholarship of women's studies by distinguishing the practice of mothering
separate from the institution of motherhood, from the underpinnings of patriarchal
influence (O'Reilly, 2010). Ruddick maintained that three defining "maternal demands
preservation, growth, and social acceptability" (p. 17)-are achieved through committed
maternal practice of "preservative love, nurturance, and training" (p. 17), comprising the
work of mothering. Therein, she defined the work of mothering.
In the midst of the second mother's interview, as she described the conflicted
worries between her role of being a mother and being a medical associate, an emotional
tone surfaced that I labeled in the interview as "mother emotion." This descriptive,
mother emotion, struck a deep chord within myself about the mothers. Serendipitously, I
discovered Ruddick's (1995) work on maternal thinking. This body of work resonated
with me as I reflected and proceeded through subsequent interviews. I noted a repeated
strong sense of deep mothering qualities, which emerged as a recurrent theme.
Mothering. The following narrative segments exemplify the work of mothering
advanced by Ruddick (1995). Three separate interview narratives are presented according
to Labov's model (1997, 2002) around mothers' stories of their infants' CF diagnoses.
Two infants were diagnosed during an acute hospitalization, a common presentation; the
third was diagnosed at a later age in Central America. The analysis approach with the
following narratives was conducted according to Riessman (2008).
Alba is a 24-year-old mother with her daughter 4%-year-old daughter diagnosed
with CF at 2 weeks of age. She has a 4-year-old son without CF. She is married and lives
together with her nuclear family along with the maternal grandfather in a small cleanly
kept urban apartment. Her husband is the primary breadwinner. Alba completed eighth
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grade. She is the full-time primary caregiver and does not work outside the home.
Spanish is the primary language spoken at home. She recalled having had genetic
counseling. She related the following story of the time around her daughter's diagnosis
(see Table 4).
Table 4

Alba's (M4) Story
Narrative Clause

Structural
element

Section I.
1

In the beginning

0

2

when I was first pregnant with her

0

3

I was very happy

EV

4

We, my husband and I were both very happy

EV

5

we had been trying for a few months

CA

6

and I hadn't been pregnant

CA

7

and finally I was pregnant

R

8

and umm we were-my husband was hoping for a girl

CA

9

and I told him it would be a blessing of whatever is that we

CA

received
10 whatever God sent our way
11 and then I found out it was going to be a girl

EV

12 and we were both very very happy

EV
(Table continues)
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Structural
element

Narrative Clause
Section II.
13 and when she was born

0

14 shortly after

0

15 she developed a cold

CA

16 and I brought her in multiple times

CA

17 to try to get some medicine

CA

18 or something I could give her to help her get better.

CA

19 However during multiple visits to the Dr.

CA

20 and even to the hospital

CA

21 I most times was told that she didn't have anything ...

EV

Section III.
22 ... right before she was diagnosed

0

23 she was very sick

EV

24 having a very difficult time breathing

CA

25 I brought her into the hospital

CA

26 ... and they did tell me that their hopes that she would make it were

EV

very low
27 and that was one thing that was very difficult

EV

28 It was very difficult

EV

29 because I was very happy

EV

30 that I was going to have a little girl

RE
(Table continues)
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Structural
element
RE

Narrative Clause
31 and I finally had my little girl

co

3 2 and this is what what happened.

Note. 0

~orientation; CA~

complicating action;

EV~

evaluation;

RE~

resolution; CO

~coda

Alba was very soft-spoken. Initially, her affect was somewhat guarded, giving an
impression of distance or caution. Her initial responses to the open-ended interview
questions were brief. Probes were employed in an effort to connect and facilitate more
openness, for her mother voice to emerge. For example, a probe introduced near the
beginning of the interview asked her to talk about what makes the care of her daughter
harder. She responded, "When I go back to my appointments ... I feel like that some of the
feelings that were present in the beginning start coming back" and then continued to talk
more about her daughter. I asked her if she could talk a little more about the "feelings that
were present in the beginning," she had mentioned earlier. Had I not probed further, it is
doubtful that a space for the narrative would have been voiced; the probe opened the
door. It was in that moment that the story emerged.
This story showed a simple, straightforward, yet formal, sequenced narrative with
a beginning, middle, and end. In keeping with Labov's (1972) work, it demonstrated the
elements of a story (section I) with the orientation of time (1), "in the beginning" and (2)
the situation, "when I was pregnant." The complicating actions of"trying for some time
to become pregnant" (5, 6) and an evaluation that described both parent's feelings of
happiness, particularly because they learned the baby was female, just as they had wished
(11, 12). There was no coda or abstract in the first segment. Significance of their situation
builds with repetition (3, 4) and the use of intensifiers, such as very (3, 4, 12) (Lieblich,
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Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998). The story continued (section II) with significant turns,
"We had been trying for a few months, I hadn't been pregnant" and then she learned she
was finally pregnant (5, 6, 8, 9) representing the sequence of events or complicating
actions (Riessman, 1993 ). Last, the story moves the listener temporally forward. We learn
about the pregnancy and about the baby's gender, followed with the birth to the first
episode of illness, to repeated illnesses and unsatisfactory attempts to get treatment, and
finally when the baby became very ill. These sequences answer the characteristic
question, then what happened? The narrative clause in section III has the essential story
elements with an added coda (32) signaling the end of the narrative, and "this is what
happened." Codas "bridge the gap between the moment of time at the end of the narrative
proper and the present" (Labov, 1972, p. 365). Codas bring the listener and narrator to the
present, where they entered the narrative. In addition, while Alba was telling her story,
her emotional tone was initially tearful and then she cried as she finished (27-32), adding
to the deep intensity buried from 5 years in her past. The story continued (see Table 5).
Table 5

Alba's (M4) Story Continued
Narrative Clause

Structural
element

Section IV.
33 And when she [daughter] was diagnosed
34 she had a pretty long hospitalization
35 it was about three months.
36 When I first learned about all the treatments

0

CA
0

CA

(Table continues)
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Structural
element
CA

Narrative Clause
37 and what I would have to do to take care of her
38 and everything that she needed

CA

39 I felt it would be very very difficult

EV

40 and I didn't know what to do.
Note. 0 ~orientation; CA~ complicating action;

co
EV~

evaluation;

RE~

resolution

The story segment ended describing a lengthy hospitalization with expressed fears about
the difficulty of her infant's care and her ability to take care of her new baby girl. The
coda (40) brings the listener in this moment back to the present.
Sophia, is a 34-year-old mother of Luis, 9 years of age, diagnosed at 2 months of
age. He has a younger brother and sister without CF. Luis' hospitalizations have become
more frequent in the past several years. They reside in a large well-kept home in a
suburban neighborhood. The family lives together without extended family members.
Sophia described her role as a traditional, domestic work-at-home mother. Spanish is the
primary language spoken in the home. Luis's father works full-time and is the primary
breadwinner. Sophia completed 12th grade; she did not recall having genetic counseling
after her son's diagnosis. She relates the following story (see Table 6):
Table 6

Sophia's (M7) Story
Narrative Clause

Structural
element

Section I.
1

At first when he was born

0

(Table continues)
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Structural
element
EV

Narrative Clause
2

he was born fine,

3

there was no problems ...

EV

4

he looked healthy ...

RE

5

... After the first week

0

6

he was fine at home ...

EV

7

and in the beginning of the third week

8

He started having fevers

CA

9

and that's when I took him to the emergencies ...

CA

0

10 ... he was just for three days on antibiotics

CA

11 and after that we went home.

RE

12 In the first month

0

13 that's when I started seeing more diarrhea...

CA

14 ... I give him the bottle he would just vomit it...

CA

15 ... So he started dehydrating

CA

16 we brought him in to the first hospital...

CA

17 He [doctor] just told us we '11 just watch for him.

RE

18 And then after that I took him to the hospital [different hospital]

0

19 ... They didn't do any tests, only blood tests.

CA

20 and they say everything came out good,

EV

21 so just go home

CA

22 but he didn't stay.

RE

(Table continues)
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Narrative Clause
23 So I did, as a first mom

Structural
element
0

24 I didn't know what to expect

CA

25 or what to do

CA

26 or what else.

CA

27 So I took him to TJ in Mexico

RE

28 So there they give him a lot of medicine ...

CA

29 but it's just, it didn't help ...

EV

30 ... I took him to the pediatric

CA

31 in that same month

0

3 2 and he say he was losing weight

EV

33 So he [pediatrician] just changed the formula ...

CA

34 So it wasn't it wasn't just helping ...

EV

35 So one night I just had him getting smaller and skinnier

CA

36 and I didn't see him, like good ...

EV

37 ... we just decided around 11 in the night

CA

3 8 we took him to where he was born in hospital. ..

CA

39 So they recommend straight to the local children's hospital

RE

Section II.
40 So that's when everything started ...
41 When we got there
42 he was really bad looking

AB
0

EV
(Table continues)
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Structural
element

Narrative Clause
43 really bad ...

EV

44 ... and then it [sweat test] came out positive ...

EV

45 and that's when everything started

co

46 You know what, now we know how to treat him

RE

47 He'll be getting gaining his weight back

RE

48 he's just, we'll know how to treat him

RE

49 and and so that's when everything changing for him

co

Note. 0

~orientation; CA~

complicating action;

EV~

evaluation;

RE~

resolution; CO

~coda

The story above portrayed elements of a narrative, moving the listener temporally
forward. The resolution and coda signaled a positive feeling (48, 49). Both of stories told
by first-time mothers presented similar sequences: they both described a healthy baby at
birth and then, in the immediate newborn period, both infants had multiple illnesses
requiring medical attention. Similar to Alba's story, Sophia draws the listener in, moving
forward temporally and depicting more clinical details to the scene of what happened.
Turning points in the story were specifically detailed, for example, deciding to go to the
hospital late in the night (37, 38) conveys both an urgency and fear this mother perceived
when viewing her infant as "getting smaller and skinnier and didn't see him good" (35,
36). While "getting smaller and skinnier" described her infant's appearance, it also
represented a metaphor that described this mother's feeling of loss of control, losing the
capacity embodied in her protective maternal role. The experiences of these first-time
mothers confronted with the vulnerability of their sick infants suggested that protective
actions are reflective of maternal role transition and maternal subjectivity as a means of
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knowing (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tamie, 1986). Belenky et al. developed a
typology of ways women learn, know, and value what is unique to them. Belenky et al.
defined subjective knowing as "knowledge conceived as personal, private, and
subjectively known or intuited" (p. 15). In this story scene moment, the subjective,
intuitive learning, and maternal knowing mode unfolds. The mothers protected and
preserved their infants' lives contrary to the unsatisfactory medical information received.
Ana, is a 33-year-old, single mother. She emigrated from Central America to the
U.S. in her early 20s to earn money for her daughter's medical care. Isabel, her first child,
is 14 years old. During her early years, she stayed behind and was cared for by her
maternal grandmother. She was reunited with her mother at the age of 7. They had not
seen each other during their 4 years of separation. Ana remarried when Isabel was 8 years
old and has a 6-year-old daughter. The family lives together in a residential neighborhood
with no additional extended family. Spanish is the primary language spoken at home. The
interview was at her home, a very simply furnished space decorated with photographs of
her girls. Ana completed 12'h grade and recalled having genetic counseling after her
daughter was diagnosed at almost 4 years of age. She related her story (see Table 7):
Table 7

Ana's (M9) Story
Narrative Clause

Structural
element

Section I.
1

Initially, when she when she was born

0

2

everything seemed to be going normal,

EV
(Table continues)
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Narrative Clause
3

she was gaining weight as expected

4

and when she was about three months (I)

5

she started developing a cough

6

and she was getting very sick.

7

We are from a small town,

8

so in order to get to a doctor

Structural
element

EV
0

CA

0

CA
9

we needed to travel to another town

10 which was about six hours away.

0

11 When I brought her to the Dr.
12 the first initial visit to the pediatrician

CA

13 they diagnosed her with pneumonia (I)
14 and they said she was very sick

EV

15 and they had to admit her to the hospital.

CA

16 Then, she went back home.

RE

17 She was okay.

EV

Section II.
18 And it was not long after

0

19 she started getting sick again
20 and developing more cough

CA

21 and had her take her back to the Dr. [same Dr.],
22 once agam

0

(Table continues)
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Narrative Clause

Structural
element

23 and was admitted to the hospital.
0

24 Once again
25 they said she had pneumonia.

CA

26 It was very difficult for us

EV

27 because she was getting very sick

CA

28 all the time
0

29 even with her diagnosis of pneumonia,
30 it didn't seem like they were helping her get better (I). 16:27

EV
Section III.
31 When she was about three years old,

0

32 was when the doctors started to tell me

CA
33 that she possibly had cystic fibrosis (I).
34 They sent in a sweat test
3 5 which confirmed it. (I)

CA

36 However, they didn't have the medication and treatments
3 7 necessary to treat cystic fibrosis,
38 so it was very difficult for them to care for her.

EV
39 The doctors didn't have the medications necessary
40 and everything was very expensive.

EV

41 So my mom and I

CA
42 were kind of discussing our options

(Table continues)
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Narrative Clause

Structural
element

43 and we decided for me

RE

44 to come out to the US to work ...

Note. 0

~orientation; CA~

complicating action;

EV~

evaluation;

RE~

resolution; CO

~coda

Ana's story highlighted her newborn infant's similar illness trajectory. Parallel to
the first two stories, the trajectory mirrors the initial maternal observations. However,
Ana's story contrasts a background of living in a developing country where families
traveled long distances for medical care (8-10) with limited access to specialized medical
care (38-40). Her story unfolds and moves the listener forward in time from birth through
repeated pneumonias, hospitalizations (13-15, 23-29) and finally her daughter's
diagnosis around 3 years of age (33-35). The repetition of events oflsabel's illnesses,
"taking her back and forth to the doctor, once again" and "admitted to the hospital, once
again" (21-24) tells of the cyclical nature of chronic conditions disrupted with acute
events and followed with short periods of stabilization. The story imparts the feeling of
being worn down by a pattern of illness without resolution, without answers.
Ana's story depicted a striking departure of her daughter's illness trajectory from
birth to diagnosis contrasted with Alba and Sophia's stories. Alba and Sophia resided in a
large metropolitan area with access to cystic fibrosis centers, where facilities for
comprehensive diagnosis and treatment were available. CF might be underdiagnosed in
geographic regions, such as Latin America, where limited health care access, limited
facilities, limited specialists, and limited resources exist.
Each mother's story concerned not only her infant's diagnoses but also her
experience as a first-time mother. Similar patterns of the telling of their stories take the
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listener through a journey of personal and life-changing moments in time: initially having
a normal baby, gaining weight, then of the repeated respiratory illnesses requiring
immediate medical interventions, and yet with continued and recurrent cyclical
symptoms typical of many CF presentations. The linear chronological fashion in which
each mother retold her story offers a space for mothers to reconstruct and make order and
sense out of what is often a chaotic disorienting experience (Riessman, 1990) culminating
in a diagnosis that is mostly unfamiliar or unknown. While the similarities of the infants'
progression of illness presentations were not unexpected, the emotional tone and
mother's affect varied. Alba demonstrated a high level of emotionality when relating her
experience surrounding the diagnosis of her now almost 5-year-old daughter. Her coda
"and this is what what happened" (32) suspended her story, bringing her sadness into the
present. This contrasts with Sophia's resolution, "he's just, we'll know how to treat him"
(48) where hope and optimism punctuated the point of the story depicting a sense of
maternal relief for her infant's illnesses. Last, Ana suspended her story with no resolution
or coda, not knowing how exactly she proceeded with plans to come to the U.S. to
support her daughter's care. There was less emotionality in Ana's story, perhaps because
she distanced herself because of the monumental decision to relocate to the U.S. This
might have loomed large over the immediacy of Isabel's health condition, which became
a familiar cyclical pattern. Ana might have suppressed a probable painful memory of
separation from her daughter. She stated later:
It's very typical of mothers to come over to the U.S. to work to help care for their
children, but of course, they leave them behind in their hometown. That's very
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common, I guess what they don't realize is the harm that they are doing to their
children, leaving them at such a young age.
Applying Riessman's (2008) structural analysis to the above narrative segments opened a
deeper meaning from the maternal voices that otherwise might not have been exposed by
thematic analysis alone.
Developmental transitions underscore the vulnerability wherein children and
mothers are challenged to master each developmental stage. Mothering and protection are
not limited to infancy but extend across developmental stages. As one mother (M 1) with
three sons with CF related, "I think it [CF] puts an element of worry in the back of your
mind all the time that most parents can shake off." This mother expressed feeling acutely
aware of the various CF potential complications or problems that require monitoring
within her mothering capacity to assure her children's health remains stable. These
vulnerabilities go beyond normal childhood development. They become part of what
mothers do, albeit conscious and, at times, relatively less conscious, actions embedded in
their work of protection and nurturance.
The preceding stories illustrate the complexity of life transitions, including
developmental, situational, and health and illness, consistent with transition theory
(Meleis, 2010). The transition from a nonparent to parent status is one of life's most
significant transitions, encompassing all spheres-emotional, physical, spiritual, and
psychosocial-within the a culturally defined context. The situation of being a new
mother demands major shifts in interpersonal and personal identity of private personal
spaces of the individual dyad. With a new birth, a new triad, typical in a nuclear family,
requires new relationships that might introduce a dynamic of unanticipated tensions.
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Consistent with other studies (J. S. Coffey, 2006; Nelson, 2002), adding a diagnosis of a
chronic condition catapults a new parent into a myriad of emotions such as fear, anxiety,
injustice, disorientation, grief, denial, shock. A genetic condition might also bring about
additional feelings of blame and guilt (Henneman, Kooij, Bouman, & ten Kate, 2002;
Rowland & Metcalfe, 2013). When the onset or diagnosis ofa condition corresponds
with an individual, family, or life-cycle transition, the experience might be amplified
(Rolland, 1994).
Alba's response to the probe question about "when I go back to my
appointments ... I feel like that some of the feelings that were present in the beginning
start coming back" called to mind the growing interest of posttraumatic stress symptoms
associated with chronic conditions. Posttraumatic stress is characterized by symptoms
that do not meet all criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder. Cabizuca et al. (2010)
reported that approximately 63% of parents of children with CF reexperienced intrusive
recollections or psychological distress surrounding the diagnosis and care of their child
with CF. For Alba, her experience of happily anticipating motherhood associated with her
maternal role transition, then followed with the life-threatening event of her very sick
newborn infant, might signal her as an at-risk mother for posttraumatic stress symptoms.
This phenomenon is closely aligned with pediatric medical traumatic stress studies.
Kazak et al. (2006) found that the severity of illness was not correlated with
posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms in parents of children with cancer.
The elements of Ruddick's (1995) framework require a commitment to meeting
the infant's demands through preservative love and protection, evident in the above
narratives. Preservative love involves maternal recognition of the infant's fragility and
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vulnerability. This maternal action is contrasted with other actions such as maltreatment,
indifference, or running off, essentially not embodying the maternal role as a responsible
commitment. This first element is foundational to maternal thinking and the work of
mothering. While the concepts are derived from seemingly day-to-day repetitive routines
of what mothers do, they are carefully distilled to incorporate judgment, reflection, and
emotion, unifying maternal thinking (Ruddick, 2007). Through a maternal and feminist
lens, Ruddick' s work brings to light the exceptional capacity and agency translated to
mothering contrasted with the dominant patriarchal view of historically devalued roles.
The mothers in the narratives, similar to the other study mothers, projected an
ethos of care. All of the mothers, of which seven were first-time mothers, realized the
vulnerability and fragility of their infants, consistent with Ruddick's description. The
mothers were from diverse walks of life, yet were driven to seek help to protect and care
for their infants. Three risked crossing continental borders from Central America to the
U.S., motivated to save their infants and preserve their lives. Several mothers repeatedly
traveled to multiple emergency rooms, multiple times, until their infants became so ill
they required hospitalization. In Ana's (M9) situation, the prolonged back-and-forth
physician visits and hospitalizations might have resulted from the country's limited
health system. It is unclear ifher daughter's delayed diagnosis was a result of limited
resources, the rarity of CF diagnosed in her country, or an atypical presentation.
However, these mothers persisted in their search for answers despite barriers and
disparities, each time sent home without an answer. Simultaneous with the transition into
their mother role, they were shifting into a new way of knowing, a maternal way of
knowing, finding their maternal voice until they found themselves at a juncture that
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cleared their path to their infants' diagnoses. Ruddick (1995) writes of the universality of
some features of mothering. I would argue that this element of mothering is universal.
Growing and growth. Ruddick's (1995) description of fostering growth and

nurturance in children is a second distinct element in her framework, to nurture the
unfolding and expanding spirit of the child. While this aspect of mothering is distinct in
the "maternal thinking" (p. 83) framework, it has overlapping qualities with both
preservative love as well as training. Growth extends to all aspects of the child's being,
encompassing the spirit of the child. Nonetheless, in this framework, nurturance is more
relevant to the judgment mothers continually exercise to promote holistic growth or
support decisions and actions. The mothers related narratives that represent nurturance
and how their care had evolved over time. Some of the mothers compared the care of
their child with CF to their well siblings.
Alba (M4), the mother of a 4-year-old daughter, stated:
When I first learned about all the treatments and what I would have to do to take
care of her and everything that she needed, I felt it would be very difficult and I
didn't know what to do .... It's a little bit different [now] as far as her treatment
and taking care of her. Otherwise it's almost the same ... and I take care of them
[including her son without CF] the same.
Teresa (Mll), the mother of an 8-year-old daughter, stated:
It was hard because they gave me a lot of medication and I didn't know how to
give it to her because everything supposed to have a way to give them to
her. ... She doesn't fight me anymore with her treatments or taking her meds.
Yeah, that's the best thing because she used to fight me.
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Alba's description moved toward a more typical way to take care of her child.
Where once she was fearful, she has moved to seeing her daughter and son's care as not
so different. Teresa's school-age daughter called attention to similarities with other
mothers: overwhelmed with their initial care. Over time, her daughter's management
grew to be less distressing. Treatments are a life connection for CF, however, they do not
always follow the pattern of becoming less problematic with age as depicted below.
Sophia (M7), the mother of a 9-year-old son, stated:
He was the first one, we did know how to do his treatments and the time ... when
he was a baby it was easier for me, I mean 'cause I'd just grab him in my arms
and then I'll do the pounding ... I try to have the same rules ... to have the same
attention for the three of them.... Yeah, I'll do the same as with my other two
children.... I mean I don't want him to grow up and think "and me, no, I can get
away with everything".... He wants to move more around and he questions me,
"like why do my brother and sister get to play and I have to go upstairs and put
my treatments?"
Estela (MS), the mother of a 14-year-old daughter, stated:
She ... needed a lot of care.... The one thing that is easier for me now that she older
and she is able take a little bit more responsibility with her care she's very
disciplined ... I've been giving her a little more independence I'm very careful
because of all her needs and because of her age. Because of her age it's most
difficult.
Ana (M9), the mother of a 14-year-old daughter, said, "Sometimes mothers are very
overprotective ... let them live as normal as possible, even with their illness and not be too
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overprotective and not feel sorry for them and to encourage them to live a more normal
life."
The final three preceding dialogues, Sophia (M7), Estela (MS), and Ana (M9),
depict the mutable challenges that develop with the transition from childhood to
adolescence. Mothers' descriptions of care changed as their children's development
progressed: Sophia's son started questioning why he has treatments, while Estela's
daughter's care became easier as she assumed some self-care responsibilities and wanted
more independence. Ana's is mindful not to be too overprotective, to try to live normally
with CF. Inherent with older children are the joys of growth and a wider circle of
influence. The work of mothers involves teaching, discriminating, and determining the
safety of their expanding worlds. As children grow, mothers must also grow in
understanding and in flexibility. The antithesis can also exist where mothers might
become domineering (Ruddick, 1995). As the adolescent seeks independence, mothers'
control and protection, whether conscious, superimposed with CF might, impede a child's
psychosocial and emotional growth. The Hispanic cultural stereotype of overprotection
ascribed to females contrasted with males as more privileged is well described (Chang &
Liou, 2009; Koss-Chinino & Vargas, 1999; Updegraff & Umana-Taylor, 2015). These
cultural traditions and values potentially influence mothers' responses to gendered
developmental challenges.
Several mothers commented on how they "stay on top of the treatments" as a
strategy to keep their child healthy. Debora (M8), mother of two sons with CF who have
never been hospitalized related:
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In my experience, I am scared not to do a treatment because it might have a
negative impact on their health. For me, my priority and my main thing is for
caring for my kids; that's the most important thing for me.
Maternal voices reflected the element of nurturance expressed from feeling connected to
their children, to being there for their children, to telling detailed reviews of daily CF care
routines, treatments, and attention to nutrition, required of CF. Their voices reflected their
individual growth toward a greater understanding of the concerns, conflicts, and demands
of their growing children. Reflective maternal growth, in turn, stimulates new ways of
maternal knowing.
Mother talk. The mothers expressed narratives that represented the training
element of Ruddick's (1995) framework. This element prepares the child for social
acceptability. Children require training, guiding, correcting, disciplining as a form of
teaching, and learning, as universal expectations. However, the process of training
provokes controversy, embedded in social, cultural, and family histories. While
Ruddick's work focused on well children and training, it has relevance for children with
special health needs. My interpretation in this section extends this element beyond the
socially acceptability to what is developmentally necessary for children's growth toward
independence.
The mothers repeatedly described talking to their children as a training-teaching
approach. As developmental challenges emerged, mothers were confronted to respond
thoughtfully to help their children make sense out of their life experience with CF. This is
depicted in the following storylines, illustrating their talking about the importance of
treatments and commitment to perform the prescribed CF care.
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Alba (M4) stated:
... also sometimes Dolores [4-year-old daughter] has a hard time so that kind of
makes it a little more challenging but I try my best to explain to her why it is that
she has to receive treatments and explain to her what it is that she has and how to
help her keep her healthy.
Debora (M8) stated:
Also I try to talk to the boys and explain to them as much as they can understand
what they have with their illness. My 7-year-old, Mario, is able to verbalize that
he has cystic fibrosis and he knows his lungs have some problems or he's sick
from his lungs.
In that aspect it's a little difficult ... that's when they [two sons] might not
want to comply with their treatments as much .... That's when it becomes more
difficult, and that's when they start questioning a little bit more why the other kids
don't have to do it.
Sophia (M7) stated:
So it's a little challenging for me and for him, but yeah that's why I try to talk to
him every day you know ... and then talk to him every day. I mean he's growing
up, he's growing up. And have him know why he has to, why it's important for
him to take care of himself.. .. So, yeah it's challenging but he knows he has to do
it ... like there's a lot of different medications for different diagnosis, like when
you get sick and then that's what I tell him.
In the storylines above, the children were a little younger, yet mothers engaged
them early in their care, committed to their child's well-being. As children progressed
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toward adolescence, maternal strategies changed to meet the challenge of training
demanded of the respective developmental stage. Two mothers with adolescent daughters
spoke. Estela (MS) stated:
So now that Natalia's [14-year-old daughter] is older, I still stay on top of her,
make sure she's doing all of her treatments. However it is different, and it's a
little bit easier because before she was very small and I had to do everything for
her and she used to cry a lot or it was harder for her to express about her needs.
She later shared the following that her daughter voiced:
She sometimes expresses to me that her life expectancy is about 30 and so she
kind of has a worry about that, but I tell her that there's other cases where
individuals have lived up to 40 even 60 or longer. I explain to her that science is
advancing and maybe in the future there's going to be better options and
treatments that will help with life expectancy but also for comfort .... So I just tell
her also we don't know when our time is, we'll all be leaving, but if you take care
of yourself and do your treatments, then you have better possibilities.
Estela described her life as being easier since her daughter has shown more
responsibility with CF self-care with age; implying it was harder when her daughter was
younger. The continued maternal supervision illustrated that training employed in the
practice of mothering applies to all ages yet requires different tactics. Older ages bring
distinct challenges, such as talks about a shortened life expectancy. Such topics go
beyond, what most would agree to be, anything but a common adolescent mother
daughter conversation. This conversation elucidates the challenges of motherhood, to use
Ruddick's term, the intellectual activity, required in addition to physical and emotional
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training and growth. Maternal thought is reflected in a mother's ability to respond to such
personal and emotional talk. Mothering chronically ill children entails learning how to
talk with them about sensitive topics raised by their children, talks that most mothers in
mainstream society will never need to approach.
Estela contrasted mothering as harder when her daughter was younger and
continued to talk:
So some of the problems that some mothers' experience, one of the important
ones is parent education. Sometimes I'm not having the highest level education
[when clarified she stated she meant she did not have the best understanding of
CF] or not knowing, and also one problem, that was not accepting the diagnosis I
was given [in Central America] and trying to prove to the doctor that the weather
could possibly have something to do with it [her recurrent CF illness]. So I took
chances and took risks and came out here to get more information, find out if that
was really what she had because I doubted that was what my daughter had.
Estela described the denial state she entered when informed about her daughter's
CF diagnosis in her home country. She emphasized that a mother also needs training and
education to understand the requirements of care to fulfill maternal role functions. Her
comment suggests that her denial influenced her initial understanding and training
receptiveness. This point is also evident from the following mother:
Ana (M9) stated:
Also with the stage that Isabel is in, that's definitely an area where I could have a
little more help, helping them better understand their illness and better
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understanding how they feel and how they view themselves like in comparison to
other healthy peers.
Ana reflected on the ongoing training that mothers likewise must acquire to
respond with thoughtful maternal guidance. Ana told more about what else her daughter
expressed, "At one point recently she shared that she doesn't feel like she's not gonna get
past high school so, I kind of live with that fearthat something might happen to her."
Mothers recognized the importance of educating or training their children across
all ages. They also acknowledged gaps in their personal sphere of mothering that might
be edified.
Connected. Several mothers requested clarification of the question related to the

practice of their day-to-day selfhood, what gets them through their day? Some responded
with an initial pause. Their pause suggested that they did not know how or what to
answer because they either had not been presented with a question, as such, or had not
reflected on this aspect of self. Their responses were child centered, related to what most
parents might take for granted every day, that their child will wake up and proceed with
their typical day's activities. The majority of responses from mothers related a deep
gratitude and appreciation for their child just to awaken or to just be in their world. After
leaving the fourth interview, I was struck by a feeling, a sense of the depth of care and
commitment the study mothers evoked in the everyday care of their children with CF. As
interviews progressed, I discovered Ruddick's (1995) work, and it called to mind that
feeling mothers imparted about their day-to-day mothering (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Ana's (M9) Story
Narrative Clause
1

I always feel motivated

Structural
element
CA

2

in the morning

0

3

when I see her get up,

4

and she's awake and walking

5

and start getting ready,

6

that definitely helps me through my day.

EV

7

Seeing her

R

8

get up in the morning,

R

9

getting up in the next morning

R

Note. 0

~orientation; CA~

complicating action;

CA

EV~

evaluation; R

~resolution

The bound narrative segment above follows the pattern of plot Labov (1997)
outlined, with an orientation of time, followed with the sequence of events that moves
forward in time, then provides the evaluation of her story. The analysis using this form
lent a different perspective to the story. Although lines 3 through 5 speak of typical
activities, gets up, she's awake, walking, getting ready, they metaphorically represent
life, and she's alive each morning. The use of repetition in the resolution oflines 8 and 9
underscored the gravity this seemingly simple, ordinary narrative plays out in Ana's
world (see Table 9).
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Table 9
Ana's story continued:
Narrative Clause

Structural
element

10 In the past,

0

11 I guess because of my own fears,

EV

12 I would sometimes

CA

13 go in the middle of night

0

14 and wake her up

CA
R

15 and just to make sure she was still okay.

Note. 0

~orientation; CA~

complicating action;

EV~

evaluation; R

~resolution

The narrative segment continued to reflect elements consistent of a story. The
mother expressed ways she coped with her fears by vigilance, described in the literature
as a known means of coping (J. S. Coffey, 2006). There is no abstract or coda presented;
however, the bound narrative of these two segments highlighted the child-centered
practice of mothering, recognizing her daughter's vulnerability and determination to keep
her safe. Other mothers responded similarly:
Debora, the mother of two sons, ages 5 and 7 years old, said, "seeing my kids
grow and know that they're okay right now also helps me get through it and now that is
what my life is about just getting them to grow up and stay as healthy as possible."
Lucia, the mother of three sons, ages 6, 10, and 11 years, stated:
I would say it used to be in the beginning, faith. Now it's kind of almost an
attitude, it's just us against the world ... that we just really stick together and it's
all about us and about the kids and that's what keeps me going.
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Gloria, the mother of a 17-year-old daughter, stated:
The thing that helps me the most getting through every day is getting up and
seeing my daughters becoming more independent and doing what they wanted do
and that's what I usually look forward to every day. Just doing whatever it is that
my daughters have coming up and plan .... I feel very connected to my daughter
and everything my daughter experiences. I, in some way, experience it myself as
well. When my daughter is sick, I feel sick or when my daughter is sad, I feel sad.
One mother talked about meditation as a way she recharges and takes care of herself. The
mothers underscored the child-centric focus, irrespective of the child's age, as central
actors in their maternal world. The work of mothering was captured as continuous threads
of maternal discourse, nurturing, and preservative love: "seeing my kids grow," "getting
them to grow up and stay as healthy," "seeing my daughters becoming more independent
and doing what they wanted do," and "it's all about us and the kids." Mothers spoke
about the relationship they held with their children, seeing them grow, and delighting in
their independence becoming a measure of their maternal success. According to Gilligan
(1993), "women not only define themselves in the context of human relationship but also
judge themselves in their ability to care (p. 17). Gilligan's contributions of the
psychological development of women outlined differences from commonly learned male
dominant theories, such as those of Piaget, Kohlberg, and Freud. Her work brings to light
differences in gendered psychological development. Women develop and relate to the
world through connectedness, relationships, and communication. Mothers' relationships
with their children change over time; they develop a strong connection through caring.
Hispanic motherhood has been described as a life goal (Chang & Liou, 2009) portrayed
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as self-sacrificing and devoted. As primary caregivers, these authors found that mothers
developed closer relationships with their children, more so than with fathers. Through
close relationships, mothers gain a way of knowing that imbues competence required to
care for their children, and new ways of knowing are constructed with the CF care.
Through a critical feminist lens, Hispanic mothers' roles might be reframed as those who
choose the responsibility of mothering and derive meaning from their children in their
own reality. Meaning is consequential from critical reflection. Critical reflection, in turn,
provokes growth. Growth extends not only to understanding physical demands, but
becomes entwined with the complexity of the holistic being; reciprocal relationships are
activated.
Ruddick (1995) defined mothering as a discipline. She likened the discipline of
mothering to that of a scientist,
... writing up her experiment, a critic working over a test, or a historian assessing
documents," ... She asks certain questions-those relevant to her aims-rather
than others; she accepts certain criteria for truth, adequacy, and relevance of
proposed answers; and she cares about the findings she makes and can act on. (p.
24).
Life disrupted emerged as a major theme with two subthemes: (a) guarded optimism and
(b) it's just heard.

Life disrupted. Guarded optimism. The majority of mothers addressed health as
a major concern when talking about how they perceived their child's future. Gloria, the
mother of a 17-year-old daughter, said, "I would love for her to accomplish her goals of
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becoming a psychologist, but the other main thing is making sure she stays on top of her
own health and hopefully have a longer future and a healthier life."
Sophia, the mother of a 9-year-old son, said, " ... be healthy, like working for him
as much as I can, for him to be healthy for him not to be admitted as much."
Marta, the mother of six sons with CF, said, "Keeping positive. I think they're
doing good. I don't think the CF is going to hold them back to do anything. I see them
wanting to be someone in the future."
Debora, the mother of two sons, said, "I hope they have as good as health in the
future as they do now. But the doctors say in the future there could be complications and
they never really know."
While some expressed positivity as above, some talked also about their fears
punctuated with uncertainty. Lucia, the mother of three sons with CF, stated:
I wonder what their health will be like, you know, as they grow older and that
worries me that they're gonna feel insecure or feel unloved because people are
gonna shy away from them because they don't want to be their support system.
The fact that knowing realistically I can't always be there for them as they get
older, that scares me.
Ana, the mother of a 14-year-old daughter, stated:
When I think about her future, I am sometimes afraid of what the future will
bring, I know this illness it's kind of like you don't really know, there's no cure
and she can continue her treatments and I'm just really afraid that one day
something might happen to her.
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Faith specific to the future was less overtly expressed than anticipated. Maria, the
mother of a 14-year-old daughter, was very quick to respond:
I believe in God, and I believe she's going to leave this world whenever God
wants her to leave, ... and I'm not in denial at all I just don't believe you know that
science can give me all the answers. And so I make plans like my other children,
so she can start college when she's 16.
Within the broader interview, distressed feelings were voiced,"... creates [CF] difficulty
knowing there is no cure." With the median predicted survival age into the 4th decade,
greater optimism is emphasized while hope for a cure continues to loom large in the CF
community. This optimism, often guarded by some mothers, is projected, yet reinforced
by health care providers. Pulmonary measures of lung health are evaluated quarterly,
providing an indication of severity over time. Severity of CF has been reported as
independent of maternal well-being or hopefulness factors (Cousino, 2013; Foster,
Byron, & Eiser, 1998). Therefore, mothers talk of the future with hope intertwined with
guarded optimism.

It's just hard. There is no way to contextualize the multiple descriptors attached
to what was described as hard shared from maternal voices; the message was CF care is
hard. This word was used 169 times, textured within various contexts. All of the mothers
described the beginning, either learning of the CF diagnosis or the required care, as hard.
mothers gave perspective to hard. Lucia, the mother of three sons with CF, stated:
I think it's hard, my life is hard I don't think people want it .... I mean, I know
nobody would want my life, nobody would want to be in my shoes but since I
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have to wear them it's like I'm just gonna go with it, and keep on, keep on
running, keep on trucking.
Treatments and medications are intrusive reminders of having a child with a chronic
condition, a child "other than normal." At the present time, individuals with CF must do
time-consuming treatments multiple times each day throughout their life. Maria, whose
daughter is 14 years old, said, "It's really hard, It's really hard because all the
medications, the treatments and you're seeing your daughter that she wants to be normal
like everyone else and you know it's, hard for her, so that is hard [mother's emphasis] for
me.".

Debora, the mother of two sons, said, "The hardest thing for me is the treatments,
seeing them like having to do that so constantly and then knowing that they're going to
have to do that their whole life".
Ana, who has a 14-year-old daughter, said, "The hardest part of everything has

been probably understanding why. I question myself many times: Why did this have to
happen to me? Why?"
Sophia, the mother of a 9-year-old son, stated:
I have to break into two pieces being the support and then, well, yeah it's just it's
hard and like I know I have the support from my whole family but sometimes I do
I do question like well, why me or where does it come yeah I just question myself.
In the preceding segment, the metaphor of breaking in two, aptly described the
conflict mother's experience trying to fit time-consuming CF care into her day-to-day
life. In this moment, she talked about the challenges when her son was hospitalized,
juggling demands of schedules with after school care and general care for her younger
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two children. While the mantra of the family is the patient is often spoken in pediatrics,
the reality is that the mother or father must meet care demands of whole family. CF is
widely described in the literature as having a high burden of care (Bluebond-Langer,
1996; Carpenter & Narsavage, 2004; Christian & D' Auria, 1997; George et al., 2010;
Gjengedal et al., 2003; Jessup & Parkinson, 2010; M. McCubbin et al., 1984; Moola,
2012; Szyndler et al., 2005; Tracy, 1997; Williams et al., 2009). The shared voices from
these mothers are consistent with studies from the dominant Euro-American lens of
mothers. While all 10 of the mother's described their work as hard, one mother added, "I
feel that this is a very difficult homework or assignment" and a second mother of 17
year-old daughter stated:
I just consider it an extra job or just another duty that I had to do ... when we go in
to appointments if the pulmonary function tests come back like 70%, ... and I
already start thinking ... "this is not looking very good" and ... I automatically think
treatments, ... and so we do every 3-hourtreatments. So the next week when we
one time we were at 90% so it was quite an eye-opener for me, like wow like that
has been all of my work.
In the account above, this mother not only viewed her care of her daughter as an extra
job, she measured the success of her mother work by the results of her daughter's
pulmonary function test results, reflective of her practice of mothering.
Acknowledging that their work of mothering has been hard from the onset,
mothers openly shared their perspectives on subjective ways they manage. Lucia, the
mother of three sons with CF, stated:
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I just hope for the best and expect if the worst happens, it happens and we deal
with it when we get there. I don't spend a lot of time obsessing or worrying over
every little thing ... I think it disrupts what your original plan was; you think
you're going to have these kids, everything's going to be great, you're gonna
have, you know, some little struggles here and there but then they're gonna get
older and you start thinking about you know they're gonna have kids and you're
gonna you know be an older adult and just enjoy your grandkids and things like
that and that all gets kind of blurred because you really don't know. Not that those
are guarantees before you knew that they had CF, but we like to think that they
are.
Marta, the mother of six sons with CF, said, "I mean I can't sit and get depressed
over it or sit there and ask why, why, why? I'm not gonna get the answers. It is what it is
and have to move forward with them.
Sophia, the mother ofa 9-year-old son, said, " ... and then keep on moving and
keep on being there for him being the support and then, well, yeah it's just its hard."
While faith was not overtly talked about concerning mothers' views of the future,
it emerged throughout the interviews as a source of support and strength. Marta stated:
I pray every night just to have that patience for them and to help them out. And
it's helped out a lot, it helps a lot. ... Life is short even if you're not sick things can
happen so that's my way of getting over this.
Estela, the mother of a 14-year-old daughter, said, "It's been hard. I've been
asking God to give me the strength I need to get through every day."
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Alba, the mother or a 4-year-old daughter, said "I know that God left her in my
life for a reason."
Gloria, the mother of al4-year-old daughter, said," ... when we're in the hospital
that God, in some way, is part of it .... That the doctors and nurses are doing God's work
and helping my daughter and I feel all the problems are solved."
Teresa, the mother of an 8-year-old daughter, said, " ... in God, [is] just the only
thing we can get support from. With faith, just we don't see, we just trust, that's faith."
Religion and faith have traditionally played a strong role in Hispanic cultures. The
"Virgin of Guadalupe, the patron saint of Mexico and Central America" (Sandoval, 2008,
p. 13). is worshiped devoutly throughout Mexico, symbolizing the good mother. The
mothering characteristics transferred from this symbol link to marianismo, self
sacrificing and highly protective mothers (Chang & Liou, 2009; Dreby, 2006). In Latino
gender ideology, ideal mothers are described as doing their greatest activity as primarily
caring for children. They are characterized as self-sacrificing mothers, having the highest
calling and judged in terms of their morality. The influence of this ideology might be also
applied to understanding the profound way mothers described calling on their faith as a
guiding force in their daily lives.
Ascribing agency to God through doctors and nurses is consistent with empiric
studies on faith and Hispanic families of chronically ill children. Fatalism, also culturally
described as a world view associated with faith, did not emerge (Rehm, 1999). Having a
child with CF inspired a higher purpose or life's meaning for both Gloria and Alba.
Parents try to make sense out of their life stories. Attributing meaning from faith is one
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way a sense of comfort is derived from the day-to-day work of mothering (Gallagher et
al., 2008; Pizzignacco, Mello, & Lima, 2011 ).
Being here emerged as a major theme with four subthemes: (a) parental gendered
differences, (b) more mother talk, (c) education, and (d) communication won't happen
without an interpreter. The theme of being here evoked the mindfulness demanded of
mothers within each subtheme to determine at each moment what strategy is best for her
child, her, and the collectively as a family. Each area carried a tension that mothers
navigated to maintain relationships, some with a greater degree of power dynamics than
others.
Being here. Parental gendered differences. "Well I think parents from anywhere,
we just try to give her best samples [examples] for the things for our kids." Mothers
voiced their impressions of cultural influences on parenting. The above segment, voiced
from a mother (of her 8-year-old daughter), encapsulated much of the underpinnings of
mothers' talks, yet other topics stood out. Three mothers expressed concerns about
gendered differences with their spouses. They expressed the difficulty their husbands
have had accepting the diagnosis. "He still sometimes doesn't accept the fact that they
[two sons] have CF." One mother suggested her husband was influenced by the culturally
associated "macho male" identity, "For my husband, I noticed he doesn't like to talk
about it [CF] in front of the male family because they make it seem like you produce
weak offspring," While one mother stated her husband does not want her to talk about
their son's CF," ... like my husband, he's more like he doesn't like to talk about what he
has or the CF and then I'm more open to [than] that." While mothers expressed concerns
about their husband's acceptance of their child's CF diagnosis, they did not expose
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specific marital discord. Gendered health beliefs and behaviors are a product of cultural
values, norms, and identity intertwined with role socialization (Addis & Mahalik, 2003.
A father's emotional response to his child's CF is complex, and in part, is subject to his
masculine identity and perhaps his own pattern of health seeking experiences. Hayes and
Savage's (2008) qualitative study on the influence of CF on fathers' management
confirmed that emotional withdrawal was one mechanism used to manage their situation
yet occurred simultaneous with emotional involvement. One dad emphasized that fathers
are not asked about how they manage, indicating feelings of marginalization. The
traditional Hispanic, macho male rooted in Latino culture provokes images of threatened
masculinity as one speculation for emotional withdrawal. While fathers might
contextualize cultural and gendered behaviors, it calls to mind the potential influence of
posttraumatic stress symptoms discussed earlier.

More mother talk. One mother identified, "I think like culturally the whole
doctor, going to the doctor is more of a reactive thing and not a preventative thing."
Mothers' expressed curious experiences with their extended families about CF treatment.
The notion of "your body gets used to it" was put forth in three interviews related to
medications. Their extended family members questioned why the child with CF took so
many medications. One of the mother's beliefs mirrored this similar mind-set. Bearison et
al. (2002) described similar maternal comments from his study on beliefs and use of folk
medicine for children with asthma. A contextualized explanation was not offered.
However, there was an attempt to link the aforementioned comments to the Hippocratic
theory of disease and the four body humors. In the Hippocrates theory, the wet-dry and
cold-hot approach to balance health and illness is practiced (Spector, 2004). This view
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was expressed by one mother, " ... trying to prove to the doctor that the weather could
possibly have something to do with it" (her daughter's recurrent CF illness, prior to her
CF diagnosis). Three plausible explanations are offered: confusion of CF treatments is
associated with the development or potential for antibiotic resistance; a lack of clarity
exists when the progression CF necessitates a step-up approach for medication
management; controlled symptoms do not equal improved health. Mothers talked about
what was said by their family in the following passages:
"Oh, that medication's not gonna work in 10 years because the body's getting
used to it."
"Do the natural way it's gonna kill them sooner if you keep giving them this
medication."

"You know, her body to get accustomed to the certain medication even though
they are natural, but still you know she's still going to get accustomed."
In addition, extended family members' attempted to deter medication
administration based on the child's physical appearance is concerning:
"Oh, you know what I mean. I see him and he's well with the medicine. So
there's no reason to do something extra for him."
" ... because a lot of them look at her and think she has nothing."
"Why are you giving your child medicine if they seem fine right now?"
Feedback from extended family of this nature is difficult for a mother to counter, as one
mother stated:
You're going against everything you were kind oftaught ... because you have to
go against all that and you learn to be a little more proactive even though
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everyone in your family thinks you're crazy and downright thinks that's wrong
for subjecting your child to all that.
This discourse presents a constellation of concerns particularly in the context of
family values, familismo. Speculation for such discrepancy stimulated consideration
toward a differentiated level of acculturation or generational influences. Last, the
historically infrequent (or under diagnosis) of CF in the Hispanic population could
preclude a family member from recognizing the magnitude and implications of stopping
CF medications.
Education. Mothers were quick to identify education as a culturally influential
factor in their parenting. One mother of a 14-year-old daughter stated:
Okay, I think it has to do with education, I think it's a big big, they key is
education because when Bianca was diagnosed with the CF, even though I went
with a genetic counsel, and I think I visit her like three times and I didn't get it.
One mother of a 9-year-old son said," ... also very important for families to feel
comfortable asking questions, that's also very important and a very important way to find
and get important information and have more education to ask questions."
A mother of two sons, 5 and 7 years, stated:
Well, just knowing and being educated sometimes helps and that's why I agreed
to participate in this study because I believe it could be beneficial for families in
the future with the care of other patients with CF. So I feel like having
information and just kind of learning what it is and what I might expect coming
up in the future would be helpful.
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A mother of 14-year-old daughter stated:
Just sometimes not having the experience, but I would have like or would like to
share my experience or see what other Hispanic mothers have experienced to
kinda see what has worked for someone else and maybe that could help me or I
can help someone else with my experience. Also with the stage of my daughter is
in that's definitely an area where I could have a little more help, helping them
better understand their illness and better understanding [how] they [mothers
emphasis] feel and how they view themselves like in comparison to other healthy
peers.
Education has been identified as highly valued across Latino national origins
rooted in collectivism, or interdependence, and underpins parental decision making
(Halgunseth, Ipsa, & Rudy, 2006). In their comprehensive literature review on parent
control, Halgunseth et al. described education as a goal of childrearing, training in
morality, responsibility, and interpersonal relationships. These training practices intersect
with the practice of mothering Ruddick (1995) described and underscore the mothers'
perspective. In addition, the mothers expressed a desire to reach out to increase CF
awareness and to learn from each other. Relationship affiliations Gilligan (1993) assert
that women gain a sense of self through connection. Mothers expressed a desire to reach
out and connect with other mothers either going through similar parenting challenges or
reaching out to mothers of newly diagnosed infants. Development of interpersonal
relationships to receive individual support or provide support to a newcomer in the CF
community suggests that for mothers struggling to find balance in their CF individual
world, they desire to connect with mothers similarly situated. Their interest to increase
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awareness about CF highlights their spirit of interdependence locating them within their
cultural landscape.
Education for mothers was valued to keep informed as many stated. Mothers
confirmed the CF center as their primary source of information and updates on CF. Use
of the Internet as an information source was limited; three mothers specifically mentioned
they were cautioned not to rely on the Internet for accurate CF information. All mothers
were queried about what they understood to be the cause of CF, its treatment, and cure as
a means to validate their understanding of CF. Nine of the 10 mothers responded with
fairly brief descriptions such as its genetic origin. Most mothers filled in a little more
details of phenotypic characteristics in satisfactory terms; one gave a detailed description
of the protein defect. One mother unexpectedly responded, "It's something that I guess
you can't avoid. I guess I'm not too much informed or really haven't paid attention. I
know it's there and I just have to deal with it." Another mother said, "That's what I don't
understand like the cause, nope ... " and continued to talk about what treats CF. In the
former account, there were no other indicators that raised doubt about her mothering
related to CF care. In the later situation, although an interpreter was declined, it is
possible that limited English proficiency confounded her understanding of the medical
details involved with CF. Medical information often needs simplification for English
speaking natives; I believe this mother will benefit with an interpreter in the future.
In the interest of exploring maternal health beliefs, mothers provided information
on their use of remedies garnered from Hispanic traditional home beliefs. The intent was
not to conduct a full assessment of complementary and alternative therapy. Likewise,
some of the mothers did describe familiar practices such as amulets, healers, special
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potions, and such that their extended family had encouraged them to try. Table 10
summarizes responses for both pre- and postdiagnosis. Reported practices were similar to
literature (Tanase & Zanni, 2008). Most commonly reported agents were lemon, honey,
and cinnamon teas. Chicken fat was recommended by one child's grandmother to counter
phlegm. In another account, a sister-in-law (who also has a child with CF) recommended
to stop oregano to avoid interfering with prescribed CF medications. Oregano and olive
oil are reported to have a wide range of indications, such as effects as an antimicrobial for

Pseudomonas aeruginosa and as an anti-inflammatory agent respectively (Thomson,
2004). Neem was given for its properties to inhibit aflatoxin by aspergillus organisms
(Costa, Geraldo, Arroteia, & Kemmelmeier, 2010). More alternative therapies were tried
prior to diagnosis than following diagnosis.
Table 10

Use ofHome Remedies
Mothers'
Before diagnosis

After diagnosis

ID#
Ml

prayer for healing

prescribed CF therapy only

meconium ileus,

"juices" for health; neem, oregano oil, olive

diagnosed at birth

leaf; yoga

M2

prescribed CF therapy only;
M3

"everything holistic"
learning meditation
diagnosed at 2 weeks of

fried chicken fat; omega-3

M4
age, none reported

(Table continues)
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Mothers'
Before diagnosis

After diagnosis

ID#
MS

not reported

lemon and honey

M6

oregano

cinnamon tea

M7

taken to doctor in Mexico

manzanilla tea (chamomile)

M8

prenatal diagnosis

reported no use

M9

not reported

chamomile

MlO

not reported

prescribed CF therapy only

Communication won't happen without interpreters. Mothers were thoughtful in
responding to the interview inquiry: Some families from different ethnicities tell us they
have experienced disrespect or discrimination with their health care, I wonder what your
experience has been? This query elicited a range of responses. Four mothers denied
having such experiences.
Gloria (M6), the mother of a 17-year-old daughter, said, "I don't ever remember
feeling discriminated or being treated differently. They've always been very helpful."
Debora (M8), a mother of two sons, Mario, 7 and Rafel, 5 years old, said, "From
my experience, I have not felt any discrimination, going and visiting at the hospital I have
felt welcome and almost as I was at home."
The above two mothers were quick to deny any uncomfortable experiences. While
the following two mothers stated they had not experienced disrespect or discrimination,
they related experiences indicative of power relations:
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Sophia (M7), mother of Luis, 9 years, stated:
Well, no it hasn't happened to me. I guess, I guess like being Hispanic then I
guess it doesn't make any difference, but as Hispanic we don't have that much
like information or I don't see it as much .... We don't ask for those questions,
like, we just we just umm get the information, get the medicines, we have to take
for him and then that's it.
Ana (M9), mother oflsabel, 14 years old, had the initial response, "I don't feel
like I ever had an experience where I felt discriminated or that Isabel has been
discriminated. I feel that we've been treated equal to all of other patients and don't think
they treat us any different."
As an example of power relations, Ana stated:
In the beginning, a lot of doctors would offer [an interpreter] and ask ifl needed
an interpreter and it was available. However, but now not everybody will ask or
offer that. They sometimes will have Isabel kind of as a translator. That's still
very difficult because sometimes there's terms that she doesn't even understand
and maybe can't explain it to me. Sometimes I have questions and I have Isabel
kind of ask questions, and hopefully she will understand, but even then she will
tell me that she doesn't even understand what they just told her.
Ana went on to describe how the CF team can help take care of Hispanic families
better," ... because maybe the doctors seems in a hurry or I know there's a lot of patients
to see. Maybe the moms don't feel comfortable asking for it [interpreter] but if it's
offered it would definitely be more helpful."
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Sophia (M7) described having limited access to CF information. Her comment
suggested that she doesn't ask questions either from lack of opportunity or not knowing
what to ask. The issue of physician time has been cited as a barrier superimposed over the
cultural value of excessive respeto for physicians that prevents asking questions (Mayo,
Sherrill, Sundareswaran, & Crew, 2007).
From a critical feminist lens, in the above case, Ana (M9) might not understand
not having an interpreter marginalizes her maternal role, hinders her understanding of
information, and prevents interactions with health care providers for an accurate
exchange of information to the ultimate end of taking care of her daughter. This gap
serves to undermine maternal self-efficacy that can lead to self-doubt and potentially robs
her ability to provide care, training, and nurturance within her maternal capability. While
health care struggles to meet the needs of diverse populations and cost containment, it
perpetuates a patriarchal system that continues to tolerate control of information and
interactions. This, in turn, limits active participation, as a parental right, reinforced by
limited access to interpreters.
Language and communication styles have been widely identified as barriers and
dissatisfiers contributing to health disparity (Mayo et al., 2007; Ngui & Flores, 2006;
Smedley et al., 2002b ). They also have been reported as key determinants of
dissatisfaction for Spanish-speaking Hispanic families with children with special health
needs as well as for families with limited English proficiency (Ngui & Flores, 2006).
Information exchange related to limited English proficiency constitutes an additional
factor setting the stage for restricted communication. These factors affect patient
outcomes and quality by deterring active engagement and partnering between mothers
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and providers. They might lead to health care providers assigning binary labels of
families as adherent-nonadherent and place blame on mothers rather than the
organization's lack of prioritizing the importance to increase resources, such as
interpreters, or hold staff accountable to utilize existing available resources to support
quality care and reduce disparities.
Health care systems can creatively implement different delivery care models for
underserved and marginalized populations. Minors used for interpretation to convey
medical information is inconsistent with Prohibition against National Origin
Discrimination Affecting Limited English Proficiency Persons (Executive order No.
13166, 2000). This regulation states that reasonable steps must be taken to provide
limited English proficient individuals with meaningful communication and appropriate
allocation of resources. Reasonable is the operational term that needs clarification.
Two mothers affirmed experiences of perceived discrimination. One clearly
responded with yes and one framed her experience as culturally insensitive. Maria (M2),
who has a 14-year-old daughter, said, "I would have to say yes" when asked about her
experiences of feeling disrespect or discrimination. She added:
When I had to ask the nurse in regards to contact the physician and I feel that
when, I would say it's not my opinion, but in a way it is, I feel when they see a
Latina person, ... and more with me that I have my accent, and it's really heavy
accent, they think you're not educated [her emphasis].
Although this study did not inquire specifically about generations, years living in
the U.S. did come up in some of the responses. Lucia (Ml), a second-generation English
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speaking mother of three sons with CF expressed the following when queried about
experiences of disrespect or discrimination,
... not super discrimination but not so much understanding. I've had issues with
the dietitian as far as foods that we eat and stuff, basically like being told to stay
away from beans and tortillas things like that because those are kind of staples
like eggs and milk. ... maybe certain things aren't understood and yes, food was
one of them. I thought that was a little bit insensitive ... so being told to maybe
stay away from those things, it's kind oflike not as sensitive as you know it's
kind of like ripping off an arm. I know it's not necessarily good for you, I get that,
but its comfort food, it's just what you eat all the time.
Lucia continued to describe additional issues of concern:
As far as discrimination, not too much, as far as getting care. I think we 're in
California too, so I think it helps ya know you see other patients, ya know it's not
like we 're in Minnesota or something. I would think that would be harder. The
only thing is just the whole assuming our kids didn't have it [CF] because of their
ethnicity and being told we were being denied diagnosis from our health care plan
[obtaining authorization for out of network consultation at a CF center] ... we have
a team, three little fighters, and we've participated in that [fund-raising
walks] ... for my kids, too, they don't really see other kids that look like them that
are featured in the advertisements or the pamphlets .... I think if people would stop
saying it's a Caucasian disease ... if they showed people with other faces that have
it ... the kids' pediatrician ... after she found out that the boys were diagnosed ... but
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she said you know, she says, they have had asthma or bronchitis or whatever, but
I never thought to test them.
Lucia's (Ml) three little fighters fund-raising team title, metaphorically mirrors
her ruptured relations with her early health care experiences, situated in her perceived
marginalized ethnic position: the pediatrician failed to consider CF as a diagnosis for her
children, her kids don't see other kids who look like them in CF marketing brochures,
reference to CF as a "Caucasian disease," and the pediatrician stating "she never thought
to test them." Her team of three little fighters symbolizes the family's motivation to
create more awareness of CF beyond Caucasians within their socially situated world.
Cultural insensitivity was described as "not so discriminatory" as she proceeded to
describe her experience metaphorically "ripping off an arm." This graphic depiction
moves perception beyond cultural insensitivity with vivid details that incite feelings of
pain, disconnection, and disembodiment. The use of metaphor was employed; it is a
common literary device used to express emotion (Riessman, 1990). In this moment, this
mother provided a sense, perhaps unconsciously, of feelings distanced from conflicted
emotion. In addition, Lucia's metaphor further suggested a perception that relinquishing
her cultural foods severs, and borrowing Ruddick's (1995) terminology, her innate
maternal capacity to nurture her sons.
Some mothers acknowledged the infrequent occurrence of CF in the Hispanic
population. Estela, mother of Natalia, born in Central America, now 14 years old, said, "I
don't think before they used to diagnose Hispanics with that diagnosis because it was
thought that most of the Caucasians population would get diagnosed." Debora, mother of
two sons, 5 and 7 years old, said, "I definitely feel that CF is still very new to the
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Hispanic population so a lot of them don't know about it." and later shared she would
like to increase awareness of CF in her Hispanic community.
In summary, being here is conceptualized in several contexts. First, it represents
the potential for marital conflict in a traditional patriarchal family system. Emotional
withdrawal, versus being present, provoked marital tensions when support and
communication were needed in the context of family function. A mothers' presence is the
"emotional heart of the family" (Dreby, 2006, p. 36).
Second, the practice of mothering perceived to be in resistance to extended
familial values and beliefs provoked tensions within the extended family system, and is
of concern. In the traditional family setting, as one mother related, adherence to the
prescribed medical care in the face of unsupportive extended family fractured them
because of this conflict. Countering extended family's health beliefs and values created a
familial split, resulting in isolation and lack of much-needed familial support systems.
Last, being here relates to accounts from mothers' situated with their child in
health care encounters, for the most part, and did not voice perceived experiences of
disrespect or discrimination. This response is not surprising since mothers, also recipients
of their child's care, are in vulnerable positions. They might wish to relate their
experience of being treated different, as some have, yet they worry that a complaint or
account of an inappropriate event will put their child's care in jeopardy. Mothers might
decide to, so to speak, be here with their experiences, acting to protect their child the best
they can. Decision points assert a mothers' way of knowing, through her experiences, she
has learned to trust herself, to be quiet, to protect, as in subjective knowing defined by
Belenky et al. (1997). In contrast, a mother might find herself subordinated by and from
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the imposed hierarchy, described as received knowing in Belenky's et al. typology of
women's ways of knowing. "Received knowers subordinate to authority" (p. 15).
Vulnerability within the hierarchical health care environment is not unique to Hispanic or
Spanish-speaking mothers. However, when an additional barrier of language or cultural
difference exists, vulnerable feelings and the imperative to protect might be intensified.
Power relations might be subtle, less tangible, yet concerns mount for such possibilities
where empowerment and patient and family-centered care are promoted inclusive of
cultural diversity.
This study elucidates the value of the practice of mothering, a framework Ruddick
(1995) initially proposed to give meaning to mother's work. Applying this framework to
Hispanic mothers co-constructs their profound commitment to the care of their child with
CF. Application of maternal thinking intertwines the primary elements of mothering,
preservative love, nurturance, and training in a sociocultural context as it relates to
mothering a child with CF. In this study, the practice of mothering from the Hispanic
landscape resonated with culturally defined goals of childrearing described in Hispanic
families (Halgunseth et al., 2006).
In addition, not unexpectedly, mothers described a child-centric life with
requirements of CF care demands consistent with existing literature, albeit from dominant
Euro-American studies. Life disruptions were expressed around unknown manifestations
of CF as mothers moved through descriptions of their daily lives, cautiously planning
futures. Family tensions resulted when nonconformity of cultural beliefs collided with
family values. While the majority of mothers denied feeling marginalized in their health
care experiences, four mothers identified cultural insensitivity or a failure in the system to
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support equal care as it related to those who require interpreters. Therefore, mothers were
deprived of their full-embodied mothering practices. Mother's expressed gratitude for
their child's health yet their denial of disparate treatment becomes a paradox that merits
attention. Such familiar experiences become internalized and become routine. A
counterpoint to this perceived disparity is the enduring relationships established over time
through repetitive medical encounters with CF health team members. However,
opportunities exist for culturally appropriate behaviors such as personalismo. Enduring
health care relationships do not excuse disparity.
Health care environments and nurses must embrace diversity, support mothers,
and support mothers in finding their voice. We must make visible the value of the
practice of mothering toward empowerment. Through the complex layers of valuing and
communicating, the action of diminishing disparities becomes possible.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

This study explored the perspectives of Hispanic mothers' experiences parenting
their child with CF through narrative inquiry. Both structural and thematic analysis
illuminated mothers' experiences. To my knowledge, this is the first study to represent
Hispanic maternal perceptions of caring for their child with CF in the U.S. One Brazilian
abstract (Tavares et al., 2010) had a similar purpose; findings portrayed mothers' lives
shrouded in sorrow, anguish, doubt, suffering, fear, and reorganization of family. A more
recent ethnographic case study of three Brazilian families (Pizzignacco et al., 2011)
sought to understand dimensions of CF experiences within the family context. Life
expectancy in Brazil was reported to be" around 18 years" (p. 637), in part, because of
delayed diagnosis. Thus, maternal depression depicted in the former study, might be
explained by the shortened life expectancy in developing worlds with limited health care
resources.
Mothering in this study represented a major theme in addition to growing and
growth, mother talk, and connected, evoked from the profound language Hispanic
mothers voiced. Subthemes that emerged were life disrupted and being here. The study
was sensitized from a critical and feminist lens, elaborated in the discussion. Ruddick's
(1995) framework further informed the analysis.
Mothering and its elements of practice are threaded throughout the literature as
components of what mothers do. Although discussed extensively throughout the
literature, locating its fundamental imperatives often requires reading in between the
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lines. On closer examination, mothering practice's taken-for-granted elements are evident
related to children with and without health problems, and are also found within the Latino
cultural mothering contexts (Chang & Liou, 2009; Halgunseth et al., 2006; Hughes et al.,
2008; Rueda et al., 2005). These studies reflect foundational mothering. Specific
elements of mothering are evident: preservation and love (Gallagher et al., 2008;
Glasscoe & Smith, 2011; Hodgkinson & Lester 2002), nurturance (Cronin, 2004;
Gallagher et al., 2008), and training (Cronin, 2004; Strom et al., 2008). In addition,
mothering elements within a larger sphere of maternal roles have been described (Berge
& Patterson, 2004; Chang & Liou, 2009; J. S. Coffey, 2006; Halgunseth et al., 2006;

Sullivan-Bolyai et al., 2004).
Overall, maternal narratives unfold a story of mothering through their constructed
social and cultural realities that give meaning to their daily lives through the practice of
mothering. The construction of mothering and caring for their child with CF was
informed by Ruddick's (1995) framework. The findings from this study are consistent
with descriptions of mothering and provide a background for understanding the maternal
role. A distinction in Hispanic mothers' roles is their dedicated maternal calling inspired
from the Virgin of Guadalupe. Although Ruddick's framework casts a wide net of
applicability to mothering, "it has been underutilized by those who could benefit most
from their use" (Radosh, 2008, p. 305). Applying this framework, calls forth the so-called
elusive work of mothering to one of more conscious solidarity to augment its meaning
and value of the work mothers do.
Ruddick's (1995) work has not been without criticism. Feminist scholars have
attacked it for perceived attempts to apply it to the universe of mothers developed from a
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narrow socially constructed world (Bailey, 1994; Collins, 2007; Glenn, 1994). Ruddick
(2007) addressed these criticisms, defining her work as contextualized from a "middle
class, white, Protestant, capitalist, patriarchal America" (p. 97) constructed world. She
asserted that her work does not govern all mothers, but that parts of her work have
universality. I would argue that the central themes presented here fit the universality of
mothers. Mothering in Ruddick's framework is not without flaws, just as children are not
all from the same mold. Some mothers are not able to mother for a variety of causes. She
asserts mothering to be the authentic work of mothers.
Through a critical feminist lens, the first aim of this study was met by opening a
space for Hispanic mothers of children with CF to uncover what has not been told or has
been ignored and is now reflected in their embodied stories. According to Devault (1996)
a commitment to finding women and uncovering their concerns and supporting changes
that will improve women's status constitutes a feminist approach.
Ruddick's (1995) work fits with this study in that mothers embody the essential
elements inherent in its practice. The mothers expressed a strong focus, across all
children's ages, for preparing and educating their children within their capacity for future
social acceptability. The study affirms the concept analysis of parenting where the
authors found three critical attributes: The mothers certainly protect their children, being
there for them to supervise, support, or guide. They provided evidence of nurturance. The
work of mothering shows commitment to advance their children, encouraging
opportunities not afforded by them, as parents. They are motivated by their children, for
their children, and with goals to see them positioned as socially acceptable.
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Mothers were questioned about their recall of participating in genetic counseling,
a standard CF clinical practice. Once an infant or child is diagnosed with CF, all siblings
are tested because of its genetic transmission. An unexpected discovery in this study was
four mothers had no recollection of genetic counseling. Furthermore, all were first-time
mothers: three had subsequent children, one mother was with her same spouse, two were
with different spouses, and one mother remained separated from the biological father
since early in her pregnancy. It is unclear from these four mothers whether genetic
counseling was offered. Genetic counseling is practiced as a component of CF newborn
screening programs, inclusive of all 50 U.S. states, at one end of the spectrum (The
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2011 ). At the other end is the
narrative of reproductive freedom. Stereotypes of Latina women have provoked a
struggle to shed gendered myths and misconceptions (Gutierrez, 2007). In contrast to
Latina stereotypes of fertility, passivity, and Catholicism, Gutierrez writes about
prochoice Latina women who have fought hard to win reproductive freedom. While there
might be growing efforts to promote reproductive freedom, its views are diversified,
embedded in sociocultural values. Although prenatal testing is a reproductive option,
access and implementation of these services might elude underserved women. It is not the
intent here to promote or defend family planning, a topic beyond the scope of this study.
Its intent is to promote reproductive freedom for informed decision making for women.
Reproductive freedom was called to action from the first wave of the feminist movement.
When women are uninformed about the prenatal testing, they are unable to move away
from gendered oppression to exercise individual choice and decision making.
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Cultural Influences on Hispanic Maternal Parenting

Three salient concerns were uncovered around influential cultural factors mothers
voiced on their parenting. These factors included education, gendered spousal concerns,
and influences of extended family members.
Education was stressed as one influential cultural factor related to parenting. A
recent literature review on Hispanic parenting highlighted education (Halgunseth et al.,
2006) as a critical goal that directs decision making across Latino regions; and as a
purposeful parenting activity (Virasuru, et al., 2011). Mothers valued being updated
about CF primarily through the CF center. Mothers voiced the value of training and
supervising by way of mother talk as well as their recognition for additional support or
assistance with parenting, for example, "also with the stage ... that's definitely an area
where I could have a little more help, helping them better understand their illness." In
addition, collectivism was represented in their expressed desire to reach out into their
Hispanic community to bring an awareness of CF, "I feel like I would be able to
help ... other families, maybe through groups or counseling ... so I would like to be able to
do that." Through a feminist lens where women historically have been oppressed, taking
an active role in their health is political in nature by promoting awareness and improving
their circumstances. Mothers are positioned to take charge and fully participate as the
primary actors of their child's care, extending their cultural voice. In this way, a start to
transform one individual at a time toward a group consciousness unfolds (Campbell &
Bunting, 1991 ).
Mothers voiced concerns about the emotional distance spouses placed between
the issue of CF and their child. Interestingly, the three mothers who expressed worries all
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had sons with CF. Directly interviewing their gendered counterparts might shift the
perspective to different ways of understanding. It is not clear whether the mothers'
observations reflected a traditional gendered masculine view; in other words, would
daughters with CF motivate similar paternal concerns.
Hayes and Savage (2008) quoted a father's comments, "I've no problem talking
about CF, I've no problem talking about my son, but I have a problem talking about my
son with CF" (p. 253).
Likewise, one mother shared an experience with her spouse, "like when they
[multiple sons with CF] finally they lost their pancreas sufficiency ... He [father] was
devastated. In his mind, he just thought they were just going to shrivel up." Often loss
regarding CF is talked about in the context of quality of life or end of life, commonly
from respiratory failure. In this moment for this father, the loss of pancreatic function was
a loss resulting in malabsorption requiring added treatments, adding to the burden of care.
Fears of future loss of organ function, such as the complication of CF-related diabetes
might also be perceived as an incomplete loss. There are many potential physical losses a
person with CF might experience that alter quality of life; loss or diminished smell from
sinus complications or loss of body image as their body becomes marked with devices to
augment care, such as gastrostomy tubes and vascular access devices. Listening to
mothers (and fathers) describe their experiences opens new ways for health care
providers to support, offer, and intervene through empowering parents in decision
making and coping.
These accounts call to mind consideration of ambiguous loss theory (Boss &
Carnes, 2012). This theory is concerned with incomplete or uncertain loss as a result of
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the disappearance of body or mind that manifests in ambiguity. Energy is mobilized to
reconstruct meaning and hope. Parents and individuals might experience CF through a
process of partial or incomplete loss (Boss & Couden, 2002). They are physically present,
but not fully embodied with full physiologic function; uncertainty of further loss with
other bodily functions might emerge in unpredictable patterns. The incongruence of how
well a child with CF might appear from their physical appearance is deceptive to
outsiders who do not understand the damaging internal effects " ... because a lot of them
look at her and think she has nothing." Boss's theory might also assist families in making
meaning and give perspective to such differences. Several mothers gave similar accounts.
The application of Boss's theory is non-gendered, pertaining to fathers and
mothers. Although the mother's quote below articulated the genetics of CF, existential
questions exist, "Sometimes I do I do question ... whyme or where does it come, I just
question myself." Self-doubt creeps in when there is no perceived rationale or context for
understanding, when science just might not suffice. Loss perceived through genetically
transmitted conditions is yet an additional life circumstance to explore through this
framework. Therefore, exploring CF through an ambiguous loss lens might illuminate a
less pathological association of grief and sorrow toward new insights for reconstructing
life's meaning.
Findings related to disrespect and discrimination were consistent with current
studies exploring similar topics. The majority of mothers denied experiences of perceived
disrespect or discrimination. Several mothers recalled events implicating power
differences. Language is consistently cited in studies, and was in this study, as
problematic even with interpreter support (Bonilla & Edwards, 2011; Gonzalez-Espada,
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Ibarra, Ochoa, & Vargas, 2006; Hughes et al., 2008; Mayo et al., 2007). Hispanic
mothers, disadvantaged by language, cannot transform into responsible, active caregivers
when medical encounters not conducted in their preferred language continue to promote
dependency and passivity through patriarchal dynamics (Freire, 1993).
Overall, mothers reported high satisfaction and deep gratitude regarding the
health care of their child. The majority of mothers lauded the CF team, and in particular,
praised the social worker for continual support and assistance. Spanish-speaking mothers
expressed a desire for greater availability of interpreters along with printed Spanish and
media resources, a continuation of language disparity.
Overall, the aims of this study were met. Through the mothers' willingness to
share their stories, a deeper understanding of their situated experiences was uncovered.
Their stories revealed concerns that stimulate further explorations in the areas of
mothering, ambiguous loss, and power relations in the health care systems.
Health care systems must consider novel solutions to meet improved patient
needs. For example, a split clinic day in tandem with scheduled interpreters reserved for
Spanish-speaking families could better accommodate patient needs. This type of strategy
could improve workflow while effectively managing resources. Increasing
communication results in greater trust and in favorable outcomes for quality patient care.
Empowering the family to perform its best care sends a message of personalismo, the
valuing of human relationships (Chang & Liou, 2009).
As health care systems advance, diversity must be examined by stronger efforts to
meet needs. "To discourse on humanism and to negate people is a lie" (Freire, 1993, p.
91 ). In addition, adding a genetic counseling question to the routine medical history
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template throughout the 1st year post-CF diagnosis might open opportunities to identify
disparate services that inhibit informed future family planning. In the midst of learning
about a new diagnosis, genetics might easily confuse parents who are counseled during
the immediate diagnosis period: "Even though I went with a genetic counsel, and I think I
visit her like three times and I didn't get it [mother's emphasis]." Genetic counseling
might need to be more individualized for greater effectiveness.
Cystic fibrosis health care providers routinely encourage families to treat children
as normal and live as normal as possible. Two mothers specifically articulated
normalization as a family goal. Normalization, defined by Deatrick, Knafl, and Murphy
Moore (1999), is the subjective definition a family gives to its situation that shapes how
its members manage it. This framework positions normal as the standard in health care. It
has had limited application outside of the dominant Euro-American population. It
presents a fertile area for future studies.
Many mothers might not identify with a self-view of feminism, never think of
themselves from this perspective, but expect fairness; which is the most reduced form of
feminism (Rothman, 1994). Although mothering might be thought ofless as a feminist
issue, it has everything to do with a political agenda. Rothman further recalled
"motherhood is not only a physical and emotional relationship- it is also an intellectual
activity" (p. 155). It is this "unity of reflection, judgment, and emotion," (Ruddick, 2007,
p. 97). Ruddick called this "maternal thinking" (p. 97). Children are the future, and by
embracing the foundation of mothering children, the future is embraced. Giving mothers
hope concerning the future of CF stimulates them to do mother work and not dismiss
their children because of a shortened life, as was seen in the not so distant past.
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Mothers whose experience is gendered, societal oppression constructed from role
expectations must uncover ways their children can transcend marginalization through
training and education (Radosh, 2008). Acknowledging the sociocultural barriers that
impede and those factors that propel, the stage is set for mothers to be in an active role.
The ability to reflect and critically think is essential for mothering; they are also essential
to Freire's strategy, both working to transcend oppression in a patriarchal reality.
Education is a vehicle in both ideologies that is transformative toward more active roles
for creating change in their sociocultural reality.
Implications of Findings
Implications for clinical practice and education. Nurses and health care

providers can provide peer and interprofessional support to strengthen cultural
differences in practice. Supporting and reinforcing communication through the use of
interpreters is essential to promote and optimize mothers' delivery of care. It models a
critical necessity to narrow the gaps in disparate care. Nurses can listen to the voices of
mothers, validate their mothering skills, encourage their growth in managing the care,
and support caring for their child. Mothers indicated that education constituted a highly
valued way of mothering. Education is at the heart of what nurses do to empower patients
and mothers to navigate through their personal and public realities. Education can build
toward empowerment. The process of empowerment occurs in a context with interactions
with others, and with interconnectedness with the environment and the person (Gibson,
1995). Empowerment described by Gibson involved a "personal process where
individuals developed and employed knowledge, competence, and confidence for making
their voices heard" (p. 1201). A more common description of empowerment is the equal
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partnering of patients with health care providers in decision making for their health care
(B. Patterson, 2001), and "to become active agents of their lives and well-being"
(McLean, 1995, p. 1058). These definitions highlight empowerment from both private, in
the former, and public, in the later, spaces. Studies on how to unite effectively disciplines
to bridge empowerment from both private and public spaces are needed.
Future research. Ruddick's (1995) framework of mothering has broad
implications for future studies applied to family nursing and mothering related to chronic
conditions within sociocultural lives. Studies that continue to focus on mothering will
highlight and support behaviors that encourage respect, value, and give credibility to
mothers for their tireless care giving. In addition, further exploration of ambiguous loss as
it applies to CF and can augment insight into gendered behaviors yet to be uncovered.
Exploration through the lens of ambiguous loss can also support and validate the
individuals' experience and move them toward one of greater meaning making in their
lives. Finally, exploring families with CF through the family management-style
framework can further illuminate family function and how families manage life with a
child with CF through a cultural lens. Focused studies on targeted ethnic groups will
continue to uncover similarities and differences to direct individualized care.
Limitations
Narrative inquiry constitutes both a strength and limitation. The strength of this
approach lies in its potential to understand more deeply the experiences, beliefs, and
perspectives of Hispanic mothers parenting their child with CF. Study mothers comprised
50% of Spanish-speaking mothers, which brought me closer to the phenomena of interest
to capture their untold voices. The Spanish interpreter was a bilingual child life specialist
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who interacts with children and families daily in a health care setting. Because
storytelling was a focus of the study, my dissertation chair and I determined an interpreter
with the aforementioned qualifications was adequate. This study is an initial step toward
creating a path of advancing nursing science to increase the understanding of the
dynamics ofa Hispanic cultural group with CF. Voices of mothers form non-dominant
groups are under- represented. It serves as an entry point to direct more culturally
sensitive care approaches. The study did not attempt to stratify the health beliefs across
the diverse Hispanic cultures. It is understood that there are the many Hispanic cultures
have unique beliefs and values derived from respective locations. The study group was
predominately from Mexico, aligned with the U.S. ethnic group. Thus, a limitation of the
study is the small sample having limited transferability of findings. This study is a
starting point for a larger program of research in this area. As such, it has highlighted an
entree into the lives of Hispanic mothers facing challenges of parenting their child with
CF, as they intersect with their family, community, and health care system.
Final Considerations

This research project embarked in an unanticipated direction, traveling through a
journey to parts unknown prior to the project. Not surprisingly, mothers revealed more
similarities than differences of their experiences and their practice of parenting,
specifically mothering their child with CF. I was inspired by novelist, Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie (2009), whose presentation about the power of the single story brought to
light an important caveat. According to Adichie, when a single story is told repetitively
over time, representing a group of people, the actors in the story become that story. In
other words, the creations of stereotypes emerge. She continued to discuss how the single
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story might strip dignity and humanity from the actors by representing a single facet of
their life. In reality, there are many facets, many stories, yet often single stories are told
that represent a negative standpoint, underscoring differences rather than similarities. The
single story is subject to the power of the teller. Power exists through whom, how, and
when the story is told, yet she continued to say that the single story is incomplete by
making one story the story.
Likewise, for the 10 mothers in this study, this is their single story. These mothers
have many stories and realities to their lives. Generalizability of this project is limited, as
are stories of qualitative research, yet their stories open a window into their personal
space and worlds. Some of the mutable facets and maternal reflections within the
mothers' narratives can be appreciated. The mothers in the study acknowledged their
transformative realities of thinking and acceptance of what was once experienced as a
crisis or trauma that evolved overtime to become a normal part of their lives. For
example, one mother told of her initial sense of feeling overwhelmed about learning to
care for her infant with CF; then with time transitioned to describing the care of her
healthy son and daughter with CF as not so different. Caution exists, then, for narratives
of single stories over time, that may evolve as a historic placeholder as Hispanic women
find their voice to exert power to support gender, class, and cultural variations to break
the pattern of the single story representations of Hispanic women. We as people hold an
umbrella of humanity and are not so different. According to Chase (2005), "Any
narrative is significant because it embodies-and gives us insight into-what is possible,
what is intelligible within a specific context" (p. 667).
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Appendix A

Request for Waiver of Authorization for Use and Disclosure of Protected Health
Information
WAIVER OF AUTHORIZATION

Page 1 of2

Pl: L. Tirati.ssl-Mstnia RN P~D(c) MN CPNP
Projed No: 36l- 14

MemonalCare Health System Institutional Review Board

Request for Waiver of Authorization
For the Use and Disclosure of Protected Health
Information in Research
INTRODUCT ION
Patients have rights regarding the privacy of their medical irlformatiOn collected prior to and in
the course at tt\ls research. This medical information, called ..protected health intonnallon"
(PHI). includes demograptiic irtormation, the results of histories and physical nams. b'ood
tests, x-raya and other diagnostic and medical procedures, as wet! as Individually identift•ble
tissue& er body fluids_ Patients must authorize the use of PHI when used or disclosed for all
purp0&es other than treatment, paymecit and healthcare operations. This includes the use and
disclosure at PHI for research. In some cases, it is appropriate to seek a w1iver of such
authorization. such as for chart reviews and data registries.
REQUEST FOR WAJVER

I. Unda Tirab11Hl-Mathi6. RN. PtiO(c). MN CPNP, request e waiver oA authoriulion fo r the uae
end dieclotlJl'e of protected health infotmation, consequent to e re•eereh project entitled,
"Hispanic Mothers' Stories: Narratives of Mothers Experiencas Parenting a Child with Cystic
Fib<oala (CF). Health Beliefs, and Health Care Experiences."
The waiver of authorization for use and disdosure at PHI is for a period of 5 years after study
dosure.
The specific elements of PHI that will be used and disclosed Include name, medical record
number. telephone number, all elements of dates (axaipt y-r) dil'Ktly l"llated to an individual,
end biometnce (forced expiratory volume in one second [FEV,J, confirmetion at CF by eweat lllst
results or ONA mutation analysis). Other information collected Include ages af parents and child
with CF and m11dic;al diagnosis,
The members of the research team at MemorialCare Health Services wtio will be using the
deacribed PHI Include Linda Tirabaasi-Mathis, RN, PhD(c). MN CPNP; Peggy Kalowes RN.
PhD, CNS. FAHA. and {when used fer interpreting) loun:les Marque.z, Child Life Asllistant
I li.ll'ther certily lt1e lo!lowing:
The use or disdoaure of PHI involves no more than m inimal risk to the pn\13cy of
indllliduels, based on the presence of the following elements:
1. Ari adequate plan to protect the identifiers from improper use and disclosure.
Afl study mat.erllils will ba coded with • subject ID number and pseudo-names
••lgned, thu• pro..cting privacy. All •tudy mat.rial• will be •tor.id In •
locked cabinet Oflly accessible to the researchers or• pauword prOC.Ctltd

computel'.

Form R..,: :S-l 7·2014, S..per<»c!es all pl'llVious v.111iol\6.
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WAIVER OF AUTHORIZATION
Pl: L. Tirabassi-Mathis RN PhD(c) MN CPNP
Project No: 361-1-4

2. An adequate plan to destroy the ldenUflers at lhe earliest opportunity consistent
with conduct of the research, unless there is a specific health or research
justification for reteining the identifiers, or such retention is otherwise required by
law:
All tranacrlbed materl1l1, field notH, demogr1phlc form•, and log wlll be
disposed In a confldentlal paper disposal bin, In the •vent this I• unava!lable
an J>«per form• wm be 1h,.dd1d. In addition, 11l lnfonn1tion 1tored In a
tocked compwr will be completely d1leted, Including any portAbl1 or back
up devices. All audio taJ*i lntel"lliewt wlll be dehrl•d 1nd the tapH
deat.royed.
and

3. The PHI will not be reused or disclosed to any other person or entity, except as
required by law, for authorized oversight of the reeearch project, or for other research
for which the use or disclosure at PHI may be eubseqvently permitted.

~Pleas~

The research could not practicably be conducted without the waiver; and

/nitiflf

~ The research could not practicably be conducted without accesa to and use of the PHI.
PleaSAl~

Linda Tirabassi-Mathis RN PhD(c} MN CPN~
,/ . I. . , " ' !,.
r 1r.A~U1 I"'~

(; ~z3 -u1r

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR NAME

DATE& TIME

SIGNATURE

FOR USE OF THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH ADMINIST.RATION ONLY
MHS lmtltutlonal

Rwl- Board

Name of Institutional Review Board

~\IVMtih IZ :b.R..Jw.ttt\.
C11alr of IRB or Deslgnee

Fotm Rev:

~17-2014. Supercedo~

Data of Waive< Approval

~Q

all previou• vorsion•.

- t'( . j'j t'f
Date &Time

if.' 3f~
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Appendix B
Recruitment Script
Hello my name is Linda Tirabassi-Mathis. I am a nurse and also nursing doctoral student
at the University of San Diego, I am also employed by Miller Children's & Women's
Hospital Long Beach and have a long time interest in working with children with CF and
their families.
I am interested in studying what mothers from Hispanic ethnicities experience parenting
your child with CF. In addition, I am also interested about your health beliefs and health
care experiences related to CF. My study is an effort to represent Hispanic mother's
perspectives.
The study will involve a face to face, audio taped, interview and I will ask you to "tell me
your story about parenting your child with CF." The interview will take about 60 to 90
minutes. I will be happy to meet with you in a location of your choice, your home, the
hospital, or another location of your convenience. Interpreters are available if you wish to
have one present.
Your participation is voluntary. If you choose to participate or decline it will not affect
your child's health care in any way.
Would you be interested and willing to be a part of this study?

HISPANIC MOTHERS' STORIES: NARRATIVES OF PARENTING EXPERIENCES OF CHILDREN WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS (CF), HEALTH BELIEFS,
AND HEALTH EXPERIENCES RELATED TO CF
SCREENING AND ENROLLEMENT LOG

.....
fo-

~

Mother's
Name

Child's
Name and
Age

Key; Y= yes; N= no; A= ogree/ D= d1wgree
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Appendix D
Appendix D

CF Newsletter Recruitment Announcement
RECRUITMENT ANNOUNCEMENT: CF Newsletter, IRB # 361-14

CALLING ALL HISPANIC/LATINO MOTHERS: WOULD YOU
LIKE TO TELL YOUR STORY OF WHAT IT IS LIKE TO BE A
PARENT OF YOUR CHILD WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS (CF)?
A nurse researcher who has a long time interest with CF is conducting a study, as
a graduate student, to explore and describe Hispanic/Latino mothers'
experiences about what it is like to be a parent to your child with CF.The study
will also explore and describe your health beliefs, practices, and experiences
related to your child with CF.
All participation is voluntary. Participation in this study will help the field of nursing to
understand how to better serve Hispanic/Latino families.
To qualify to participate in this study you must:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Be of Hispanic/ Latino heritage
Have a biological child with CF
Be older than 18 years of age
May speak Spanish* or English (*Interpreters are available)
Your child must have a diagnosis of CF for at least one year, without other diagnoses,
except other problems known to be part of CF

What You Will Be Asked To Do?
Willing participants in this study will participate in a 60 and 90 minute face to face interview with
the researcher regarding your experiences of parenting your child with CF from your Hispanic/
Latino perspective. The interview will be audio recorded for research purposes. You may be
contacted at a later date to verify your story for an additional 30 minutes.
If you choose to participate, all information will be kept confidential. All participants in the study
will receive $20 reimbursement check for participation at the completion of the interview(s ).

If you have any questions or would like to participate in my study, please call or email me at:

...

562-933-0614 or email at ltirabassi@memorialcare.org
Your interest and participation are greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
Linda Tirabassi-Mathis RN PhD(c) I'v1N CPNP
Principal Investigator I\1IIS IRB #361-14
Phone 562-933- 0614 or ltirabassi@memorialcare.org

HISPAINC MOTH ERS' STOR IES: NARRATIVES OF PARENTING A CH ILD WI TH CYSTIC
FIBROSIS (CF), HEALTH BELIEFS, and HEALTH CARE EXPERIENCES
WHY IS THIS STUDY IMPORTANT?

How Can I Be Part of This Study?

~

1§2 Be a mo ther of Hispanic
ethn icit y
Have a child with cystic
fi b rosis (CF)
Willing to te ll your story
a bout pare nting your ch ild
with CF
Ta ke about 60-90 minutes
of you r t ime in a loca tion of
you r choice to tel l you r
s tory (interpreters a re
ava ilab le)

ffiJ

You child:
Must have a diagnosis of CF
for at least 1 year
Be between the ages of 1
and 21 years of age

Linda Tirabassi-Mathis RN PhD(c) MN CPNP is a graduate student
in the Hahn School of Nursing and Healt h Sciences at the
University of San Diego. She is also an employee of Miller
Children's Hospital l ong Beach

Mothe rs are usually t he main caregivers
of childre n. It is importa nt to
understand you r experiences and
viewpoint in t aking ca re of your child
with CF.

PLEASE CONTACT
Linda Tirabassi-Mathis RN PhD(c) MN
CPNP
Phone: S62-944-0614

ffiJ

ffiJ

CF is d etect ed in His pa nic individua ls
less o ften than in Ca ucasians. Since the
Hispanic populatio n is the fastest
growing mino rity in the United States,
m ore infants and children may be
identified with CF in the future.
Learning directly from mothers about
your experiences w ill help to im prove
the care for Hispanic ch il dren w ith CF
and t he ir fam il ies today and in t he
future.

ffiJ

Informatio n from th is study will he lp to
e ducate d nurses and CF health care
teams. It will be used develop stra tegies
to imp rove the ca re and health of
Hispanic ch ild ren with CF and t he ir
fam ili es.

OR email:
lt irabassi @memo rialcare.org
Thank You
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AppendixF
Inf01med Consent to Participate in a Research Study
MemolialCare Health System Institutional Review Board

INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A

RESEARCH STUDY
Title:

Hispanic Mothers' Narratives: Experiences of Parenting a Child with
cystic Fibrosis (CF), Health care Beliefs, and Health Care Experiences
Related to CF

Principal Investigator:

Lind;i Tirabassi·M'lthis RN PhO(c)
MN CPNP

Phone: 562·933-0614

Sub-Investigator.

Peggy Kalowes RN PhD CNS FAHA

Phone: 562·933·5016

Clinical Study Team:

Lourdes Marquez, Child Life
Assistant · Interpreter

Phone: 562·933-8060

MHS Project No.:

361·14

Sponsor.

Memorial Medical Center Foundation

You have been asl\ed to take part in a research study. We want you to !<now that taking
part in a research study is entirely voluntary.
Purpose of the Study:
You are being asked to participate in a research study conducted by Linda Tirabassi
Mathis RN, PhD{c), MN, a doctoral student at the University of San Diego Hahn School of
Nursing and Health Sciences, who is conducting her dissertation researeh at the Miller
Children's & Women's Hospltal Long Beach (MCWH) cystic fibrosis (CF} outpatient clinic.
She is also an employee of the hospital, which is part of the MemolialCare Health System.
T11e purpose of this research study is to describe and explore perceptions of Hispanic
mothers who have a Child with cystic fibrosis related to your parenting experiences, cultural
health beliefs and health care experiences related to CF. Leaming directly from mothers is
the best way to get this infonnation. This consent form is intended to describe the research
study and your responsibilities as a research participant as well as the lisl<s and benefits of
participation.

Subject's l nitia~ ----

~p.~~o.
&'$1~~

0 7· 0?.·.<!0t4
0 7- 0 l ·.?O t !t
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Description of the Study
The goal 1s to recruit 20 study mothers from the MCWH CF outpatient pulmonary/
CF clinic.
Taking part in this research study is entirely voluntary. You may decide not to participate.
or if you cecide to participate you may withdraw from the study at any time, without
c.onsequences of any Kind. Participating or not participating will not affect the care your
child receives from your physician, your health care team. or MCWH. If you decide to
withdraw from the study. you are asked to contact the researcher and irform her of your
decision Without any additional questions asked. Ifat any time the researcher feels that
further participation in this study is not in your best interest, he or she may withdraw you
from the study.
Physical Requirements
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a race to face
interview that may take up to 90 minutes of your time. The interview will be audiotaped for
research purposes. Interpreters will be available. General questions will be asked and
additional questions to clarify or expand on a description provided. Example questions
indude:
• Tell me your story of what your life is like being a parent to your child with CF.
• Wllat makes it easier? I What makes it more difficult?
• Wllat part of being a parent to your child with CF is different or tile same as being a
parent to your other children (or extended relatives, for an only child?)
•

Te~

me what does your child having CF mean to you?

• Tell me what are the issues that Hispanic mothers experience as having the
greatest inftuence on parenting your child with CF?
• Tell me what gets you through each day?
What is it like to think about (child's name] future with CF?
• Wllat do you understand to be the cause of [child's name) CF?
• Wllat do you understand about how to treat CF or what cures it?

-...
.aa·~

Subj ect's lritials _ _ __
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•

Some parents tell us they try remedies from their "home country", what have you
tried?

• What has your experience been with the health care for CF that [child's name)
receives?
•

Can you describe a situation Where you felt support related to the health care of
your child?

•

Related to (child's name) health care. some Hispanic parents say they have felt or
experienced discrimination , I am wondering Whal your experience has been with
your child's CF care?

• What would you like me to [most) remember and write about from our talk today?
You will also be asked to complete a general information form that will take about B
minutes to complete which includes:
•

Mother's information will include: primary caregiver. if mom works outside the hon1e,
highest education level, recall of genetic counseling;

•

Primary language spoken at home, self-identified ethnicity, country of origin,
insurance type, and household members who smoke tobacco: your household
members and their family relationship, and their ages. including others with CF;

•

The child's information obtained from the medical chart indudes: child's age and
age when CF was diagnosed, results of the most recent lung function (FEV1>and
confirmation of diagnostic studies ofyour child's CF (sweat chloride and CF DNA
results).

You will need to be able to sit for a period of time during the interview. You may take
breaks as needed. You may be asked to be contacted at a later time to confirm your story
and infonnation.
Duration of the Study

All information shared in the interview will be confidential without your name, your child's
name or other identifying information. All of the information shared will be Kept in locked
storage. It is possible the study may take up to 6 months to finish. Any shared infonnation
will stay confidential during this time and for 5 years afterward the study is finished for
possible further research from only the study. During the write up of the study fake names
will be given to each participant to make for easier reading. The investigator may contact

...-,.,.,~

Subject's Initials _ _ __
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you, the participant, after the initial interview to cnecKthat the shared information is
accurate.
Reimbursement
Upon completion of the full interview, you Will be provided a $20 reimbursement Check
toward transportation expenses. The full interview means the initial interview and after the

final "checKing in' interview to maKe sure your story is reported accurately. You may be
contacted for a "final checking in" to be sure your shared information is accurately
recorded within 30-60 days or perhaps up to 90 days after the initial interview. The
reimbursement check Will be sent at that time.
Risks/Side Effects
There are minimal risks to you for participating in this study. Sometimes, individuals may
feel sad or distressed when they remember or talk about their experiences. If at any time
during the study you find that you do not wish to participate you may refuse to continue. A
referral Will be offered and made available to your community mental health center that is
most convenient for you or you may call directly. The phone numbers for LA and Orange
County are provided below_

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
County
LA County
Orange
County

Service
Name
Access
Helpline
Crisis
Prevention
Hotline

Hours

Phone Number

·Language

24 hours/ day
7 days/weeK

800-854-7771

English and
Spanish

24 hours/day
7 days/week

877-727-4747

English and
Spanish

Potential Benefits
Although you may not benefit personally from this study, your participation will help
families and children With CF from Hispanic ethnicities by giving insight to nurses and to
health care providers of CF to better serve the future health needs of Hispanic children
With CF and their families.
Alt ern~t ives

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may choose to not participate. Your child's
medical treatment is unrelated to this study. You have been given the opportunity to asK
questions Which have been answered to your satisfaction. Your study investigator can
answer any questions that you might have in the future.

SulJjccr~ h 1ili ul ~
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Costs and Payments
You or your third party payer (health insurance, Medicare, Medi-Cal or other) must provide
payment for hospital, office and other medical costs unrelated to this study. You will
receive no financial gain for your participation in this study. There will be no additional
costs to you.
Physical Injury Statements
In the e•1ent of physical injury, medical treatments will be available but will not be provided
tree of charge, nor will financial compensation be provided. If you sustain an injury, you
should contact the principal investigator immediately.
Voluntary Participation/ Right to Withdrawal
Your paticipation in this study is voluntary. You may decide not to participate or you may
Withdraw from the study at any time, without penalty or loss of benefits in your medical
care to which you might otherwise be entitled. If you do decide to leave the study, you are
asked to contact the primary investigator of the study. Linda Tirabassi-Mathis RN and
inform ~erof your decision.
Confidentiality
Any infonnation about you obtained from this researell will be kept confidential and
your name will never be identified in any report or publication unless you sign a
release. lnfom1ation regarding your medical records. just like hospttal records. may be
subpoenaed by court order. You consent to the publication of study results so long as
the information is anonymous and/or disguised so that identification cannot be made.
Authorized representatives of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA}. the Office of
Human Research Protections (OHRP), and the MHS Institutional Review Board (IRB)
may examine your medical records, and there will be no breach of confidentiality.

A descnption of this d inical trial will be available on http:l/WWW.Clin calTrials.qov, as
required by U.S. law. This Web site will not include information that can identify you . At
most, the Web site will include a summary of the results. You can search this Web site
at any tine.
IRS-FDA Clause
This proposal has been reviewed and approved by the MHS Institutional Review Board
(IRB) for the MemorialCare Health System; this board is composed of physicians and
lay persons. If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, or
regarding a treatment related injury, or desire further infonnation concerning the
availability of compensation or medical treabnent, you may contact MemorialCare
Research at (562) 933-5600.

Tllft: doe.lmet'!f 1>1:~ ?IC.en ~~VOd fJt' tilt.
Ml1S ~tufloMI ~ 'llo:.rd,
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Linda Tirabassi-Matflis RN PhD(c) MN CPNP and/or Peggy Kalowes RN PhD CNS
FAHA (her sub-investigator) have discussed this study with you. If you have any
questions you can reach them at 562-933-0614.

------

I certify that I nave read the preceding or it has been read to me. that I have reviewed
its contents. and that any question I have pertaining to the preceding have been, or will
be answered by my doctor and that my permission is freely given. I have been given a
signed copy of this consent form arong with a copy of the "Rights of Human Subjects in
Medical Research," and I consent to participate in th.is study.

Printed Name of Subject
Subject's Signature

Date

Time

If the subject is a minor, or otherwise unable to sign, complete the following:
a)

Reason subject is unable to sign: - - - - - - - - - - - - 

b)

Printed Name of Authorized Person

Date

Signature of AuthoriZed Person

Time

Relationship and Basis of AuthoriZati6n
to Give Consent

-
,,._,IL

Subjecfs Initials _ _ _ __

11111'
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Certificate o f Person Obtaining Consent

I have provided an explanation of the above research study and encouraged the
subject to ask questions and request addltional infonnation regarding the study, its
risks and complications and possible anematives. A copy of this consent fonn has
been given to the subject.

Signature of Person
Obtaining Consent

Printed Name of Person
Obtaining Consent

Date

NOT VALID WITH OUT IRB STAMP OF APPROVAL

.....
.....,
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RIGHTS O F HUMAN SUBJECTS IN
MEDICAL RESEA RCH
Any person Wl10 isrequested to consent to participate as a subject invoMng a meaical
experiment or who is requested to consent on behalf of another has the right to:
1.

Be informed of the nature and purpose of the experiment

2.

Be given an explanation of the procedures to be followed in the medical experiment,
and any drug or device to be utilized.

3.

Be given a description of any attendant discomforts and risks reasonably to be
expected from the experiment

4.

Be given an explanation of any benefits to the subjects reasonably to be expected
from the experiment

5.

Be given a disclosure of any appropriate alternative procedures. drugs or devices that
might be advantages to the subject, and their relative risks and benefits.

6.

Be informed of the avenues of medical treatment, if any, available to the subject after
the experiment if compUcations should arise.

7.

Be given an opportunity to ask any questions concerning the experiment of the
procedure involved.

8.

Be instructed that consent to participate in the medical experiment may be withdrawn
at any time and the subject may discontinue participation in the medical experiment
without prejudice.

9.

Be given a copy of any signed and dated written consent form used in relation to the
experiment.

10. Be given the opportunity to decide to consent or not to consent to a medical
experiment without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
coercion or undue influences on the subjecrs decision.

SUBJECTS SIGNATURE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: _ _ __

A•-.

Subject's Initials _ _ __

-......,.
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Appendix G
Authorization for the Use of Disclosure of Protected Health Information
MemolialGare Health System 1nstiM iona1Review Board

Project Title:
Hispanic Mothers' Stories: Narratives of Mothers
Experiences Parenting a Child with Cysti c Fibrosis (CF), Health Beliefs,
and Health Care Experiences
Project No:

361-14

Sponsor: Memorial Medical Center Foundation

Authorization for the Use and Disclosure of
Protected Health Inf ormation
How Will Your Confidentiality Be Protected?
You have rights regarding the privacy of your medical information collected
prior to and in the course of this research. This medical information, called
"protected health information" (PHI), includes demographic information, the
results of physical exams, blood tests, x-rays and mher diagnostic and
medical procedures, as well as your medical history. You have the right to
limit the use and sharing of your PHI, and you have the right to see your
medical records and know who else is seeing them.
By signing this authorization form, you are allowing the research team to have
access to your PHI for the purposes of conducting this study. The research
team includes the investigators listed on the consent form and other
personnel involved in this specific study at MemorialCare Health System.
Your PHI will be used only for the purpose(s) described in the section of the
Informed consent entitled, "Purpose of the Study" and "Procedures".
Your PHI will be shared, as necessary, with the MemorialCare Health System
(MHS) Institutional Review Board (IRS) and with any person or agency
required by law. This group of people are obligated to protect your PHI.
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You are authorizing us to use and disclose your PHI for a period of five years
after study closure.
You may revoke this authorization to use and share your PHI at any time by
contacting the principal investigator in writing If you revoke this authorization,
you will no longer participate in this research program. If you revoke this
authorization, use or sharing offuture PHI will be stopped. The PHI that has
already been collected may still be used.
The results of clinical tests and therapy performed as part of this research
may be included in your medical record. The information from this study may
be published fn scientific journals or presented at scientific meetings but your
identity will be kept confidential and no information that may be personally
identifiable, such as your name, picture. social security number or medical
record number, will be published.
You will be given a copy of this authorization for your records.
Printed Name of Subject

Subject Signature

Printed Name of Authorized Representative

Date and Time
Relationship to Subject

Signature of Authorized Representative
Printed Name of Witness

Date and Time

Witness Signature

Date and Time

(Applicable if document is being signed by an authorized representative}

Thi:i O::ODJfl".ent llM OCCll ll~ed ~ CIC

I01S 1n:.~it11tlcn~I
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Research Subject Reimbursement Form
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AppendixH
Research Subject Rein1burse1uent Fonu
Subject Nan-.e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Subject IO # _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: -----------------------------~
Project # :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cost.

Center. - - - - - - - - - - - 

Amount Due:

By signing below, I hereby acknowledge tl>at I have p.>rticipated in the above project and am entitled

to receive the amount indkated.
My _ .=a
. __ _ _ _ _,(relationship to subject) is aware that I am pa11icipating in a research
stJ.Jdy and l hereby give _ _ _ _ _....,..___________,(name of person) my
pemussion to pick up funds due oo by behalf. (if needed, otheiwise indicate n/a)
Subject Signature

and date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:_ _ __

Witness {PI, Coordinator or RN Signature / Title): - - - - - - - - -  Date:-_ __

P~a.se

complete when payment is bei:ng paid to someone other than the study partic.ipant

By s',gnOltl.tre beJo·,q, J na-ve checked ~ ~dent:licatiOI\ of the individ1.1 al named Oibove ~ h.cis ~ authorized to *-It up

the re"mborsement on behcilf or the study pcirticipant.
C<ss~e(s ~ll.Ke:

~ame::

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------------------

lvlHS Reseorc rt Adm inistra tion • 2J301 At lo nt ic Avenue •

l~l"\Q

Se och, CA 9"030 6

? hor.e : 15521 "-90-3737
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&lter ,your TIN in ~e apprt•priate ~·-.The TIN~ mu~ match~ name giYen on the ..Nsne• h
to avoid bac:kup \lri.1hhob:firg. For incfividuats.. this rs yoor SOC1al secunty number (SSN).. Ho.wewt, fu a
rasidem alien. sole proprie:oc. a disreg.srded entity. see \he P&1t I insmJction9 on pegs. S. For other
entities, i: is-your emptoys identiflC8tion number (EIN}. If you do n ot hi\le a number, see How to get a
TIN on page3.

Note. I' the ec:oounlh in rnoce- than on.e name, see ttie&<9f'ia'l pege d fu g..lidelines on whcGe
nl.lfllber to enter.
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l,hjer penalties-of perjwy, I cenify tftai:
1. The nurrber shown on h is form is my ccaect taxp~w identif1Catioo number (cw l am wa?.ing for s numbisc'fu be Gsu~ llJ.me), m

2. I am not subj:ci to bacb.lp withholding because: la) 1am ~t hem backup withho;dflg. or (b) Ihave 1':)l be;;a notiled by lhe r+tema1 P.eveoue
Service (IRS) tha~ I am .subject to beckupwithhd'ding as a result ore lailire to r e-ponall irdere.st udMd~s. ori el the IRS has notif*<S me thSl I em
no tongersubjectto backup Yliltilokmg, and

3. I am a U..S. ci1iZEn or Oh« U.S. pef6CO (defiled below). and
!.. The FATCAcode(sl ente'ed on this fonn (If My) indic~g that I "'" exsnpt Iran FATCA reporting is correcl
CerlifJC&tion instructions. You rruS"! a06S 001 -item 2 aboYe if you have been notified bot the IRS that you 1¥'e current!'; abject to backup witt'b:lhlmg
becau~ you have failed to repcrt all interesi and dividends on ycu tax recum. For realesta.le tra'lsaclions. iiem 2 does °"'apply, Fa mon~
inter-ES paid. aoquiSition o·abandorment of secured ~rty. canceJll:>-X'i ofdebt. o:ritribufuns t.:i an individli! retiremem ammgement (IRA). and
generally, pa)Tllents olh£f than interest Md dividends. you are ootrequired to sign the cenificaDon. Wt you must providayour correct TIN. See tile
instruciicins on pag.! 3.

Sign
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run.re ttci.oolopme~. Tno ire hXI 1i10CdC-a ci. po.ge en ln€! .9ov 1orlmorma'Jon
aborJt Form W·.9., ai \°'\'r\'f.kS.ph!t'9. ln10mlalcn lborJt UftJ rub.Fe !i!!vetoprnen~
a._"lecUf11 Form W4 r.ucn as1£-1s131!onerscte0 ali6" "'"' ratesse 11) 111111 t"e posioo
t1'N1 page.

t.aX on iorergnpr.r~·

srere ct~ oomec~11'1ccme. -ano

-'· Cl!nlly tlotl:ATCA. COGel9) etttereo 00 f\IS C«rn .(11 ¥iy) lnolc:allng ?Dai_)Wal!'
eicempl trom tr'il FATCAfEf01111'.;1. IS()OffE(;t
HOte. Ii ylltl ;u a.u.:s. perscn eno a requeste! CJlll!'S you a aorm OITlef men ~rm
W./i to reqooM "j(U llN, you must use U'le reqU$1lrs loon I If 1$ SUDS!2l'llWIY

SmDar li:l tt4:S Rlrm W-i.

DetllflkNl OI a U.S. pet&On. ~~ t:«-P~. you are corEIO~ a us.
)'OJ ;n:
• M nlWl.!al llottl IS ao .s. cnlZ$!lQ U.S. reslCl6!'1t :lien.

Purpose of Form

pen.on.I

A p!il'800 ....o o ISreq<.WECI 10 lllf an~stlOn rt'V.im Wlr. tr.e IRS mw obtain ya.Jr
CO'f"ECl ~~n 11.rtlCH (TIN} ~o report.. tu exampt!, IOOIXMpalO fl)
yt:1.1, PS'J'!l'!ffUS maoe toyoo n~1 orpey:nMtcao ntmo peny netwoot

united S181$ orunc);)r 1tlEi l6Vi'S 011r1e-0nnecSIE!et,

iranS&cllons. rear estate~ moogage tueremyou paid, acq~ai ,,
~ii 01 ~ PfOP!OY, ts:lCdlat>JO Ofaerit ex OOOltltrJIOOS you maae
to ai IRA.

us~~ w..aon.yr ~ :w a. u.s. PIH'SCtl llnelJcrllQ arest0em a-stJ, to
?cMae ywr ~ 11N to inf;per.,oo teqt.eS.~ It (the requasteljaro. 'fo'M'I

apr::i'cal1e, IO:
1. oaraiy NI: me TIH you w ~g 111 correct (or youare wcrtg ror a
to De J:ssuedJ,

rumoer

2. ceniry 1flat you arenl7. slt!joot 10 oatlrup wtttflO!alng. or
i Cl8ln exemption trom Ddllp wtttvdl11'lgIt yUJ ;n-;;_ o.s. exen:pi payee. 11
~. yoo <re also ~g inat ~au.& person. ~Jr SllOcaDle .srwe at
a,. parmeri;nip h:Ome:rom 1u .s. ua:ie oc ~ IS rol sut:fW1: to l!te

• A~p, oorpaa?kn COT!tm')', r,- ~°" cro3i@d 1Tor:gasu-9d ti tne

• Ni estaie ;wier 1nui a i'Ol'e!gl estsl."t- or
• AOOCl'leSll& tnei (aS>OE!llOOa In ~r.tSSo!le:K'n 301. n OF7).
Specla1 nie6 tor partnentllOs.. o::iCl'!nin:~ps Iha: corv:11.ci a tr<KJa ~bus.~ ui
1h!! Unltea SI.at.es em g~y reqdrad to paya\\ttmolang1:D: ~ sec:llao
1-«8«! NP/~ PifUlEl!'$' SNte O! enactt'IU'/~ taxsote IOCOme TtCf'I!
9.£1'1 oUSlness. FU1tief, In cataln ~ wr-i«ea ~ W-9 has not OOOfl receilo-ed,
~ ~ ooa« :so:cton 111.46~ apemEnN:p r.o ~e W!I s partnef 19; a
100!gn pe1SOn. -am pt1'/ !be ~ 1446' wttttioulng tax_ il'lef'E'fore, It you erea
-U.S. peDOO "81:1.a-a panner 11 a pann!!fSftp 0Cfllt.C'llfl9 a lraOe OI' t>Lelness: Ir. UJe
t.ml!eo Sla1eE., ?'(IVIC!e Form W-9 to 1he pal'tl"let$.1lp to estibustt "JO.' U.S. StaliJS
SM a\IOIO: Sectl«t 14lltl Wllll)Jlaklg on yoor uiara OI patnersr.p Ir.come.
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In ire cases tle(OW, the fOIO~ P!!fSOO r.ill:Sl glYe Rl'm 'll.4J to Ul!! ~P
IOf~or estaa:lsnngns u.s. status eno lVl1dlr(I ..i:i~l!tlg on n:s
!bocat:tie srwe orr.at .-icorne trorn the pnierstt-p om~~ a tro or O!JSIM'!IS
.. tr<Et LWfoo•stales:

• In Ille caseora aisregJ:tleo 91:_ry •1'1 a u.s. <*T'!Elf". irie us. owr..aror li1I!
Gllleg:ati:t!!O enllry ml ro! U.e entity,
• In tne oase Of a grarcor tNSt wt'J'i a U.S. ganklrcrotre-u.s. owner. geneaHy,
Irle u.s.qantorcro';letu .s. CM'r.orOf tne grarmr trJStaMnot me trwt. aia
• In !Measeora u.s . b\.1$.t(ob'lef trei aganior trus1). tne U.S. M t (olhattWJ a
11'f'!IOI 1'1Us1•:and M

lt\9~ 01 ine trust

Fotelgfl peirson. It yru area IOrnl!P" pet'SOn or ane us. t1rarcn ora ror~ ort

Ina.:: nas e+ecioo ;o oe 1f9alOO as a u.s. prnon. oo nee use Fem w-$. llS:eael. use
ltle~lll! filtm W·f! OI FOITl'I: em(seePOO!kXbn 51.S. \YI~ ~ilX
Cfl Ncn'eSIOfW. Allens.am F"Clf'Efgl 91:.ilee).
Nooresmnt aaen YlhO Dee::OmeS.a ra!Oeit anen. General:)'. O'lly a. ncr1res10ant
::n=n ~ may U9e ~e 1emtS ora tax ueay ID tKlooe 01 Sftn:nate U.S. ~ Cfl
oe-.alll types orln:x«n!t. MO'M'Yer. mos1 tu t!'ea!lesOOOtafl a~ ~as
a~ C1alse. ~ ~ sped.1)90 ti lne.sa\1flg c&lsamy pef'.ltit 2fl
e~ nun a 10 con11rue le.of Oi!f"".alr. t'fPe6 cc WICOm!! evoo ar.a tne ~

res OIDEr'Wlse oecome a us. 1'.$1der.1 #8'1 (Qt-tax pi.sposes.

11you u~ a US...(Njen(akty,ro ts ~on 31'.1 excepllonoonlalrleCl lnttte
SS'l1ra1 aia'Jse Oii a r.n nEcy to Clrll."ll NI e~ nun U.S. tu on cen:akl types
Of lraime, yw nut att3trt a stmnem io Rmn w..g ttw: spa.:::1ces ine ~lirMng
f!Ye&erns:
1. ltletreaty cot11lry.~y. tri5..musl oe lnesame lmllty tn:ier'lo!NCnyoo
cl::lmed tM!mptloo t'OJn tax asa n:::~ent aIW\.
:t itle ~ arlkfe aQ!i°~ th!! lnCorna
~ The a-.Jele f'IJmoet 1cr-rocatlon) 1r. tF'I! tax ;rea:y ltW contains IM SS""'9
Clil.Ge-aic! !lse:xcqxbns.
.4. Tiie: type ~ amwntorinccme ma QtSMes ror tile aY.:ef'!lPOO" trom tat.
s. SU'l!lctenl ~ let ~J!illy IM.exempUon mn tax lllaet sie1emis or-iM t.Tear/

""""

O'ample. Aro:!! 20 Of trie u.S.-O'IN.tnoom!! m tre&')' anows.a11ex001pl'lon

~~~~~~r!..-~::=~~~:e=~·:i~

lax pisposes ll'~or!Wstay In tr¥e U~ states m::ee1S 5 c.:tencw-ye;rs..
McM'eWlf, paragapn 2 Ol lne tn: FTOlo::ot 10 tne U.S..c:Nm ~ (oaiaJ Ap'll 31>.

i QM) allOl'tS It\!p!U'<1Slons 01 Mtle 20 !O CO'l!nlle ID apJ1y e'<Ef'I a1W ll'le
G::\loo:seSUIOent ~a: l!'Eloem &l(I or t!ile wtecl-Stales. AOI•~ St'l.ldoo1:
wno q~ ror !Tits exoopUm (l.Jncrer prngr~ 2 orme nrs1 plCtOCCft ar.:r Is
~oo 01IS ex-oepllm to Clalm:m ex~ ltOm tax on tfSor ts 9Chol3'1iltp
Cf ral»'IWSl1ptncan-e WOJIO att&::n to Form VI~ astatemoot mat llCILIOeS Ille
tuom--.allonCJes.::rtbecl ~e 10 514l~ ltW ~
II you 11tea l'IOl'V£1Siden.1 aIE:fl or atorelgi- f:fl!'ly, qvetne reqilies.ia-tne
~rile ccxnpler.ed Fam W-IA a rorm aro3.
wnat Is baekup Wf!Moldlng? PfniOrl9 maklng caistn pa_yn:iem; lJ yoo n'llSt
ll'loet certaJl ooo:flll·:im wttmcto ar.a pay 10 tne ~ a peroenlaOe « SlOl
payments. ms• celled \llliCICl4> W-...rt'!Olartg: Paym6'rt:s inst may cie soq·ect to
Daelo.lp Wl!ttlck llng lnctiJdelnt£test, t:):~pt 11t9'EI>~ tntden:JS. troker and
Dan« excr;arge tranisact.on&. renos. roylltl'16. ~pil'J. ~maoe
ti setirernn OI Pa'Jm«tf card eno tnta partyne!Yicrt ~ ¥Vl ceruill
payments rrom nsHng ooe: c:perators. Real eswe t~are llX st.e)ect to
Daehl.lp wttl'ftOIOlng.
Voo di not 1>e St.tJlecl ID O.WWp wttltl~:img on ~s you ra:eh1eIi )'GtJ
gve Ille requesttr yw: c::cmic.: TIN.
~~ 06!".t!lc.allClil&.. aM ~an
yrur laXatt!! ln1en?St and19.1da\os on 'fOl' la'< ttlt'Jln..

m•

Payments you receNe will be subj ect to backup
withholding ff:
l.'fOJ oo rot urm yoor l1N IO;ie requ~.
2.. 'foo oo oor ~· YO'.lf ntt • rim teqlAred 1see tne P.311 1 nstn.let.an& Cfl ~
.9 tor detall!t}.

~ ihelRS teClsttie~ Inst you iumtst;e.aanll'UXllTEct~I ,

4. ~I.AS- tells 'fW \Mt you at& SIJ:~ect to l.liJCk".lp Wftmoldll'IJ;I oecai.G$ yru CllO
notrEciortilJyolJ'lnl.etes\:en:i aMdeMs Cl'l 'JO'rS ;,ax f'etlJ'Tl(ror ~eln!inS1
~ al~Cd'ft. or

Updating Your Information
Vcu mt.Ii~ prawie t.p3a't91 lnlmnsdoo to anype«sCWI to wtl>m )'Oil ceetnoo: 10 oe

anexemptpayee r yoo are oo longerai ecempt payee.aoJ ~~la rece!'.nt.g
repon;aepe)tl\M~tl theruture 1rt1m U'lspeJU"t. r-or~ yoo mayaE!l:'Oto
~eupaatecl 111orma110111 yw ;:n.s c ~:r. U\31 etects ~oce-Cll S

CCfpmJtlm. or II' you no klngEt" are taX exMJpt. 11 ~d!ton. 'fCIJ mus: un1sna MW
=-orm \Y.9 II aie name or TIN ctwrp tcr 'the :ec»Jl'l1, mr a:ample, nthi! grantor
Of J.grsrv;ortMt (fes,

Penalties
filllure to tumlsttnN. It you ra110 fl.lril!r:l yot.1oonec:tT'ti10 a A'ql.leSt;ir, )'OU ..-e
S!Jb)eet
to a pere'ty orsso rar ~ sucn tcB..l'e ll'ltes:s yot.r rafUre 1s ai.e to
~ecat£e an:i: not10 vM.11 ~

avn penalty tor false 1nronnat1on wttti respect fo wlthnOtdlng. If yoo mn a
false "Slauir.ient vttn no reasooatxe baSls ll'l'i! l'ei>tJt.s ta n.a oa::k!.f> wtrn:idlll].
)'OU -Yew~ to aSSOOpenefty.

cnm1naf penalty t« falSIJY'ng lntonnauon.\'ilil\.fly ~ ~oos c..
ai:.'lllaUOn$ rruiy al.tl{ect you H> aunria pai'alttes riCWir'Q tkles arw«

!rnpr.smTl.Ml

Misuse Of TINS. If the requesterdlSCJ09S6 or uSt!IS 111-ls-ln vbla!kln or t.edetaJ l!IW,

trereqtmt«"mayoe s~ to aw ar..a a1m1rapmstes.

Specific Instructions
Name
ii you arean llidMJ!Jal. you must ~y e'iter tr1e rame ano-1«1 on 'Pl lnOcfle
1211 rerum. MCM'e>lff. r yoo rawi cRerlgeo yoor last ra-ne. rc-r ln!taoo&. CJIJe10
CMTlage....1111w t1'0rTT*lg ll'leSOCI<' securty Aamt9slra!lon Ol lnename c:l'lar1)e.
er.ia yrur r.rstname. lhe l8St namesncrM'! onyoor&XUsecur.ry cat!, al'll yois
CV!Wt:ISt name.
11 trie acoourw Is Jn~ n:ernas, llst fr'et. ana tnen c9l:le. the nameor the ~
ot «illtywme runDEt: youeraereci In Pan: 1Of ;ne 1orm.
SOie pto"1etor. ~ you IndY!dlSnan.e as shOYGI on 'Pl
lreonle tax ~
(!;fl tM •N.Jmef line.
mayenw
~. '.!aae, C# 4 odrg ~as
(!:)SN" name Clfl ;ie 4 9'JS1ooss ~s~ etetty ~" Ille.

vou

yas

Partnersnlp, C eotporatlon. or S Corporabon. ~ the: eotltfs rum!! on N
fliN!l!!.. tM &M a'!Y DU.'S.."ness. talje, or "llotig tJ.JMr£<SS M (DSA) l'lalW on In&
rta"MldlSN!gara&::I eruiy nam~ h .

4

~9!.Jsrlass

or U.S. tredetal tax i:uposes, l!tl ettrty hrt.IS Olsreg:rt.Ja3 a&
lls ownerIS irea.:eG asa ·ai~eo ;r.1ny. ~ see

•770l+2f&'V2'.tll). Enter me owner's. nane en ite N:met'
entity en.1£rid 'on tDe 4~ nm mot.id nevef De a
ai~ent1ty. ~nemeon 1ne~~· hmu&1t>e tne name ShO¥rm Cl'l tre
lnt:aM! w rit.tm on WnlCtl tne rncomesf'lQA:I oe report.;tO. r.or ~. tr a
1i:mgn LLC t.atrs neted as aalsf'8g3t(loo e.Rlly tor u.s . ra:in 1aic P'JrPOSEl
naaa SWJle 0Wff!f1h!t fSa U.S. person, !le U.S. ownet"s rram!! IS reqlltred a:i oe
prow:ioo on tll!! "Kame•Dne. 11 ltle <Hrect er.vi-«~ itle ~ Is lllso a CJI~
er«tty, en1a ?le nmowr>Er that
ltl' J!idefal t!!ll iuposea. 911,,.
4

tne O~E<I

eoutyna

one. 11tneo•.mer

comple:e ai approprtate ~ W-4 lnS!:ea'.1 ct

me i·ll'S~ per.so'l IW a U.S. TIN.

Et"tlttyllall'Je~

tr.eown«mus.1

ts !tie~ even II

Note. CtleCk tne ~propf31e oo:t 1or ire us 19Jeni ;;ax e1assn1cat1on " cne
1t1e (ll\1Jvto:.ill&ISole p-opj@xlr;

pi;non "'flose niftli IS artered on me "t1lf\'le

4

~~Ip. c

C«pora!IOn. s 0Jrpota:1
on.i ru•VffWel.
lknlled UabllllY Cbmpany ILLC). II rie persoi 'IOenUled en the N3me" h IS af'i
uc. F.:1eGk trte'Utae<1 llabhty corrp;r;y- ocnortyena E'l!a' tne~oput~
cooe rorll'le u.s. faleta tax c.w.s.tl'lcalim In ltle ~psce pr0111oea. 11yru a-e-ari LlC.
tnatlS Ut!Sr!ea as a pcrr;enrtp roru.s. rooera. m purpcl!les. entt:F"?'" v
~p. Jr yooare "'1 u.c ;ria; nas moo a Farm 9GS2 u a Form-2553 obe
lat.ea as :a corporallOI\ er:e ~ ror c cotpOrallon a T mr-s cc-.poootlOn, as
4

awfqxlatl:. II yooare an

u.c INt IS ~SCI asanM1!t'/sepM<llE lf«n.11S

CMner tl'ld:Y ~ sectionl01.no1-:J{en:ept b'~tnn 3l'IO ecme
Ill(), ao not or«=k me u.c ~ ~ 1t1e owng or lrK' LLC {l'equreci to t1eo
aiootl~ co ttle ·Nan":te"' anetis anoll1E'f UC tnat is not asr.eg.:n:teo rorU.S.
19lEf!ltax~lllheLLCts~¥Gedas~<JLo.-iy -~etrQmes

owner. e'iter tF'I! :approp-.J!e i8lt c!assGCaDon Ol Ille cr.imer~ m

lne

S. -YOJ 00 rot oert;)' IO too r8l'Je!!K ttW yo'J f t rot $'JDjeel L>tleelrup
Wlltr1001ng UB:lef 4 ~(tor~~ .ml Olo;10m:i accoLl'flSopen.00

"'Name"' Ille.

ceun P3yeE!S ar.:i ~" =re exempt trom oac1.w w:n-m1arng. see EYempt
payeecoaeon page 9 ::nd' the semraie w~ ltl' ·the Rec,J€1S:et os Fann
W-4 ra mm lnlO!'matlon.

cr.sreror ~erlegal d~ tf'e6111'9 ~eli:lty. 'fOtJ m1y m er :my DUSIDe!SS,
trar:te. « OBA nane oo i!le ·eus1r«>S ~tsragMaoo filly name" ire..

art."! 1983 OOY).

l.J$0see Speci:ll ruies ftlr~t:iscn page i .
wnat IS F"ATCA reporting? TI'le.ForetJn l\000.ll'l Tax COrq;Al3roe Act \FA~

~res a~!log *Y!(IJI. truodaJ lrattuJtloo l OtEpOf1 al Ul'\11.EIO SlaleS
30X1Jlt no!ders In& 81'9 ~ IJM$O states perscflS. certain Pa'/ 009 are
aernix-ll"Dm ~AlCArnpottllg. see ~cri llOm ~ATCl\repontngatae ~
~-.3 al!O tr.e lr6truCllCf1S tor me REques~ O!I F"orrn W-4 tot rmf'e lrrloona!IOfl,

Othere~s. tJ'C!!f "JOI.If l:a:iSll'E'SS ~ assnONnon ~"'° o..s . teoaal tax
OotlXllrt:lr'Cs CW1 tlie "Nane" lira Tf'll'> nam: Ultll.J~-maten ;nena-r.e soo-*Oon lne

Exemptions
If youare exerrptrom oaclOJp W1int1:1~1ng a'latot FATCA l~f"G Mtff 1r. uie
£nmptJons DOlC, anycoaE(S) tr.at ~ a~y to )00. see El!in,ol ~ cocF- .ar-Cl
~ffilmFATCA~~on)'.l&4e -3.
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Exempl pitt/l!e Code. General)', FICIMdUa!S (lrddng &lie~) are oot
~ ltOm Da::ki.p v.tW1Cir:llng. Cor.,orat1tt1s n eumpl rn:m ~p
b certain p:iyrneots, sucn as imerestiflll CIMCends. COrpnt1ms ae
nor ex
!f1Xn D&:kUp w.:r:l'ldang ror paymenlsm&:ie II sent.oo'let1: OJ paym&1l

"'"'"1i
'.

Cl pany network tnns.JCllOrta.

C3"0 (;1

Note. II you are 0.errpt trom oatkUp W!tttlokllng, )00 sriour; SUI oom~c.;; tl'lls

rorm to avob ~oS&ICfe erroneoos Daellllp 'MtflOO!tlng.

lTJe fCOo'MflQ ooaes klemty payees !ila: aeexEmpt ltlXn oack14:> w-..M«l:lrig:
i -AA orgai1m11ai exemp1trom tax tnlw se:moo 501 [~ any IRA a a
custod:afat'OOIStl 1.11:1« ~ 403ttJl(7) 1r tne aoxut 5sbsnes me req.iltemenls
OJ Sect!IXI 401(1'l.l)
~~ lrllted Stales a ~y or lt!I agencies rx m:ttrumanwltles
3.-Astale, h asmct01 ~a. a poo;seesion 01'tt'.e Uni~ staia;., ct Nff°'

..

tnelr poll!ICS SJ~WCflS Of l"l6b'l..rtM!fi'..=ll!I*.

rorergn
.,..,,.,..,.,,
-4--A

QOYl'f'r.roool u 'il'IYOl1>5 pculic:al ~ ~.Of

;-A. cc.poratlOO
e-A. ~lnseGUIP!!!Soroomm~ f'E'qllredt.:l rsgi$tes"ln ll"e l.Jrt!eci
.stalas.. ine DIO!a or COkllf'lc:ta. ora possoesslen OI aiett11tatsrates
1-A. tull.IES coour~ mertharllrgg~~ W?roth! COrr.modty Rlruree
na:J~

eom:r.tsstun

9-A real~ lli\li:ISlmW!l it\1$1

9-M eic:y •iereo a; si ttoes ~1\1 tne m 'je« !Jl'll=r ille ll?o't!Sunenl

N:t. Of is.so
;O-A oomml)'I at:Jst nsl:d cpECSlE<I Dy a
uncle< ~ 584t0}
l l -A.Anarclll ltG:-!MlOO
12-AmlOi:ilEman IGWJ'Ml In me 1iwes1mootco:nrr..unuy a.a nominee er
CUSlo.f...
1·3-Asustexempt 1rt1m mu~erSE'C300~ a aestr.1r.eot1 s~4fl..!.7
TJ)e. 1tllk1NJ¥) CllCln SOO'o\'S types o• paym!nS tna1. may tie elferntt ltOO'! ~
.wrtlet0lr4- l'tlec C!Wt ~· to tfle e:<empt peye!!6 !IS~ aD0\'9, i lrroogi 13.

~pmy

oar«-

If: thepayment Is for •••

£xeopt Jl€IYEIE'6 1 llW"Ot.ql 4 aro e
~ 11

l!nd311.CcorporallOl'l$.S

COIPOl'allC11s must,..,, enter !!'I e>.err.P:
P3YOO coo~ l)E(:::aJse tney we a err.pt
avy ror 9Sle60fn~ ~l:l'$
eoqt.r.roo pOGf" ~ 201t.

.

G-A re&aslate~v~ i:mst

!+-A~t..a ~vffirrentoor.ip'¥tf as oecnoa In sectbll 951 or S'I enllrt
tea15llJf9d a;!. all ~C:l.nt:g tD!! GX year IJ'lelet U'le In~ croipany Mt 01

, ..,

1-A OJnlr()tl lrus'I flJ'1l as~ ln&.'Ctklo 5a4(aj

J-'*' carte" ~ o91noo In sootJoo 5a1
it-Aon:«ef
L- (>. Ir.JS! ei«tl!P' ltQ"n lax 0009!" secll(fl 664 or Oesa!Oer:I In~ 494~/(1)

M-A tat et;ernp! tr.Jst in::ier a sl'cilon 41Xi!b) planorsecuon 457~ pl!rl

Part I. Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)
Enteryour l1M In trie appropriate box.ff youare a ree~.w eJMn.ardyouconee
tiave an:i are not eug;~e w getan SSH. 'fO:.'/l lWI$ ~lur IRS~ ta<payef
k!Mll~1rorHunoer OTINJ. Enta' a In r.e iOCISI sa::urtty nll'.fltlef bat. r: yru oo not.
he.'te an mN. seeHow&lgel. a TIN~.
.;fyousre aeolepr~etar aro yoo have.an~ yoo may9\fet ~'fOtTSSH

or 9N. Mowewr. tr.e IRS prel«'S Q1e1 )'OU uw 'jru1 SSN.

.1 yousre a~ lLCthat lsOlll:regMi:teo-as ai ~ ~e trom Its
O\llTW {See uml!ed L.lat(atyetrnpar.y(l..Lqoopage-2). ~-tre OM'!Ef"! SSN{or
EN. II ttle O'i\Tief r-.as ooe). Do not ootar Irle OISreg:nlal erv:ny's Bk. " ?Fi!! L.LO I::
cassrneci asa OOt!Xirali::f'I 0t p~ etterme eltlt)'~ il'i.
.Nmti. seetne crunonpage.4 torflJ1ti£< Cii'!!IRcallOO Of name all:! TI~I
OOO!Dlns!lm:s.

Mow toge.ta TIN. " you oo 001tla\-e a TIN, ~Y t:orooe t"flma3l3:ety.To app.)'
10' anSSM. qat i:-orrn SS-6, ,tt.iipf¢atlon fllf"a SOClal securty ~ ftcm }'CU IOCai
SOC13t security Aaml~s:ratJOO oMCe or get traltrn'I crurieat www..ssa.gor. Yoo
mat ::lso get tllS Um by cdng 1-e»1m.12\a. use~ W-7, ~pl¢8tton ftlf
1RS l'!dMoUai T-axpayer Id~ NUllX'«. t~ apply rot an rrut. CK ~orm SS-4.
~ca11ai lor BtpiOya""loentmcallon NU'.l\t«, 10 apply roran SN.Yru can apf1!1
ll:t' an EJN ctftff.! tty aooe&:Slf'G \l'ile lr:?S ' leDS!le at ll-WW.l'S.QOY)'D<IS.V'lesses arll
*IWlg Cfl Empk1'jl:t"I Jen~ tt-.imr.::t {BN) ll'ldiY SWlll)J a aUSlness. Ycu

can;i=t~W-7 !Pl SS-4 trcni IFle IRS Ct'i ~Ung IRS.g:worDy caciriig 1-eoc:>
T,t.X~FOPJJ ft~~

11·youare as!led ro OOJll~te i:oon w.9 cu do not ha'" ' aTIN, ;q:i!y ra ;;_ TtN
aroa 'i'llTfte •~IOO For' in me ~e IOI' ere TIN. s._<ri i!lr.il r:1au1 il'IS ;arm. aio !JW ll
tD Irie.~. r-ot l~an:JOI~ ~ts., aRJ cen:ain~ts mme
Y41rlrespect to~~ tisNneru:s. gersattyou Wit IU'te 60 d ?lfi ;ogei
al\N ana grve' IOtr.ii TeQ'J &lef C>e('.Jre youare st.ClfECl 10 MWJP *llTl~.ling on
~· It'~ ~Y rule OOeE:not appy '3 OSl~types or~ts. vouw;i b!
aJOjeCt to Dadtl4J ~Cll'IOl£111Q 00 SI w::n pa)'IOOl'i&'> llil!l you f'OW:le ~t lilt U>
1tie raqt.EetEI.
.Note. 91le!1l1g ~App11ea For means ttlSS you reveSe!ldy -appreci tor a TIN or tral
yoo tllaOCI ;o gp~ fl)( one soon.
Caution: A atsteg¥r»d U.S. enlfrf tnaf NS g 1UfefgTI Olot'fler must l.l$e me
~tet:ormVl..Q.

Part II. Certification
To est31JJsn ~ n;;~anp agera tnat yru ""' a u.s. persoo. or .res•lOO~ a11en.

Paymoots OWi' S800 requn>e 10 Doe
~ ar~ r:11recc :r.aiEB CMt ss.ooo'

Si¥I ;:wn W-$. '/ou rr:;q De reqoosted 10 slgn oy the 'i'.UMCfl:I~ agen1 even If
.;Efl'IS 1. 4. a 5 DeiOW IOOica!E0171ER1Se.

Paymoorsmade 1n se111emem ot
pa~I caro or ltllfO peny networ«

!7le pgaon · ·nose TIN IS sno..m ., Pan.I &.1WIO Sig!
lhe perscr1 kla1tllleoon ll'lo?
lne roust srgn. EXempl payees. $!ie 9Mlp( payee Coct! &flier.
Signature requirements. COmplete rie.cl!ffllcalfonas lmle2le«l In II.ems i

"""""""'
' see

Fcml 1093-MISC. ~f.ICU'> ~ m 11& !nstr\.Ctlo,--is.

~ Mowf!tlel. ll'le t~1£11Mgpayrrerts rn¥Je.10 a COl]Xl'cdoo ::nd ~e on

t"Of .. torr! SCCOl.lll. Clflly

t~ required}. '1 riecase 01 aC11sreg:¥C1eo en!lly,
~Name"

tttougns oecow.

r.orm

iOOi.9-MISC are not £-)(e!tlX ~ ~p wttm~ moo'<al<!nl tieit-mcarn
pay.rMttS. a1tomeys' rees, gross ~ pao to analiDmey, al'll payments r~

W'flces paid r:1y a :eaerai execuuve agen::y.

Exemption r:rom FATCA rapott1ng Coe». The tC4JOWl.ogoooes IOen:r'} payees
lhat a e exempt trom ~.mg llloet t:ATCA Ttese cooasapi:tf 10 persons

.stbnlrfng lhlS ron:n ror axotl'lts maitaltlea OL.1Sld!! OI tne uvtea states oy
CE!t.ar1 ~gr. ~CISl lr6tlb.tt!cns. Thete!Ore, If )'OJ U! any aJDni'!!l'IQ trfS ft:fm
IOI an atOOl..llt )'00 hOld In tne UIJlted States, you mil'/ l9aVe U1IS ftefr:I amt.
const111 wnn !tie per~ teqUE!EillfQ he nitm If you are ulJ:ef'U!ln n \~ nr~
rnsms:1on 1s s~eci ~ ~ ltql.Jretn.Mt$.
A-Arioi:gan!UOmetErnpt !tOQi taw: IJ'lder99Cllol'l 50 T(aj or ~lrnMdis

rel!remem ~u. asr:1et1r£<1111 sec!IOfl no118)!37)
a-me unltal s1~Cf lll'IY 01 tts apsnc1e5 rrinstnmen:atoiK
C - A at3".e. N Olsinct r:J COl!J'.1'£6. ~ posses51Cfl OI tne L.,llOO sta".es:; ry acy
01 N r polltfeal ~ns«tnstrumenlll!Ues
D- A corporation llle"StXk ot wrcctt 1srsg11<11y ra:ieo en one or r.iore
~ea sewrtlle&rnaric.ets.. as OE6Ct!Dea In-Reg. set!cn 1. 1.jl1i-1(CX1)(1,1

E-A oorpora»1 that IS-a mE!T!oe..- ol N nme expen:ieo ::rma1e<1 grot.Pas a
ccrpora!IOcl Oesalbecl InReg. ~ 1. 1472--1 ~1)1!1
F-.'i 09aler lnsecurma. OCffll!llX!loos, on:l!t'Nailve tMnelaJ ~
{l'IClllla'lg not1cn11 ~ cmtra::ts, t.itir!S. ~. ard Qp!ttw.J trctls
ft1!1SteredA sucn ooder tne (SY.'S 01 tne.unl!e!lS1st00.orary state

1. intereSl alVkSeoO. anobanerexcnaoge account& opt'MO DE-t ore 19&4
and broker accounts oonslctered acsf'ie during 19&3. You rrust !IW "PJf

ooooot TIN. cu yoo do r.at rmoe r.o-5(Qn tne CU'\m~or..
2: interest. at'ttGena. Drol(er. and bartet" excti&Bge aooourtts '4'£!ned after
1983and broker accoullb consldereo Inactive dlJrtng 1983. You must Sfgn trie

:ii~:g=~~~~t:~J~a:~. }t'J

m<IS! cross OU! 1eem i1n lile cer1!1fceton001tlre ~ 1netoon.
3. Real e-stase transactklcls.·voumuot Si.gr. 1~ catl!IC8llm. Yoo may cross cu:
t ern 2 01 11e.certa::srion.
4. other payments. Youmustgive 'JOU" comc1 TIN. out you do not ~ to ggno

lll9 ~lllC8llm tna>Soyounave l:J!:;Efl Ol'lt'.ed ITlat Y'='J rave ~1y flWKJM

~TIN. ~otn£.r p;;.ymen~ ~ p.!ymeotsmaoe ti die.COU'Seortne
ltqlJ;w.er'-s traoe orDUS.Yl*Sra f'!!f'ltS; roy:ntes;. gooas toinet V'lan Wis rc1'
mgcnntse), mooica art1 Me:n ca"e SE€vlces ptic:9JcSrig pey.mw;:s to
corporaUOO!J, peymMts "' a f'ilOrer~ Jor .se'Ylces, paym~ts ma~ In
sememem or pll)mell: ca'O &ir:I lnlra paty oot.\'00!. t:raisaclions, pa)rnfflts to
cenarn 11YmQ ooat CSf!li ioomo;.n; al\l f!sr«men, aio !POSS proooeds peld t<I
.atlcrneyS Oncllellng payrr.emg to COfPOt8Ucns).
5. Mortgage ll'ff:erestpa1r:1 Dy you. acqurstt:km « atJan.:>onment or SKUreo
property, canceUa110n ocCINJL qu:aime.o tUltkll program payroe.n:ts f\lf'Oer
section 529t. IRA. coveroet ESA. Alc:be1 MSA oc MS.A oonlrl>UUonsor
dlstrtbuboos. and pension dlstrlbl.rtbns. Younr.Jt gl\19" yrilS oorrootilN. tu '{r'J
oo oo: ro3\le~o~ ine oemncauon.
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>age 4

What Name 3nd Number To Give the Requester
For thlS tfpe Of account
l.~~ual

2. Two ct more lrw:llY!auats gcmt
i!O:M>~

100hlMOU31
The actual OJ.met OI tne eocou~ «.

ncoo;o!Qal um. l'le nre.1
lnalvt~ on~ ao».tnt'

3. OJsiocbl arxo111t 01 a mlliGf
(\l<lllOml Gl to MriofS AC.t)
-4, a. 'TtE t®Jal 1'91~~rq.t
lMt (gratior IS also tr..:st'2i!!)
0 , Sc>c~ tMit 3C~\ ln&t !S
nota ieg.:i a \ '.lUJ Vt.r:it ll'I09f
S".ate.law
5. SOie i:*'~ orot;reg:ir!ied
entity O'l\TleO oy an IOOIY>JtJaJ
6. G:a'lt·JI' l:nJSl tllrg t.r.Oer-Of:c:Cml

lt~

=or.n 1099 Rlttg IAEttiod 1 

Secure Your T3x Records from Identity Theft

~s=="~~~oJ:.J.:5~==~~~r

petrnlSSbn, >:O otmn!l fli!O:l Cf ottlE!f -crtnes. All ltla!'My tr~ may 'JSe'!Pl SSN to
get a }:It! or may me .a~ ~tJSlrf;I ~'Ol.I' SSN10 ~-ea ll!lbno.

To roouce )ICU' ns1e

:-Olm 1~.

G"9 name ana E'JN ot:

for tt1lS type oC' account

Far more ti~ see Ptbllcai:lon '535, ll:lerttttyl'l'>lln~ 3flCI lktlrn

~~

,t\sslO.la'IOe.

legJI entlly '

erare seek!hg nelp In rEoo!W(ll w protilans tnetn:venCll Deell NEIQl\'ec:I
trrotqiooma ~ mayoeetWt-'e tcw-TaxplYl'f Mvoce seMoe (T~
asmtance. voucen reacn1ASoycdh91he.TAS to11-ee.e cage Intake .-ie at
1·m-m~471-a ormnoo 1 ·~.
Protect yourself trotn suspfCIOus .emailsor plll:Slltng scrieme-s. PrusrqIS r.e
creaJ(ln Ma useot;ernau end wanes ttes1gne0 to mlmle legttlm9t: business
enu11:: ma weOS'..ie&.. Tne mos1ccrr.monact 1$ ~lrtl an email lOa IJMJ" ra1se1y

l"IC!\~OU<JI

-a. A 'Rlld trust, ee1alt\ Cl' ~ truat
e.=~°s"i:us~-~~oc

~to OE hlf d the Vlf r9fle Jstl'!G.

• Pfa>ect yotl' SSH,
• Ei°ISl..f'e "JOI.II ~"El IS prot~ yotJ" SSH,. if'IO
• se ~ "'nen c:hoo9tlg a nxpreparer.
1~ 'JfYJt la'!'. recoras<l!'e 3"0Cteo CJ1 tooot:y ~sno 'fOU rooetw a r~ trom
tne IRS, ll!$pood f\11'11 trKay to tile Nli'le a-ill pr<ll'E rt.lll'OYP'lf't!!d M the IRS
nallCe or iea~.
r. yrJ.JI tn recorasare ~ CU'if!:fl1Jy3!fl3Cted fJ'J tie.; :;iy tre.n 001 )'(Ii.I thrll<. you
are a ~di.le to a Jest ~strlM ~ « "'aiet, quesl»rEble credt cara-ac:w!)'
or a«Jlt(Efon. CO'ltat: Irie~ )0&.11:y~en !-lc:tine ~ 1~0 "sutmt

·-"""""' ...,,...ttii>m'IJJ
1. Ctstagatall!l)l!l'O'tyno1 owr«J rljan

Hott>. It roramebCMc:ea 'Mi«I men> 1nal me namets II~ meru..mi:.u W'ill oe

vtc-~ OI ~entcy i11E11

•orm256l
10-. Anoo:at1on, cam., rsllgloos,.

cr-.r..JDIS', eou::aDm:i, orottw
tax-ell'E:rntt ocgml3ilon

ptOQEdl,

wno 3t9 e1q:ien9'lall~ ecoliOIT6'.: i.arm or a S)'Stooi

dalrrtng 10 be an ootasrEOleogfUmateel'.tl!ftW!se in an arterntli to scam lile uset

1nro wren~ Plfva".a irmmaron tnat wa be tlSEl3 mr IOeoflty inm

11.P~orm~uc
12. I'. tn:ik!if or ~!stereo nominee

'llt:n

me

ooes

The IRS OJeS not lrt.1Wa OCOISC!S
~ \Ill e.:nais. .Mo,
IRS
l'V)1.f'!!quesf pm.onal OO:l:=&!Q l:ntOlrmtloo lil'Ol.ql ernala -a$k ~ rot·IM

l 3. Accoll'lt W.irr11\ie Dep:rimEIJI at
lqlttl?Ll'ell l;lenarroE ora puD.lc

01N

r¥Jn:tlet5. passwml'ii, « sJll'C!r" sect!t access lrJbl:tn3lkln ror """'crealtcard,

oanK.or01ner Rtl9t'Oal aco:-ur:is.
ir 'f"J '1!CEl\-e sn tmllll ctKI erna. ctekl!:I~ to oe mm U'lelRS-, 1tll'Wi!nl U'ls
mee:sage al ~gOn.0011" Youmay also report rrasuse.or tile. IRS name, togo,
or~ IRS fXOpert)' to Ifie Treasiry "l'.l$pe¢10( Getail ~ T.n: ~ 3t
1--QI00-366-~. Yoo can ronvan::i susµtlOUsEmal$ to tne fooooi naoe

entity(9.lcn asa v..a1e er-roes:
goverrrntrt. scruxd !ISlnC~ crPrisoo) fhsj ~ agJ'b&ltaJ
Jlf'0!1al'1I P.iJ)mW!ts
14, Gtaoilot ln.tSl Gii~ Ul1ler tne Form

, Gt, Rlk!g Meitioo oc :oo 0p11ooa
•orm 109§ ~..-.g Me!:hc>O :tt9<'e

c.o~atw~«colnc"l~atWNw.'1C',goWTalhel'for 1·m
toTM£TI {1~77-.138--£336).

~~ seetron l .671~(b)l2'Pf.Bi1

\llSIURS,gov IO lffil'O men a!Xiut roenllr,' 11'1«1aio r.ow 10 retlJCe 'Pl Mk..

' I.Ir.~ In! cnfG l!>rlllAl!lPolh!J'f"''IOll . _ Tf'.JIXl,;w y.111 '-""'h. hCdyCM po:nor!Q'l 11
prll1"0.d1111$S'18SN. ltd pollt'IOl1'sl'UlllXil' ...SS !IQ 'lJrtWW<1

'~hi rrtl'O"Om:nll.-1C! t~lllC>m~Wl
1
YtR1m.sl ~p.rh'llt"1.i,....trd)Q.tm~ol9C!Glf!W ye.s ~O""Ol!lo' r.-dl'I
:-111 'Sl.=il'Ge!Wl'IQ<~ 'lt'O.'f' rorM l'o. lti...i;tur; <aiJolti. ~ SSl t fa HNfr y.>u
.._ar""Wlh:IRS~'f'llU "' UW)'lll¥SS~

' u.1 tnJt.-., r.IO!lh1-0f!rei CW\. ~ or~ N.i.@QR)'!...,..,h T'NO!!l$
ponold ~~or NSIOIJ<.draltP •
. . _ leQfI!! r.:i~ lnn.lllXllllll
llka.JMo!Ro>Spco'fl!JJOtl..#17~f.agll

I

"Hole. a.tb""'1 '11!a~~llfatn'lt-l>k>nl*'°CIC'ni.t

Priv3cy Act Notice
section Bl oo or tr.e lll!«MI ReYenue cooe reqt.ilres you to f)'.OYIOO yo.Ir CO!n'!Ct TIN to pecscm (llC!UJ~ leeleral a;~ v.!IO are ~- tn rue ltllCfmatlefl reto..m:s 'M~
lhe !:RS to ff9ll"l ll'ltM!$1, CIMGends.. « onm otr-« mome palo to yot(" morrgage rn«es1 you pekl: th!! ~Slllon or .aoar!Ci«t11ent ct secured i:ropet1y. ihe carautton
01 debt or 00fl!l1J'Jtlonl you maos to art IRA. .NClier MSJi. or HM me persoo oooecmg lnls rorm uses ll'le intmns:ncn m oie toon 10 me 1r.1oona:;oo relln\9 'i\1tl ;ne !P-S.
reporting 1De atJOYe lr.fl:rm200ll. R;olJUr1e ~ ot Olis IJ1ormaloo w.ciwe ~It to U\e ~eoi or .lJsXe tor C!Yll a'\O Cfh1)QJ lltlgalloo and !J:l ~ siaLae:.. lhe Olsll1ct
OI cctJ.mrAa. -an:t u.s. oornmooweetraari:1 possess1c:m tOf ttsi& In SOlll:l'tstemg lnelr ia•ws. lhe lrlltfmarloo &1so may be aisca~ to ctner COll'llJleS 1..n1w a lmaly, to

~~ai:~~=~er:':"t!x~~:~~~i~aaipa~:S~=~a~~~,~~=:r=.-cu~::.S:.Fa~~

paymat•l:S ;o a payee 1llf'IO Cloes not give aTIN to tne pa.yet; CE!ruln peM11es mgyalsoappy ror prtNt'*'9 lS'Se v

traLC.1mtnama11on.
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Appendix K
License Tetms and Cooditions

JOHN WILEY AND SONS
LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
M~~os , 2016

ThtG Agfffment borw·~on Unda Tlrabe,ssl-l~a.ll'lfs ("You") al'ld

John W.ley nnd Son.s (11John \/IRb.'j and Sotls'1) 00f'lsttt$ of
~our order details an<i !tie terms &f'ld collditlo!'l'S provided by
Jo.hn '!Wey end Sons and Copvright Clearance-Center
lJceMe Nuitiber

3804510554409

Lu:ense dale

Apr 06, 2016

Licarsed Cornen\

John VV\toy an11 Sons

Plli>Mner
Uet1Mtld Cclll19r1~
Puc.H~1!or1

Licensed CG-ntent TiOe

l~nsed eontwil

Narrative vigilance: lhe
anaty&is of s.toriM il'l h:eiiltt.
care
JOlln Paley.Ga~ Eva

Aulhot
lJo•Med Cooten\ Drue

Mar 17, 2005

P119ei
Typtof usa

16

l\•qu$$lor t~pe

Univi;rsity/Acadamic

Disserta6on/Thesis

Format

Pnnt at)d elechon!c

Portion

~l\J<Jle.~able

N1>mbftr Of
figur""'1ablos
Orlgloal "Wei
ngu""1sbie n""1\>er(~)

1

l'V\3 yo<J be \ranslel.,97
Order reterenoe 11umb5r
Tdh! of VOVr the&11 I

dlsscmtfo"
Expected compl!!ltOn
datl!
~pected ali.a inurnoer

Figure 6 Ocgrc()s of n.arrabiJlty, p:agc 87. I adaptod tekt trom figUl'e 5 and inaefted it iflto a
-stairway style image depicting narratkro a.s a hWardiy rro<t'l IDW nafi'&tf\/1l9 posfli"ooeo on 1t1e
lowest at~p .and stocy on the fllgheil .st&p With high namuliAly, domon~ratect bV the
diradlonal anow-1 deaigned for my di&sertstion.

No
00401047
Hispanic Mothe~· NarraljVes: E);'per'Jences of Pareyitlng a Child Wrltl Cysticf"1brosla, HeaJth
to Cystic FibfosisMay 2015
Sul kfts~ and He.a/th CareEx~riGneea Reiaied
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Of Pl!ges)

Reque&\or location

LlO<l• Tir'8)>•w-MalJV;
6022 E Appian W•V

None

t-:on,;
LONG BEACH, CA
90003
Unllod Sta\bs
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t.gmu; l)f lhe- lcenaR, 110 DC\ll Cll tno Vlh!llY Mf.lll!l!e1!3
m•~ be clljli@J, mo.-lln"1 nt!>tl>\od \"'- liot
nur1or r•fbt1TU:1ttlng reQu1red by th# rtc:.w
Fl1bhcahan\, hun~h!il&d 1~uceth ~ranEferTe~ 'Or
dlt•t!Ululeti. lfl ioy lonn 01 -by <Jny rt'Mll1·1&. ana no
deriviiitlvi: WOIM fl t~ be 11'\'1dv lh,sed CMI UM! Wie\I.
jl.<aormal• wlln~ul lh• llfior pem11oi.i>n Qf In•
t<>~jT19hl ""'""' Yoo rn•i nol llll>i.
1!'tTloV& « &Ul-JP'"'"~ !fl aov fmrnner a1 1y norvnfffll.
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ltJ:t:.rli!l and Ct'AAUoo Cqmmpna Allt1h11!100 'iQI)

C.r,rnc rdAf·NOOeoY' tcc..ay~N ~•· rtt"
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pulliahe<. _o,.. aloo gr.int any llllm p.:ut~ !!Id llQnl t•
.... ""'Wiide ftelly .. lonll.."' •nlogrRy IS . . . . . .Inoa
!llld lb ""!l'f'Ol IWUMn dUl(.on and """' ...
ao _ ,, fl•lo ol ,lllllCle!Aulho<IJ01111u• me
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The Ccat:fc C<tmmw AttdO•dlDfl LWfau&o tc~
<ttlk>w5 lllefa.to OOf>Y'1 dl•lflbut;e erid tmismil Pn a·mcle.
act.apt Qle •rtkle ;1nd mako cori'""'roiiJ u&e ot U•eartli?=
the CC.BY lk)ana., pennit1 r.ommarolal and n01'
co1rMti01Clal r•·uMr of 1n open ac:m11a 11rtlcla, as IOH!I u
the a1.11101 ts p1opwly 1lh1lx1ten.
Thf1 CieaUve Co'11111un1 Anri:bullon \.lcenM doea no1 affect
the lfKlf&I ngh11t of CUJthOfl, lnc:&UdlnQ W\lheot lltY111a11an lf'!e
11g>tt not lo """• tMlr work aubjec1od to de<og•tor,
IJealm•nt It alao ooe1 nol a!lt!rJ wny alher11gJ\!S "eld tJ'(
aulh<H• lhl«l partl<!s In the 1olcle, lnc:IU<l'1g llit""'4
- . , , , t11<t llghll ol PfNllCV "'"' ~ Uoe ot tie
anc1e """ no11ucr1 "' imply. _ , k!1Pildl!Y or
!!Jfp5aty, any GOf,tedlOf. wtth. tndofseme.M Ot
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page.
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• !f flf1tGle «mlent Is tos:lled, downloaded or
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